


AND NOW A Lll'JEAR ACOUSTICAL 
CEILING 

UNPARALLELED 
IN STYLE. 

Make your next com
mercial interior a study in elegance . 

With Crossgate '". The new linear ceiling 
that has a style all its own . 

Each Crossgate ceil
ing panel is scored to simulate four 6" 

linear strips . These strips are cross-scored with 
a continuous pattern resulting in a deeply 
etched , dramatically distinctive visual that 

you won 't find in conventional linear ceilings . 
Crossgate comes in 

2'x2' semiconcealed panels , square-cut 
on two sides for a graceful contemporary 

look. There are eight colors to choose 
from-four subtle earth tones and four bold 

accents that coordinate beautifully with 
today 's finishes and furnishings. 

Add the performance 
features of fire retardance and acoustical 
efficiency, and you have an unparalleled 

linear ceiling for your next design . 
To learn more about 

our new Crossgate Ceiling , write 
Armstrong , Dept. 25NAJ , P.O. Box 3001 , 

Lancaster, PA 17604. 

Tan Concrete Brown Adobe 

Bronze Terra-Cotta Parchment Onyx 

® 
FROM THE INDOOR WORLD ®OF 
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INTRODUCING THE 
STRONG, QUIET TYPE. 
When you 're designing an area 
that's bound to be busy-and sure 
to be noisy-there's a new wall 
treatment that covers both prob
lems: Vinyl Soundsoak acoustical 
wall panels. D Vinyl Soundsoak is 
durable and easy to maintain. So it 
can handle the bumps, smudges, 
and minor mayhem of places like 
schoolrooms, lobbies, and open 
plan offices. And Vinyl Soundsoak 
puts noise in its proper place
because it absorbs up to 50% of the 

sound that strikes its surface. D 
Strong, quiet Vinyl Soundsoak is 
also a handsome complement to 
contemporary interiors. Its textured 
surface comes in five natural colors 
and six subtle accents which are 
styled for modern designs. D Our 
newest Soundsoak is available in 
24"x9' panels, with a factory-edged 
detail for quick, neat installation. To 
learn more, and for a free color bro
chure, write Armstrong, Dept. 25NAJ 
PO. Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604. 

TM 

NEW VINYL SOUNDSOAK 

SOUNDSOAK 
ACOUSTICAL 
WALL PANELS 
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Corian®will set your 
after other surfaces 

DuPont CORIAN* is solid and non-porous, for easy care 
and durability not found in other surface materials. 

When you include Du Pont CORIAN in your design specifications, 
the special look you choose will last-because CORIAN is a completely 
unique surface material. 

Totally unlike thin plastic laminates or gel-coated products that 
can be easily and irreparably damaged, durable CORIAN is solid-with 
color and pattern clear through. 

CORIAN has a subtle, quietly pleasing look. It is satiny smooth 
and warmly pleasing to the touch. Neutral and compatible. But the most 
remarkable feature of CORIAN-a result 
of its non-porous, solid construction-is 
its ability to avoid the ravaging effects of 
time and hard use with nothing more than 
average, day-to-day maintenance. 

Since it is non-porous, most stains 
wipe off CORIAN with a damp cloth. More 
stubborn stains, even cigarette burns, rub 
off with household cleanser. Accidental 
cuts and scratches can be repaired with 
fine sandpaper. All of this with no perma-

d h b f CORIAN Vanity counter and bowl are one-piece nent amage tO t e eauty 0 . molded CORIAN in the Mark Hopkins, 

And yet, for all of its built-in tough- SanFrancisco.J. RayBaker,designer. 

ness, CORIAN can be worked and shaped like a fine hardwood 
and inconspicuously seamed with DuPont's special adhesive 
system, for individual design effects that let you put a personal 
and lasting imprint on a project. 

Send for more information on CORIAN 
For more information about sheet and shaped CORIAN 

products and available colors, refer to Sweet's Architect File 6.15/Du, 
or phone, toll free , 1-800-345-8601 (Ext. 26). In Pennsylvania, call 
1-800-662-5180 (Ext. 26). Also available is our 16-page booklet, 
"Designing with Corian:· Free, when you write: DuPont, Room 
X39196, Wilmington, DE 19898. 

*CORIAN is the trademark for Du Pont's methyl methacrylate building products. 
Principal photograph shows ¥4'' CORIAN sheet finished in one of thousands of possible edge treatments. 
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This tabletop of CORIAN draws customer 
compliments at The Carvery, Toronto, 
Canada. Robert M. Lozowy, designer. 

CORIAN steps and tub surround in the 
Presidential Suite, Red Lion Inn, Seattle. 
Tom Lyons, designer. 

Unusual use of CORIAN on planters and 
esca lators in Connecticuts Hartford Ciuic 
Center. John Alterisio, designer. 



designs apart, 
show their age. 

thin plastic laminates 
must be glued to a 
substrate for support 

most "cultured marble" 
is a porous substrate with 
a thin decorative surface 

CORIN'! is solid
/he beauty goes all 
the way through 

Gracious accommodations at 
the refurbished Hay-Mams Hotel, 
V.Whington, DC. benefit from 
CORIN'!. Custom \kneer, Inc., 
designers [, fabricators. 

I. I 
. 1--'-.l..ft.... 



EVENTS 
June 13-18: International Design Confer
ence in Aspen, "The Prepared Profes
sional," Aspen, Colo. Contact: Pam Ar
nold, IDCA Office, P.O. Box 664, Aspen, 
Colo. 81612. 
June 15-18: NEOCON 14, The Merchan
dise Mart, Chicago. Contact: Office of 
Communications, 830 Merchandise Mart, 
Chicago, Ill. 60654. 
June 17-18: Course on Wind Effects on 
Buildings and Structures, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, Kansas City, Kan. 
June 18-20: Construction Specifications 
Institute an nual convention and exhibi
tion, Atlanta. Contact: CSI, 1150 17th 
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
June 21: Seminar on Successful Presenta
tion Strategies, Los Angeles. (Repeat 
seminars June 23, Chicago; June 25, Bos
ton.) Contact PSMJ Seminars, 45 Van 
Brunt Ave., Dedh am, Mass. 02026. 
June 23-27: Seminar on Architectural 
Conservation and Building Technology, 
Providence. Contact: Rhode Island His
torical Preservation Commission , 150 
Benefit St., Providence, R.I. 02903. 
June 24-26: Seminar on Passive Solar De
sign-Strategy Comparisons, Cornell Uni
versity, College of Architecture, Art and 
Planning. 
June 25-26: AIA Energy in Design: Prac
tice Workshop, Richmond . (Repeat work
shop July 9-10, New York City.) Con
tact: Brenda Henderson at Institute head
quarters, (202) 626-7353. 
July 8-9: AIA Energy in Design: Tech
niques Workshop, Kiawah Island, S.C. 
(Repeat workshops July 14-15, Lake Ta
hoe, Nev.; July 28-29, Atlantic City, N.J.; 
Aug. 5-6, Monterey, Calif. ; Aug. 12-13, 
Hyannis, Mass.; Aug. 19-20, Lake Ge
neva, Wis.) Contact: Brenda Henderson 
at Institute headquarters, (202) 626-7353. 
July 8-9: Workshop on Solar Domestic 
Hot Water Systems, University of Wis
consin, Madison. 
July 12-16: Course on Marketing Promo
tion Tools and Tactics for Design Offices, 
Harvard Graduate School of Design. 
July 14-17: Second Annual San Francisco 
Forum on Architectural Issues, San Fran
cisco. Contact: The Association of Col
legiate Schools of Architecture, at Insti
tute headquarters. 

LE TIERS 
The Mauna Kea Hotel: There certainly is 
little use arguing over taste or the strictly 
esthetic evaluation of works of art. Never
theless, basic rules do exist, which protect 
the world's artistic heritage from deface
ment. Without question, for example, the 
addition of further elements to Calder's 
stabile on Federal Plaza or Chagall's wall 
on First National Plaza, both in Chicago, 
by some obscure "artist" would be pre-
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vented by an outcry of about everybody in 
the so-called art world. But obviously, the 
same is not true with works of architecture. 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 's Mauna 
Kea Beach Hotel has been widely ac
claimed to constitute the ingeniously con
ceived and immaculately executed solu
tion to the task of building a fashionable 
resort hotel in fragile scenery, which had 
been so long awaited. Legions of cheap 
but obstrusive hotel complexes have be
fore and since gone up, littering about 
every suitable shore of the Western world, 
and, I dare say, there has not been one of 
the quality of Mauna Kea. 

Viewing Stanley Abercrombie's article 
(see March, page 72) with this background 
in mind , his conclusion that " there is al
most nothing to offend the eye" by the 
additions made by some other architec
tural office is simply outrageous. After 
pointing out, himself, how successful the 
original design has been, Mr. Abercrom
bie continues to draw attention to a num
ber of very substantial shortcomings of 
these additions, which, taken together, 
are disastrous, indeed. The conclusion 
can only be what a simple comparison 
of the overall photographs immediately 
reveals: a delicately proportioned whole 
has been totally thrown out of balance 
and devalued . The original building had 
been deliberately kept as low as possible 
by SOM-creating a careful tension be
tween the hotel and the height of the sur
rounding trees as we ll as the lines of the 
hill s beyond. Quite apart from the clumsy 
way the additional floor has been dumped 
on top of the original structure, it just 
doesn 't fit there in the first place, and no 
explanation in the world about the client's 
intentions can diminish this fact. 

One important question not touched 
upon in the article is why SOM did not 
themselves design the additions. Were they 
not asked or did they turn down the com
mission for good reason? H ad the spec
tator indeed been left alone with SOM 
on a tropical island, the worst might have 
been averted. 

As things went, however, the architec
tural comm unity is left with mourning the 
loss of yet another masterpiece, and the 
lesson to learn is: Architecture even of 
top class still has a long way to go to be 
protected from vandalism of this kind and 
be guarded like art is. As the Jou RN AL is 
also addressing itself to clients , this point 
should be made very clear! 

Oswald W. Grube 
H errsching, West Germany 

Stanley Abercrombie responds: Appar~ 
ently the point of our article did not sur
vive the trip to Germany. We agree whole
heartedly with Mr. Grube that Mauna 
Kea is a work of the highest quality. We 
also agree that its quality is diminished by 
its new top floor, and we thought we said 

so. ("Diminution by addition of another 
floor, " was the headline.) But as for the 
broader issue raised by this letter, we do 
not agree that architecture should ever "be 
guarded like art is." Architecture, unlike 
painting, must often change in order to 
continue to fun ction, and the Pazzi chapel 
was, after all, an addition to Sta. Croce. 

'Ignoring' Serious Problems: As a diligent 
reader of most architectural publica
tions, I get the impression the architec
tural community is ignoring very impor
tant global events shaping our future. 
Problems confronting the very destiny of 
man are not having the enormous impact 
on architectural thinking that they should. 

It is architecturally significant that in
stant cities are no longer an Archiagram 
dream but a refugee reality. Architectural 
masterpieces are becoming surrounded by 
pressing, a lmost irreversible modern-day 
urban problems. Rome stands with its 
scaffolding crutches, while the Parthenon 
sits upon an ecological time bomb called 
Athens. No one talks about the cancerous 
Cario slums devouring the pyramids at 
Giza, only the pyramids' esthetic beauty. 
Along with the cultural confusion generat
ing in the third world, I mentioned just 
a few of the serious, stimulating and un
approached architectural topics being 
ignored. I wouldn't dare mention the 
U.S. space program! 

Young professionals sensitive enough 
to be translating current events into "tips 
toward a future architecture" have no 
means of surfacing. We are reduced to the 
professional norm of exploiting the past 
or are forced to work with colleagues who 
let a proud architectural history block 
their foresight. It's a kind of professional 
negligence. 

Apparently, science is heading toward 
a quantum leap while architects are "bat
tling over labels" or designing " teapots"; 
it is embarrassing! Architecture is hun
dreds of years behind the times, and we 
still look back for inspiration. How can 
we wake this architectural profession up 
and confront the bitter realities of the 
very near future? Architecture is in des
perate need of a resurrection, lets face it. 

Andrew Formichella 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Direction '80s Endorsement: The recom
mendations of the Direction '80s task 
force as reported in the April issue of the 
JOURNAL (page 11) are wonderful. I 
heartily agree that the Institute should 
have architecture as its primary concern; 
and that architectural knowledge and de
sign ability are the bases of our profession. 

These apparently simple propositions 
clarify the central issues of architecture as 
they relate to both education and practice. 

R obert Geddes, FAIA 
Princeton, N.J. 



1. "Foamed in Place" 
Polyurethane 

Today the amount of insulation 
rn a door is more important than 
ever before- but even more impor
tant is the way it 's put in. That 's 
where nobody measures up to 
Atlas . And that 's why Atlas uses 
"foamed in place" polyurethane, 
because solid insulations can 't fill 
effectively. Foamed in insulation 
reaches in and penetrates filling 
all the small and hard to get to 
places. That 's the difference, it 's 
effective and fills completely. 
2. Superior Slat Design 

Inside the curves, where the 
slat faces interlock, are the hard-
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ATLAS THERMAL SERIES-
NO OTHER INSULATED 
ROLLING DOOR MEASURES UP 

est spots to insulate- in any rolling 
door. It's here that Atlas makes 
some unique design modifica
tions that allow them to be filled 
completely. This effective insula
tion over the entire length of the 
slat is a major design achieve
ment, yielding 100% insulation 
coverage and performance, a 
real value that no other rolling 
door measures up to . 
3. Bonding, Strength, 
Highest R 

For strength and durability, 
urethane foam hardens to a solid 
lightweight plastic that bonds to 
the metal slats permanently- no 
falling off. warping , or wearing. It 's 
protected from external damage 
and weathering by 22 gauge 
galvanized steel , a tough com
bination of metal/foam/metal. 
Urethane foam also has the 
lowest thermal conductivity (K) 

0.48 ___ 2.08 

---------·- 7.14 R Valuetln 

and highest resistence (R) of all 
common insulators. These 
unique properties coupled with 
Atlas technology produce a du
rable, lightweight, energy barrier 
that will last for the life of the door. 
4. "New" Atlas Options 

Two new rolling door options, 
the Atlas Safety-Stop'" , which 
prevents the door from free fall
ing , and the Atlas VHC '" , which 
extends the useful life of the door, 
complement a complete line of 
rolling doors and grilles. Atlas 
doors are backed by a national 
network of distributors and in-

stallers That 's because Atlas 
measures up- all the way. 

For more information about 
Thermal Series rolling doors 
and these new options, contact 
Atlas Door Corporation at 
116 Truman Drive, Edison , N.J. 
08817, or call (201) 572-5700. 

We're meeting the challenger 



If Andersen® windows 
can blend in at a 
120-year-old creamery, 

make a seaside 
renovation shipshape, 



When you hire a mason 
contractor who employs union 

masonry craftsmen, you 've 
engaged the professionals

craftsmen and managers 
whose skills can save you 
time and money. They'll 

deliver a brick, block, or stone 
building that is economical to heat 

and cool, durable, fire proof, virtu
ally maintenance free-and beautiful. 

Make sure your next building is 
built right. Hire the pros-Union Mason 

Craftsmen and Contractors. 
International Masonry Institute 

{The Bricklayers ' International Union and the 
Mason Contractors in the U .S. and Canada) 

823 Fifteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

202/783-3908 
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Illustrated : 9:' 6" and 4" round Lite Duct by Peerless with specialized 
Softshine optics . Lite Duct is one of the 13 Long lite systems and comes in 
seven diameters and configurations, in any finish, and extends to any length . 



L GHT NG RE NVENTED 
This picture shows much more than three pretty Long lites. 

It demonstrates controlled fluorescent lighting, which may be the biggest 
development in illumination since the invention of the fluorescent light. 

Look first at the even overall illumination of the room. The floor, walls and 
ceiling show almost the same brightness level. Then look at the fixtures. 

Normally, a lensed fixture is so bright and the contrast is so strong that 
the fixture looks black no matter what color it is. These new lenses direct the 
light to precisely where it's needed rather than spilling it out at eye level. Their 
glow is so soft you can see the individual ribs of the lenses without squinting. 

We use the name "Softshine" for these lenses and their optical systems. 
Ten years ago, they would have been laboratory curiosities. Today's stringent 
energy requirements make them a necessity. 

In most instances, these new Longlites can provide what any given lighting 
expert would call "good lighting" for less watts than any other system. 

A claim that strong, of course, requires a mass of corroborative data. 
We have it, in our own research and in independent reports. Contact us and 
we'll tell you all about Peerless, Longlites, Lite Duct and Softshine. 

And let you see our new invention for yourself. 

LONGLITES BY PEERLESS 
PEERLESS ELECTRIC COMPANY. 747 BANCROFT WAY BERKELEY CA 94710. TELEPHONE (415) 845-2760. 
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The Institute from page 20 
The Institute also resolved the lengthy 

lawsuit involving, among other charges, 
AIA's formerly mandatory ethical stan
dard limiting "supplanting." A 1979 de
cision by U.S. District Court Judge John 
Sirica had ruled the supplanting standard 
-under which an AJA member had been 
disciplined-an "unreasonable restraint 
on competition" and a violation of the 
Sherman Antitrust Act, prompting the 
Institute's recision of the entire manda
tory code in 1980. A $5 million lawsuit 
brought by the disciplined member was 
dropped in August 1981, with the Insti
tute's agreement to pay a $700,000 settle
ment over the next two years. 

On Jan. 1, 1982, the Institute imple
mented a reorganization of its corporate 
structure, consolidating all of AIA's 
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business functions-essentially ownership 
and management of its headquarters build
ing and a warehouse in Arlington, Va.
under a new corporate entity, the AJA 
Service Corporation. The charitable, edu
cational, scientific and research activities 
of the AIA Research Corporation and the 
AIA Foundation were brought under the 
aegis of the AIA Foundation, keeping 
AJA primarily involved in professional 
membership programs and activities. 

The new year also ushered in the 125th 
anniversary of the founding of the Insti
tute in 1857. Among the events scheduled 
for the year-long anniversary celebration 
were an exhibition on the history of the 
profession at the Octagon; a full week of 
activities at AIA headquarters commemo
rating the April ratification of the lnsti
tute's first constitution 125 years ago; the 

An ever-changing panorama of 
natural texture changes as the sun 
goes around. Truly, the perfect 
balance between architecture 
and nature. 

Natural 
Buckingham 
Slate® 
The award-winning 
100 WlllIAM STREET 
building in Manhattan. 

Architects: Davis Brody & Associates 
and Emery Roth & Sons 

Owner-builder: Sylvan Lawrence 
Supplier: Domestic Marble & Stone 

Corporation 
Photo: Robert Gray 

The fine design of this stately building 
is well executed in the rich individ
uality of Buckingham Slate:" Fine 
grained density. hardness and sound
ness assure unfading permanence. 
Natural qualities conserve heating 
and cooling energy ... saving big dol
lars of fuel costs. Maintenance free 
durability saves even more long-term 
dollars. Available in both interior and 
exterior paneling, flooring and paving. 
Write or call for information or see 
our catalogs in Sweet's Architectural 
Files or B.S.I. Stone Catalog. 

Buckingham-Virginia 
Slate Corporation 

4110 Fitzhugh Avenue 
Richmond.Virginia 23230 
Telephone: 804/355-4351 
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June 1982 AIA national convention in 
Honolulu, appropriately themed "A Quest 
in Time," and the launching of an aggres
sive, two-year drive aimed at increasing 
the Institute's membership from 38,000 
to 50,000 members. AJA President Rob
ert M. Lawrence, F AJA, who took office 
last December, termed the membership 
drive "vital if the Institute is to have the 
capacity and resources to respond to the 
needs of the future." 

Sparked by its anniversary, the Institute 
is keeping an eye on the future through
out the year. The 1981 AIA long-range 
planning report predicted that the year 
2000 and beyond will be an "age of tele
communications" when the energy crisis 
is "solved" and a "major percentage" of 
architects' work will be in the retrofitting 
of structures built in the last half of the 
20th century. And the report of the Insti
tute's Direction '80s task force, prepared 
for release at the 1982 convention, called 
for "a fundamental shift in the AIA's 
direction, from a primary concern for 
architects to a primary concern for archi
tecture-from a service-oriented associa
tion to a knowledge-based national insti
tute" concerned with "advancement of 
the art and science of architecture and 
advocacy of design excellence." 

Government 
As the Ax Swings, Urban and 
Environmental Problems Are 
Passed into Private Hands 
The National Endowment for the Arts, 
the U.S. Department of Energy and the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development's energy urban development 
action grant and community development 
block grant programs all felt the bite of 
the budget-cutting ax during the Reagan 
Administration's first year in office. Using 
such terms as "businesslike approach," 
"cutting federal regulations" and "pri
vatization of public services," the Ad
ministration called on the private sector 
to supplant public funding for urban re
vitalization and other areas of concern to 
the building design and construction in
dustry. "In one area you will see a broad
ening of participation," the Administra
tion's manager of HUD grant programs 
told the AJA Jou RN AL in 1981. "That is 
in providing professional technical assist
ance to local administrators and acting as 
a reliable information source and capable 
trainer." 

Two new Administration proposals de
fined the limits of the federal govern
ment's aid-to-cities intentions. The re
habilitation of buildings more than 30 
years old was made more attractive with 
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The Information Management Station, like the electronic 
equipment it supports, is designed to speed the flow of 
office work, thus increasing productivity . Six basic tables, 
used alone or in clusters, allow a variety of arrangements to 
solve space problems. A choice of heights, for writing 
or keyboard use, means minimum fatigue with maximum 
comfort. Wire routing is simple and unobtrusive, and 
a variety of accessories answers most related needs. 
So when it's time to furnish the automated office, 
consider I MS, the uncomplicated workstation . Ask 
Howe. Howe Furniture Corp., Dept. AIA, 155 E. 56th St. , 
NY, NY 10022 (212) 826-0280. Showrooms nationwide . 

THE UNCOMPLICATED WORKSTATION 
-

'"I I -

Where form and function meet 
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VULCRAFT'S 
LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM 
FOR HEAVYWEIGHT SAVINGS. 

With Vulcraft steel joists and joist girders, less 
weight in the structure means more savings on 
the job. 

When Greener & Sumner, owner/architect/ con
tractor for the five-story Forest Park Tower in 
Dallas, Texas, selected Vulcraft joists and joist 
girders, they planned to save money. And they did. 

Compared to alternative systems, Vulcraft1s 
lightweight steel joists and joist girders allowed for 
less foundation and lighter weight columns. Addi
tional savings resulted from the fast, easy erection 
of the joists and girders. 

And the fact that Vulcraft also manufactured the. 
steel deck enabled Greener & Sumner to look to 
one source for all three components. This helped 
to insure coordinated, on-time delivery, and 
further reduced erection time. 

Developer: Sumner & Greener, a Texas General Partnership. 
Arch itect: Greener & Sumner Architects, Inc . 

General Contracto r: Greener & Sum ner Construction, In c. 
Structural Engineer: Ch ester R . Reed, In c. 

Steel Fabricator: Huffhines Steel Co. 

Circle 15 011 i11for111atio11 card 

By cutting overall construction time, interim 
financing costs were reduced, and this resulted in 
additional savings. 

In fact, Greener & Sumner were so convinced of 
the advantages of Vulcraft 's lightweight joists and 
girders, they have since utilized the system in three 
additional multi-story buildings. 

So when your plans call for saving money, call 
on Vulcraft. For steel joists, joist girders and steel 
deck. As the largest producer of steel joists in the 
country, we can help you build heavyweight sav
ings with our lightweight system. 

For more information concerning Vulcraft 
steel joists, joist girders and steel deck, or copi es 
of our joist and steel deck catalogs, contact the 
nearest Vulcraft plant listed below. Or see Sweet 's 
5.2/Vu and 5.5/ Vu. 

P.O . Box 637, Brigham Ci ty, UT 84302 801/734-9433 
P.O . Box F-2, Fl orence, SC 29502 803/ 662-0381 
P.O . Box 169, Fort Pay ne, AL 35967 205/ 845-24b0 
P.O. Box 186, Grapeland, T X 75844 713/ 687-4665 
P.O . Box 59, No rfo lk, NE 68701 402/ 371-0020 
P.O . Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785 219/ 337-5411 

VU LC RAFT 
A D ivision of Nucor Corporation 



Lees reveals the truth 
about carpet construction 

When you specify carpet for commercial space, 
you know the color and texture will be right. But 
what's beneath the surface and can't be seen has 
everything to do with performance. 

Unibond® construction. The Lees Unibond system 
uses. hot_-melt th_ermoplastic to bond face yarn and 
backing into a single component. Tuft bind, secondary 
back ~dhesion , an~ resistance to edge ravel are 
superior to conventional latex-bonded carpet. Unibond 
performance guarantees are based on these real 
physical differences. 
Proven in use. Twenty million square yards of Unibond 
carpets cover floors in virtually every sort of 
commercial interior. An architect or prospective buyer 
doesn't have to wonder what his installation will look 
like in five years. He can see one that's b·een down as 
long or longer. 
Appearance. Advan_ced _generation Antron® nylon 
yarns by DuPont resist dirt and offer permanent static 

protect~on . Unibond carpets are guaranteed against 
excessive wear. 
In stock. Unibond carpets in a variety of textures and 
over 60 colors are in stock. Orders are filled quickly 
from inventory. 
Antimicrobial. Selected Unibond carpets are available 
with permanent Bioguard® antimicrobial action built in. 
Anti-fungal , anti-bacterial , anti-odor effectiveness is 
guaranteed for the life of the carpet. 
~odular systems. 600mm carpet tiles fit a system that 
includes broadloom coordinates in identical Unibond 
construction . Visual flow is continuous, uninterrupted by 
breaks in surface texture. 
Call toll-free. For test data, specification information, 
call 800/523-5647. From within Pennsylvania, call 
collect 215/666-9426. Or write for illustrated brochure. 
Lees. The Contract Carpet Company. 
Live the life of Lees at work and at home. 

LEE 
~ Made better by Burlington 
iiil King of Prussia , PA 19406 
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Government from page 24 
the passage of increased tax incentives in 
the Administration-developed Economic 
Recovery Tax Act of 1981. And private 
sector investment in decaying city neigh
borhoods got a boost with the proposed 
creation of "urban enterprise zones" in 
which entrepreneuers would receive fed
eral investment and wage tax credits in 
return for bringing new business and new 
jobs into declining areas . That concept 
and the gradual transfer of other urban 
programs to state and local governments 
formed the aid-to-cities portion of the 
"new federalism" described by President 
Reagan in his 19 82 state of the union ad
dress to Congress. 

Among the President's delayed ap
pointments in the executive branch were 
new heads for the National Endowment 
for the Arts, the General Services Ad
ministration and GSA's public buildings 
service. New Hampshire businessman 
Gerald Carmen was confirmed as GSA's 
new administrator in May 1981. Richard 
0 . Haase, a Naval Academy graduate 
and Washington, D.C., real estate broker, 
became the new commissioner of the pub
lic buildings service, the GSA division 
responsible for construction, leasing and 
maintenance of space in 10,000 buildings 
nationwide. And NEA Chairman Living
ston Biddle was succeeded by Reagan 
White House aide Frank Hadsell , whose 
budget-slashing reputation and recently 
finished architect-designed home in the 
Washington suburbs-complete with 
Potomac River view and disco room
received roughly equal press attention. 

A Master Plan for the Capitol 
And an Arch (?) for the A venue 

On Capitol Hill, Architect of the Capi
tol George White, FAIA, unveiled a new 
master plan fo r a neighborhood-ringed 
and expansion-minded Congress. The 
Capitol Hill complex currently houses 
some 20,000 employees in 9.7 million 
gross square feet of office space. White's 
plan, which allows for an additional 4.8 
million gross square feet of new develop
ment, would "humanize" the area by bury
ing parking, adding lively plazas with 
shops and restaurants, eliminating exces
sive traffic, easing the transition from 
"monumental" architecture to the neigh
borhood residential scale and correcting 
disruptions of the vistas originally planned 
by L'Enfant. 

The mile-long stretch of Pennsylvania 
Avenue between the Capitol and the 
White House has been a controversial 
subject since the Kennedy Administra
tion first proposed its revitalization 20 
years ago. Development and controversy 
went hand in hand again during the year. 
An assortment of new office buildings 

continued on page 30 
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MUSSON 
Fluff Cord Tile 

Exceptionally durable in heavy wear areas such as the 
entrances , lobbies and ramps of airports, theaters , fac
tories and shopping centers. The carpet-like surface is 
made of heavy-duty tire stock , bonded to a flex ible mesh 
base and laid in a beautiful parquet pattern . Til es are 3/e'' 
thick and 12" x 12" square. (Also golf spike res istant). 

~ THE';.'~: ;o~;;~S~m;~·;~;R co. 
~- 1310 East Archwood • Akron , Ohio 44306 
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Government from page 29 
rose on the avenue's flanks, and the old 
Willard Hotel, renovation of which has 
been stymied for several years, acquired 
a new developer and a new mixed-use 
program. The nearby old post office build
ing, whose renovated commercial mall is 
being designed by Benjamin Thompson & 
Associates, was scheduled for opening in 
the summer of 1983. Disputes arose over 
the quantity, quality and income-level of 
housing planned for the downtown side of 
the avenue, and over a proposal that a 
IO-story "Arc de Triomphe" be erected 
as a Navy Memorial where the avenue 
meets Eighth Street. Opposition grew as 
the proposal began its way through the 
approval process. Meanwhile, GSA 
has unveiled an ambitious master plan by 
Harry Weese & Associates for the Fed
eral Triangle, the enclave of federal office 
buildings between Washington's Mall and 
Pennsylvania Avenue. As part of the plan 
to diversify and intensify the triangle, 
GSA proposes a massive, mixed-use build
ing for the area's last unbuilt section, and 
a limited competition, possibly held late 
this year, to select its designer. 

On Jan. 12, 1982, Pennsylvania Ave
nue Development Corporation member 
Nathaniel Owings, FAIA, founding part
ner of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and a 
Kennedy appointee to the avenue project 
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in 1962, sent his letter of resignation from 
the PADC board to President Reagan, 
pleading differences with the PADC 
board chairman. 

On the state level, hard-pressed state 
legislatures increasingly moved to impose 
taxes on professional services, including 
those provided by architects. Efforts to 
levy taxes on gross receipts in Ohio, Min
nesota, Wisconsin and Illinois were de
feated or declared unconstitutional, but 
legislation is pending in other states. Six 
states-Delaware, Michigan, New Hamp
shire, New Mexico, South Dakota and 
West Virginia-already had professional 
taxes in place. 

The Council of State Planning Agen
cies reported that U.S. public works pro
jects-including highways, bridges, har
bors, dams, prisons and other facilities
were in a state of severe decline. The 
council's report, "America in Ruins: Be
yond the Public Works Pork Barrel," de
scribed a landscape in serious disrepair: 
an interstate highway system needing 
2,000 miles of road reconstruction every 
year, one of every five U.S. bridges need
ing major rehabilitation and at least 1,300 
prisons needing replacement or substan
tial rehabilitation in the '80s alone. De
laying such needed maintenance, the re
port added, will result in tremendous in
creases in cost. 

Practice 
A Year in Which the Major Fact 
Of Prof es.sional Life Was the 
Condition of the Economy 

Economically, the climate for architects 
was poor throughout the year. AIA re
gional directors reported interest rates to 
be the major concern across most of the 
nation, and cited minimal construction 
backlogs. Only Texas and the Western 
Mountain region reported optimistic eco
nomic outlooks. Economic forecasters ini
tially predicted the beginnings of a recov
ery in 1982 for the sluggish construction 
industry, but later hedged their bets, call
ing for a very slow recovery and possibly 
none at all. Most believed that interest 
rates would have to remain low for an ex
tended period of time for construction 
and new housing starts to recover. 

The median base salary for chief exec
utives in design, engineering and planning 
firms in 1981 was $52,000 (plus a median 
bonus of $12,000), according to a survey 
conducted by the "Professional Services 
Management Journal." The median salary 
ranged from $35,000 for officers in small 
firms ( 10 or fewer employees) to $167 ,-

continued on page 3 2 
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Patent Pending 

Cheney SPLICE LOCK roof 
edging is designed specifically for 
adhered or ballasted single ply roof
ing systems. 

SPLICE LOCK saves material and in
stallation costs. The three piece system 
is furnished complete with galvanized 
steel water dam that anchors-and 
gives positive support-to both fascia 
and roof flange. A spring loaded, 
concealed splice plate supports and 
locks the .040 aluminum exterior fas
cia in place. Three fascia sizes are 
available in a choice of Cheney color 
finishes. Write or call for complete 
data. 

A company in touch with your needs. 

CHENEY 
FLASHING COMPANY 

623 Prospect Street, Box 818 
Trenton, NJ. 08605 

Phone (609) 394-8175 
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000 in firms with more than 2,000 em
ployees, the survey found. It also reported 
that practitioners' salaries were highest 
in the West and Northeast. 

Another survey found that possibly 
as many as 4,900 of AIA's 10,480 mem
ber firms were considering purchasing 
their first computer capabilities or adding 
to their current equipment in 1981-82. 
The survey, conducted by the Institute's 
practice division with a 10 percent sample 
of AIA-member firms, found that word 
processing equipment or software was of 
highest interest, followed by specification, 
financial management and cost account
ing software. Lowest on the list of priori
ties were software for (in descending or
der) project management, scheduling, 
energy audits, structural and mechanical 
design, library storage, computer graph
ics and life cycle costing. 

Yet another survey revealed that nearly 
two out of three AIA member firms be
lieved archi tectural competitions should 
be held only "occasionally" or "rarely." 
The majority of the firms responding
and nearly all of the responding large 
firms (25 em ployees or more)-agreed 
that competitions are more expensive than 
other ways of finding work and that com
petition compensation is inadequate. 

Late last year, the Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers Compliance 
Board reached compromise on proposed 
minimum guidelines for making federally 
financed buildings more accessible to the 
handicapped. The board had been split 
between those wanting to adopt guidelines 
previously proposed (all but one of the 
public members) and federal agency rep
resentatives wan ting more lenient 
guidelines. This month, the board unani
mously adopted a version of the revised 
proposals, and these are to be published 
this summer in the Federal R egister. Mean
while, a task force of four federal agencies 
has worked independently on guidelines 
based on the American National Stand
ards Institute's standard ; reconciliation 
between recommendations of the board 
and task force is sti ll to be worked out. 

Legally, architects hoping to recover 
funds spent in defense of frivolous law
suits experienced a setback in 1981. In a 
significant professional liability case, the 
Arizona Court of Appeals decided against 
an architect who countersued, charging 
malicious prosecution, after being named 
and exonerated in a malpractice suit. The 
architect contended that attorneys should 
be liable for negligence in filing ground
less lawsuits, but the appellate court ruled 
that a lawyer needs "freedom to present 
his case as vigorously as the rules of law 
and professional ethics permit" and " there 
can be no liability in negligence for an 
attorney who brings a groundless suit 
against another party." 

Energy 
Emphasis Shifts from Conserva
tion and Alternate Sources to 
Supply of Conventional Fuels 

Despite the planning and ballyhoo for 
Energy Expo '82, also known as the Knox
vil le World's Fair, energy loomed lower 
in the national consciousness over the 
year as the Reagan Administration dis
mantled some federal energy programs 
and aimed at eliminating the Department 
of Energy altogether. 

Conservation continued to ga in atten
tion as a viable national strategy. Confirm
ing projections made in the Harvard Uni
versity business school 's Energy Future, 
a comprehensive report from the DOE
funded Solar Energy Research Institute 
called energy conservation and the use of 
renewable resources the cheapest, fastest 
and safest U.S. energy strategy for the 
next 20 yea rs. The report-controversial 
because it conflicted with the Reagan Ad
ministration 's emphasis on increased pro
duction of conventional fuels and greater 
reliance on nuclear power-stated that 
through efficiency in building, industrial, 
transportation and utility sectors, " the 
U.S. can achieve a full-employment econ
omy and increase worker productivity, 
while reducing nation al energy consump
tion by nearly 25 percent. Some 20 to 
30 percent of this reduced demand could 
be supplied by renewable resources. " 

In separate testimony, AJA urged a 
recognition of energy conservation in new 
and existing buildings as a significant 
source of energy for the nation 's short
term needs. Said 19 81 AJA President R. 
Randall Vosbeck, FAIA: "We maintain 
that the importance of energy-efficiency 
has been overlooked and given short shrift 
as a short-term source of energy supply." 

Speaking to the Environmental Protec
tion Agency, Vosbeck said the building 
industry was too fragmented to fully pick 
up the information dissemination and 
building research previously undertaken 
by the federal government. And the In
stitute later testified before Congress that 
the Administration 's budget reductions 
for DO E's conservation and solar pro
grams would "abruptly terminate many 
initiatives that are critically important to 
the design community," and suggested 
that if research programs are terminated 
DOE should offer research data to appro
priate private sector groups. 

According to a Solar Energy Research 
Institute survey taken during the year, 
owners of houses that incorporate active 
and passive solar systems were "satisfied" 
or "very satisfied" with the systems. Ten 
percent of the solar homeowners reported 
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Energy from page 32 
monthly utility bill savings of 40 to 50 
percent; 36 percent of the owners re
ported savings between 10 and 30 per
cent. Nearly 80 percent of the active sys
tem owners said they had had either minor 
problems that had been solved or no prob
lems at all with their systems, and 75 per
cent of the pa·ssive system owners de
scribed their systems as either "excellent" 
or "very good." 

A survey comparing energy conserv
ing design practices in 1976 and 1979 
found different results, reporting "sur
prisingly little evidence of innovation" 
and a general "lack of change in materials 
specified" during that three-year period. 
The survey, which compared buildings 
built in 1976 and 1979, surprised those 
who felt designers had modified their 
techniques to save more energy since 
1976. "Changes in design practices tended 
to be those that can be easily specified and 
easily installed," said the survey report 
prepared for DOE, adding that the energy 
conserving practices applied by designers 
during the period tended to be "readily 
available" and "familiar solutions." 

Proof that the energy crisis hadn't faded 
entirely from the national consciousness 
came in a report, "Energy Policy in Per
spective: Today's Problems, Yesterday's 
Solutions," published by the Brookings 
Institution. The report traced the crisis 
to its origins, saying: "The inventory of 
energy policies adopted by Washington 
before and after the Arab oil embargo in 
1973-74 is long and intricate. Stripped of 
embellishments, however, two themes 
stand out: the unwillingness, despite all of 
their rhetoric, of energy producers, con
sumers and the federal government to 
allow a genuinely free market in energy 
to develop; and the inability to create a 
system of central planning-the obvious 
alternative-to take the place of the mar
ketplace . ... Successive presidents worried 
about fuel prices and shortages, about 
imports, about competition among coal, 
oil and natural gas. But a truly broad, 
painful White House attack on the prob
lem, it seemed, was always deferred as 
wars, recessions or political conflicts 
intervened." 

In his address at the opening of the 
1982 World's Fair in Knoxville May 1, 
President Reagan emphasized oil stock
piling and then called "decontrol of all our 
energy sources, including natural gas," the 
" ultimate solution to our energy prob
lems." After "four years of pessimism," 
Reagan said, "we are unleashing again 
the power of our people and the forces of 
democratic capitalism." On the subject of 
nuclear power, Reagan spoke of "our 
commitment to developing safe nuclear 
technology to secure America's energy 
future, " while calling nuclear one of the 
"practical sources" available today. D 

f llJl(~I{ 
()IJl~S'l1l()N: 

How can you meet a building schedule 
that's rush, rush, rush? 

Sl11~1~1)Y 
ilNSl\rl~ll: 

Use reinforced concrete and fast-track construction 
to get three floors a week. 

Architect: Emery Roth & Sons, P.C., New York 
Structural Engineer: The Office of lrwln G. 
Cantor, New York 
Contractor: Morse/ Diesel, New York 
Owner Helmsley-Spear, Inc., New York 

The owners of the luxurious 51-story, 
$120-million Helmsley Palace Hotel 
wanted their building ready in record time. 
The designers chose reinforced concrete 
for its easy adaptability to fast-track con
struction which was essential for this 
project located in the heart of the nation's 
busiest city-New York. 

Complicating the tight schedule was 
the cramped 100' x 200' site. Construction 
crews were carefully coordinated as forms 
were erected, utility lines installed, Grade 
60 reinforcing steel placed, and concrete 
cast. This tightly scheduled cycle was 
repeated every two days to complete the 
equivalent of three floors per week. Other 
construction trades were able to begin 
their work shortly thereafter. 

The first six floors were built using 
conventional techniques. Then crews built 
one set of forms on top of the sixth level. 
When that level was cast, a second set of 
forms was built on top. The first set was 
then hoisted to the eighth level. The two 
sets then leapfrogged from floor to floor up 
to the 36th level. The top 13 floors required 
different forms and were also built at the 
rate of three per week. 

By using high-strength (8,000 psi) con
crete. the lower story column sizes were 
kept to an architecturally acceptable size 
and the required percentage of reinforcing 
steel was simultaneously reduced. 

To assure proper load transmission 
between the high-strength columns and 
the 3500-psi floor slabs, a unique interface 
between them was cast. It consists of 
5,000 to 6,000 psi concrete floor slab 
sections cast atop the columns. 

Helmsley Palace Hotel represents the 
first use of high-strength reinforced con
crete in New York City. More structures will 
surely come. considering reinforced con
crete's fast-track construction, ease of 
maintenance, fire resistance , energy 
savings and many other benefits. 

Ask for Bulletin No. 19. 

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE BiEJI 
933 N. Plum Grove Road, Room21 O t= "' 
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Briggs and Stratton Corporation planned 
to build a 744,000 square foot distribution 
center and manufacturing facility on a 64-
acre sloping site along Highway 41-45 in 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin. They wanted 
their building to project a contemporary im
age for the company. Their requirements: 
420,000 square feet for light manufacturing, 
300,000 square feet for warehouse and parts 
distribution center, and a connected 24,000 
square foot office building. 

Erection speed was essential because of 
Wisconsin's severe winter weather. Construc
tion started in April, 1979. Completion was 
scheduled for June, 1981. 

Speedy, Economical Steel 
A major consideration was the choice of a 

wall system to enclose the 600 by 1200-foot 

structure with its level, unified roofline. 
Steel plate curtain wall panels provided the 
answer. Full building height panels 10 feet 
wide and 15, 25 and 30 feet high were com
pletely shop-fabricated, including sand 
blasting and spray coating with epoxy primer. 
These modular units have Vi-inch steel plates 
on the exterior, five inches of glass fiber insu
lation and a corrugated metal skin interior. 

As many as eight panels per day were 
installed, starting as soon as the structural 
steel frame was erected. The panels went up 
so fast that Briggs and Stratton moved in six 
months ahead of schedule, in December, 1980. 
This wall system not only contributes to the 
building's high energy efficiency, but the 
panels are readily removable and re-usable 
for future expansion. One more example 



of how exposed st.eel can accommodate 
industrial construction and-at the same 
time-result in tasteful, innovative design. 

To find out more about this impressive 
new building, contact a USS Construction 
Representative through your nearest U.S. 
Steel Sales Office. Or write for a copy of the 
USS Exposed Steel Design Data Sheet B.3/2a 
to United States Steel, P.O. Box 86 (C1675), 
Pittsburgh, PA 15230. 

~ United States Steel 
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Cro~-Sectional Selection of Award 
Wmners from Around the Nation 
The place to look for the state of the art of architecture is at the 
grass roots, where it is being built. So each year as part of our 
annual review we present a sampling of awards given by AIA's 
local, state and regional component organizations. It must be a 
sampling because there are hundreds of such awards each year. 
We don ·t try to second-guess the juries-our choices are made 
largely with the goal of getting a cross section of geographical 
areas, building types and approaches. The presentations begin 
here and continue through the front and back of the issue. Text is 
by Nora Richter Greer, Allen Freeman and Lynn Nesmith .-Ed. 
Los Angeles Chapter. Sun-Tech Townhouses, Santa Monica, 
Calif. (above); Urban Forms/ Steve Andre, Santa Monica. There 
are 18 four-level town houses on this 150xl 60-foot site, each 
with two bedrooms, den, two and one-half baths and a rooftop 
deck. A dynamic high-tech image was created by the use of ex-
44 AJA JOURNAL/ MID-MAY 1982 

posed chimney stacks, metal railings, bold shapes formed in the 
stucco walls and carefully positioned outdoor lighting. Large 
windows are strategically placed to admit natural light into two
story interior spaces, while maintaining privacy for each unit. 

Los Angeles Harbor Department Administration Building, 
San Pedro, Calif. (right) ; John Carl Warnecke & Associates , Los 
Angeles. Planned as a catalyst for a redevelopment area in this 
port city, the office facility accommodates 350 management, 
engineering, accounting, security and clerical personnel with the 
capacity for an additional 100 employees. The building sits on 
top of a landscaped, terraced parking garage that was designed 
to blend with the surrounding multistory office and commercial 
buildings to the south and the two-story residences to the north. 
It is clad in glass and covered by weathering steel trusses and 
horizontal stainless steel guardrail cables. 
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Inland California Chapter. Vintage Club 
Cottages, Indian Wells (above); Patrick 
Evan Sheehy, Palm Springs. Six cottages 
are clustered in a fan-shaped pattern fac
ing outward toward a golf course and 
sharing a landscaped courtyard and park
ing area. The architect chose mauve sand
finished stucco, red brick window frames 
and Mexican barrel tile as finishes. In each 
of the 135 two- and three-bedroom units, 
the nine-foot ceilings have beam trellises. 
Southwest Oregon Chapter. Spectra
Physics Manufacturing and Research Fa
cility, Eugene (right); Moreland/ Unruh/ 
Smith, Eugene. This 54,000-square-foot 
building is the first phase of a master plan 
that called for an expandable facility to 
house various industrial, research and 
administrative services. The architect 
chose indigenous design materials and a 
low-profile building designed to reflect a 
"campus-like environment." Sloping win
dows deflect sound and light upward into 
the perimeter roof cove, which shields 
mechanical equipment from view. 
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2"THICK 
THERMAFIBER 
CW90DARK 
CURTAIN WALL ', 
INSULATION 

- 2"THICK 
THERMAFIBER 
CW90 DARK 
CURTAIN WALL 
INSULATION 

E 'V'1CLTTSIVE Now! Fire tests provide convincing proof: new 
~ IU THERMAFIBER® Dark Curtain Wall lnsula-

D~ "RK tion blocks flame spread at the spandrel- for over three hours 
~ - even at 1900°F. (ASTM El 19 test procedure). After test was 

CUR...,"IN "l'KTALL terminated, dark THERMAFIBER 
'.A.Z1 11VZ1 mineral wool remained solidly intact, 

SYSTEM as did the total assembly. In the identical test, glass fiber 
insulation began to melt m 10 mmutes at iust 1200°F. 

BLOCKS Flames became visible at 16 minutes . Glass spandrel 
shattered in 17)12 minutes to conclude testing. This new 

FLAMES U.S.G . system offers you another important benefit: its 
exclusive dark color was developed expressly for vision 

lo TIMES Lo-.TiGER glass. curtain walls to elimi-
~,.1 nate insulation showthrough. 

THAN Combine this unique dark curtain wall insulation with 
THERMAFIBER Safing around perimeter and at all "poke-

GLASS FIBERI through" utility openings to assure a 
• 3-hr. fire containment rating.• Call your 

U.S .G. Representative. Call us at (312) 321-4353. Or write to us at 101 South 
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606, Dept. AIA-582 

2000 _J..-4~~+--4--+--+--+--+--+--+-+--+-----i~+--+-+--+--t---. 
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• GLASS FIBER 0 
• 1 HR 2HR 3HR 
THERMAFIBER SYSTEM 
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Since 1978, the use of EPS 
insulation in roofs has increased 
fourfold. Why? Because the sur
vivors in this business have been 
switching from their old standbys 
to more cost-effective alternatives 
.. . like EPS insulation. 

EPS offers more Rs per dollar 
than any other product on the 

ARCO 
c 1982 Atlant1cR1chl1eldCompany 
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market. It's highly water resistant. 
And it performs equally well in 
built-up or single-ply roofs. 

It's also the most versatile 
product available for the job. Sizes, 
densities and thicknesses are 
variable. You can specify tapered 
EPS for positive slope-to-drain. 
It's available laminated with an 

integral thermal barrier and/or 
an overlayment to accept adhe
sives or hot bitumen. 

Best of all , EPS in your next 
roof will make a survivor out of 
your client. .. with lower heating 
and cooling bills. 

ARCO Chemical Company 
Division of AllantlcRlchlleldCompany 

Manufacturer of Dyllte<> expandable polystyrene 

Intelligent solutions 



Portland Chapter. Tualatin Hills Park and 
Recreation Complex, Beaverton, Ore, 
(above); Broome, Oringdulph, O'Toole, 
Rudopf & Associates, Portland. This rec
reation and sports facility, the largest in 
the state, includes an aquatic center, in
door and outdoor tennis courts, adminis
trative offices, public service maintenance 
building, 500-car parking lot and football, 
soccer, softball and baseball fields. The 

architect clustered the buildings on a 
knoll of the 66-acre partially wooded site 
and buried the two major structures to 
reduce heating and cooling costs. Their 
earth berms also serve as bleachers for 
outside sports. 

Addition to the William Temple house, 
Portland (below); Fletcher Finch Farr 
Partners, Portland. Housed for 10 years 
in an 1878 mansion, the Episcopal Lay-

Al A Component A l'vards 

men's Mission Society needed add1tlonal 
space for "intense public use," such as 
meetings and counseling services. The 
two-story addition reflects the residential 
character and general forms of the origi
nal structure without duplicating its ornate 
detail. The exterior is finished with cedar 
shingles stained to match the ~late of the 
existing building. A sandstone planter wall 
continues the line of an existing stone wall. 
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40,000 buildings 
proof-positive Dryvit, 

40.000 buildings later in the 
United States - and thousands 
of buildings later in Europe -
Dryvit Outsulation® has become 
the exciting versatile answer to a 
whole range of today's construc
tion challenges. For some very 
good reasons. as we shall see. 

More than a wall for 
energy efficiency. 

What is Outsulation? It's a 
4-component exterior insulation 
and finish system. Notice that 
word "exterior". It's ~mportant. 
When insulation is put on the 
outside, many energy-saving bene
fits occur. Thermal bridges are 
sealed. Thermal shock is mini
mized. Immediate energy savings 
are set in motion. 

When Midland Memorial 
Hospital. Midland. TX, (above) 
undertook to retrofit their 
building. energy savings as well 
as cosmetic benefits were 
looked for from this Exterior 
Wall Insulation and Finish 
System. Both panelized and 
field-applied Dryvit were utilized 
to create an energy-efficient. 
unified exterior. Jon L. Moore 
AIA. of Flatow Moore Bryan and 
Associates. Inc.. has more to say 
about this Hospital and retrofit 
with Dryvit - see facing page. 

More than a wall for 
residential construction. 

Putting insulation on the out
side helps meet the demands of 
today's homeowners for energy
efficient design. 

But Outsulation offers even 
more than energy savings. Low 
maintenance. enduring beauty and 
design flexibility all come within 
the scope of the System. 

Any architectural period, any 

exterior elevation. any special 
embellishments can be achieved 
with Outsulation. 

This French Provincial 
Home in Atlanta. GA. for 
instance. is a Dryvit house. 
Would you believe the 
chimney, frieze. quoins and 
doorway arch are all 
created with Dryvit 
Outsulation! 

Color contrast and EPS 
board thickness variations 
accomplish these effects -
with economy. 

More than a wall for 
fast-track efficiency. 

Steel-framed panels fabricated of 
Dryvit Outsulation are answering 
the need for fast-track efficiency. 

These panel systems are light
weight. Even tall sections go up 
with ease. They may be fabricated 
off-site year round and trucked in. 

The Great Western Bank. Phoe
nix, AZ. (below) was budgeted at 
$25 million. T\No years later. in 
spite of inflation it came in. on 
schedule. for $2 million less. The 
complex involves 5 buildings includ
ing a 20-story highrise - but 
tookjust 18 months to complete. 
Fast track never looked better. 

a 
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later in the U.SA . .. 
IS more than a wall. 

More than a wall for 
design flexibility. 

Because it is a 4-component 
system. Outsulation has built-in 
flexibility. Thickness of the insula
tion board may be varied for 
sculpturing effects. Aesthetic detail 
can be introduced by incorporating 
3-dimensional shapes. 

The Regency Center 11. Dallas. 
TX. (above) is a 12-story office 
building that demonstrates the 
possibilities of Dryvit. Special EPS 
shapes were easy to incorporate 
with the 94.000 sq. ft. of panel
ized Outsulation that went up in 
a 7-month period. Aesthetic 
window detail and design features 
were produced on a cost-efficient 
basis with Dryvit. 

More than a wall 
for retrofit. 

What do ycu do with a vacant 
bowling alley/ballroom? Western 
Homes in Seattle did a major 
retrofit of this white elephant for 
Cochran Electric who now occupy 
it as their headquarters. (see 
below). 

The front half of the building 
was removed and the arched roof 
replaced. Choice for exterior walls? 
Dryvit Outsulation. 

The immediate cosmetic gains 
of retrofit with Outsulation show 
up beautifully. The long term 
benefits are equally splendid. 
Maintenance costs are minimal. 
Energy bills are considerably 
reduced. Savings all round when 
retrofit is with Dryvit Outsulation. 

"A unifying 
retrofit 
with Dryvit ... " 

Jon Lawrence Moore. AIA. • ~ 
Vice President. Flatow Moore -~ 
Bryan and Associates. Inc.. 
Albuquerque. New Mexico. 

"The Midland Memorial Hospital 
at Midland. Texas was a sizeable 
retrofit project The wall area 
consisted of 221.000 sq. ft. 

A unique feature was the 
addition of bathroom 'pods' to 
the exterior of an existing wing. 
Steel studs. fire rated gypsum 
sheathing and the Dryvit System 
were employed. The Dryvit 
System was also added to the 
old masonry walls of the wing. 
In this manner the old building 
was completely submerged in a 
new skin to present a brand 
new face to the 
city of Midland." 

More choice -
4 Finishes, 
21 colors! 

21 Architecturally pleasing 
colors are available in each 
Dryvit Finish. Each color is 
integral to the Finish. whether 
Quarzputz® .Sandblast. Freestyle. 
or Earthstone Matrix. All are 
fade and stain- resistant. 

Write for information. 

DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC. 
One Energy Way. P.O. Box 1014 
West Warwick. RI 02893 
(401) 822-4100 
Plant Locations: West Warwick. RI: 
Tulsa. OK; Columbus. GA 

More than a wall: an energy-efficient system. 

dryvif® 
OursuLA11'11 

Dryvit is listed in the General Building File of Sweets Catalog under Section 7.1 3/Dr. 
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A/A Component Awards 

Seattle Chapter. Fifth Avenue Theater 
renovation, Seattle, (above); R. F . Mc
cann & Co., Seattle. This 2,100-seat the
ater was designed in 1926 as a vaudeville 
house, later was used as a movie palace 
and closed in 1976. In the renovation, 
interior ornamental detail was repaired, 
regilded and replaced to match the origi
nal surfaces as closely as possible. Row 
space was increased, seats rebuilt, the stage 
raised, downdraft airconditioning in-
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stalled, an electronic sound system added 
and sightlines improved. The theater will 
house touring Broadway plays, regional 
musical and dramatic productions and a 
resident ballet company. Acoustical capa
bilities and the size of the auditorium also 
make it suitable for chamber operas and 
recitals. 
Northwest Region. Central Pre-Mix Con
crete Co. Corporate Headquarters, Spo
kane, Wash. (below); Walker McGough 

Foltz Lyerla Architects, Spokane. Both 
levels of this 16,000-square-foot earth 
covered building receive natural light 
through continuous bands of windows 
along the south wall. A two-story atrium 
connects the upper and lower levels and 
separates the reception area from the ex
ecutive offices. The HY AC system redis
tributes internal heat, stores excess heat 
for later use and utilizes outside air for 
cooling. 



Here at the Guildford Town Centre shopping 
mall in Vancouver. B.C .. a man-made landscape 
rises to the sky, while natura l light floods down
ward into an equally spectacular interior. 

It 's a remarkable design ; almost timeless. 

And yet. thanks to Modus pan" space frame and 
the technical assistance of Unistrut 's space 
frame experts. the architect didn't have to move 
mountains to achieve it. 

For more information on how Moduspan can 

help you reach new pinnacles with your own 
projects. call the Unistrut Service Center near
est you. Or see our catalogue in Sweets. 

UNISTRUT I Cffi3 
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Western Mountain Region. Writer Square, 
Denver (right); Bafker Rinker Seacat & 
Partners Architects, Denver. A mixed use 
development links the historic lowrise 
buildings of the Larimer Square area and 
the highrise office towers of downtown 
Denver. The project's scale changes from 
11 stories on the downtown side to four 
stories on the other side. The complex in
cludes a 10-story office tower, three- and 
four-story residential buildings, two levels 
of underground parking and an enclosed 
street level plaza with restaurants and 
shops. The new buildings have "tradi
tional" brick arches and cornices and ver
tical windows. 

Linton residence, Highland, Utah (be
low); Joseph Linton, AIA/ Wayne Bing
ham, Salt Lake City. The clients, a family 
of seven, requested an energy efficient 
house whose design contrasted with the 
environment. Located on a sharp 20-foot 
vertical rise on the north end of a gently 
sloping cleared lot, the north exposure is 
built into the hill and the south exposure 
contains large windows for passive solar 
gain and unobstructed views of the Rocky 
Mountains. The house is clad in a shining 
silver metal curtain wall. And the avail
ability of ground water accommodated a 
geothermal heat pump. 

Al A Component A wards 
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Western Mountain Region. Single family 
residence, Soda Creek, Colo. (right); 
Anderson Architects, Denver. The client 
wanted an energy efficient house that in
corporated passive solar design concepts. 
The response is a 2,500-square-foot tri
angular house with a 29xl 7-foot passive 
greenhouse as the entry and a 42x 17-foot 
water-wall on the south facade. The wood 
frame structure, located on a six-acre site 
25 miles west of Denver, has a sand col
ored synthetic stucco exterior finish that 
matches the interior wall surfaces. 
Utah Society. Benedictine Monastery, 
Schuyler, Neb. (below); Astle Ericson & 
Associates, Omaha. The program called 
for a facility with adjacent chapel, admin
istrative offices, printing facilities, kitchen, 
dining room, library, guest quarters and 
adequate private living space for each 
member. The chosen site was 16 acres of 
rolling hillside four miles north of town. 
The architect designed a partially under
ground building for energy conservation 
and to blend with the natural contour of 
the land. A courtyard and chapel with two 
large skylights are located in the center of 
the facility . Wooden columns and beams 
are prevalent throughout the interior . 
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Copper 
contributes warm, 
beautiful color 
tones. 
A wide range of colors plus 
compatibility with other 
materials make copper the 
natural choice. 

The range of copper's natural 
colors gives it an attracti ve 
appearance during va ri ous stages 
of weathering. When copper is 

xposcd to the atmosphere, it 
changes in hue from natural 
sa lmo n pink through a series of 
brown shades to gray or black, 
from wh i h the ultimate blue
green or gray-green patinas 
develop. In industria l and sea
coast atmosphere , the process 
takes about five to seven yea rs, 
and in rura l atmospheres from 
10 to 14 years . For large areas 
u has roofs, natural weathering 

is encouraged. If a specifi c shade 
is desired, o i I can be applied to 
retard fu rther co lo r changes once 
that shade has d ve loped nat
urally. Copper is a lso aestheti ca ll y 
compatib le. Its warmth and 
b auty harmonize w ith other 
construction materials in both 
traditional and contemporary 
designs. 

------- SKYLIGHT 

-----COPPER CROSS 

---- STANDING SEAM 
COPPER ROOF 

Copper performs 
well in numerous 
roofing 
applications. 
Specified for commercial 
applications throughout 
the U.S., copper does all 
these jobs. 

Roofing Flashings 
Standing Seam 
Batten Seam 
Horizontal Seam 
Shingles 

Edge Strips 
Double thi ckness 

Expansion Joints, 
building 

Fascias 

Gravel Stops 

Mansard Slopes 

Parapet Linings 

Snow Flashing 

Soffits 

Termite Shields 

Valleys 

Water Stops 

Apron 
Base 
Cap 
Ch imney 
Cop ing Cover 
Curb 
Head 
Hip 
Reg let 
Pitch Pocket 
Ridge 
5cuttle Cover 
Shower Pan 
Si ll 
Thru-wa ll 
Vent 

Visualize the copper on 
earth as a hypotheti ca l 

cone of resources. 
Until now, man has 

found, extracted and 
recycled only a sli ce 

off the tip of that 

Copper is 
an abundant 
resource. 
The U.S. is far more 
self-sufficient in copper 
than in competing 
materials. 

Since 1970, the U.S. has averaged 
90 to 95% self-sufficiency in 
copper and copper alloys. o 
other engi neering metal can make 
such a claim. The total of U.S. 
resources far exceeds the coun
try's requirements. At present 
use rates, we sti ll have reserves 
wait ing to be mined, whi ch are 
p lentiful enough to last hundreds 
of years. 

In add ition , there's another 
naturall y occurri ng advantage 
that no other metal can match: 
ease of recycl ing. A lmost half 
the copper used in this country 
comes from recyc led scrap. This 
copper recovered from scrap is 
as usab le as primary copper 
ref ined from ore. 

Combining natu ral abundance 
with recycli ng, the U.S. will 
remai n se lf-suff ic ient in copper 
for count less years to come. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

10% Ore 
5% Ore 

1% Ore 

\ 

Thi ore has 
been mined 
and is being 
recycled 
in use. 

Reser\ es 
waiting 

Resources waiting 
to be evaluated or 
discovered. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

to be mined 
and used . 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
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For addit ional information on copper roofing systems, write : 

' Copper Development Association Inc. 
1011 High Ridge Road, Stamford, CT 06905 

403/ 1 



Copper is strong, 
durable and 
fire-resistant. 
New copper roofs are 
lightweight yet offer 
advantages proven over 
hundreds of years. 

Copper roofs over 500 yea rs o ld 
can b observed throughout 
Europe. Whil e the copper roof of 
today is much lighter, it still offe rs 
the same strength , durability 
and fire resistance that builders 
have lea rned to respect. Unlike 

materi als that have a lower 
first cost but even
tually need replac
ing, sheet copper 
roofing, fasc ia and 
flashing las t the 
life of a building, 
with little o r no 
maintenance. 

Copper batten seam roof 
plus copper fa ia, 
drainage troughs, 
scuppers and drain 
po kets. U.S. Dept. of 
Labor Job Corps Training 
Center, fo rmerl y a sem
inary in Glenmont, N.Y. 

Standing seam copper 
roof. Multipurpose 

building, Po rtsm o uth 
Abbey, Portsmouth, R. I. 

Copper resists 
corrosion from 
air and moisture. 
The natural corrosion 
resistance of copper permits 
its use in a broad range of 
atmospheric environments. 

From coas tal areas to heavy 
industri al environments, copper 
res ists corros ion. During the early 
stages of weathering, copper 
oxide conversion f i I ms are fo rmed 
on the exposed copper. As weath
ering progr sses, cuprous and 
cupri sul f ide conversion f ilms 
are interspersed with the initial 
ox ide f ilms. These sul f ide conver
sion f ilms range from choco late 
brown to black. As th y bu i Id, the 
exposed metal surface darkens 
apprec iab ly. Continued weather
ing results in the conversion of 
the sulfide f ilms to the bas ic 
copper sul fa te pa tina. Thi s fa mil
iar greenish patina ac ts as a pro-

tecti ve film that inhibits further 
corros ion. A copper roof 

requires no o ther 
pro tecti ve coa ting. 

Copper is easy 
to work and join. 
"Tough 12" has the 
well-known forming 
characteristics of 
16-ounce copper. 

o other metal is as easy to install 
in new or retro fit constructi on as 
copper. Li ght-gauge "Tough 12" 
copper, exhibiting copper's tradi
ti onal characteristi cs, is easi ly 
cut and formed . In addition to 
its use with labor-saving power 
equipment fo r roofs, " Tough 12" 
lends itse lf readil y to use w ith 
hand too ls fo r fl ashing and trim . 
Bend s, locks and sea ms are eas il y 

fo rmed . There is no need to pre
punch ho les in cleats and edgi ngs 
fo r nails. " Tough 12" may be bent 
in many ways fo r added strength 
and is eas il y jo ined. The 12-ounce 
copper also exhibits the same 
excel lent thermal conducti vi ty as 
o ther weights of copper. W here 
so ldering is invo lved, this pre-

vents loca li zed heat retention, 
stress buildup and retarded 

so lder fusion, w hich often 
result in warped seams and 
generall y unreliab le jo int 
quality in other metal 
fl ashings. 



Copper has low 
life-cycle costs. 
Long, maintenance-
free life makes copper 
more economical for 
most installations. 

Copper roofs need little o r no 
maintenance . They're strong, 
co rrosion-res istant and durable. 
They're f ire-res istant. 

And modern techno log ica l 
changes are reducing copper's 
installed cost. New installati on 
techniques p lus innovati o ns in 
copper sheet itself make copper 
economical to use, requiring fa r 
less time, labor and materi al 
cost than in the past . Copper's 
installed cost has never been 
lower than it is today. Yet you can 
count on copper to last longer 
than any o ther roofing materi al. 
Copper's reduced installed cos t, 
combined with its long li fe and 
freedom from maintenance, make 
it the outstand ing material in 
terms of li fe-cyc le costing. 

Cover photos: Top : 
Ca thedral of the 
Immaculate Conception, 
Burl ington, Vt.; Center: 
Sun/ Tronic Hou se ~" 
Greenw ich, Conn .; 
Botto m: dome and 
cupo la o f A ri zo na 
State Capito l Buil d ing, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Copper-covered sp ire, 
gutters and fasc ia. No rth 

Christ ian Church, 
Columbus, Ind . 

Copper 
installation 
costs are 
dramatically 
reduced by 
new technology. 
Today's power pan formers 
and power seamers create 
significant savings in labor 
and material. 

Practi ca l power too ls are avail 
ab le today fo r fo rmin g the pans 
and cl osing the seams of copper 
roofs. Tests were conducted using 
a power pan fo rmer and power 
seamer for half of an 8,000-
square-foot roofing installation . 
Conventional fa bri ca ti on and 
installation methods were used 
for the other half. Results showed 
that power equipment produced 
signi f icant labor savings. Shop 
fa bri cati on w as reduced about 
60% whil e fi eld fabri ca tion and 
installation were completed with 
20% fewer hours of labo r. In addi
ti on, on the side where power 
equipment w as used, approxi
mately 5% less square footage of 
materi al w as required . Conclu
sion: Power equipment can pay 
for itse lf during a single installa
ti on on a roof area of over 10,000 
square feet. 

Copper 
"Tough 12" is 
cost-competitive. 
Lightweight, high-strength 
12-ounce copper sheet 
reduces material cost. 

Cold ro lled copper, the most fre
quentl y used type, has always 
been available in most standard 
gauges. In recent yea rs, it's been 

developed in a lightweight, high
st rength 12-oz . sheet called 
"Tough 12:' It enab les designers 
to reduce the weight of copper 
spec ified for ce rtain appli cati o ns 
without impairing performance
and to reduce cos ts. "Tough 12" 
is cost-competiti ve w ith other 
roofing materi als. It's suitab le fo r 
numerous roofing and fl ashing 
appli ca ti ons. A nd because of 
copper's unique combinati o n 
o f properti es, it offers greater 
strength, durability and 
workability and warmer 
co lo r cho ices . 

Comparison of thickness 
and weight tolerances 
of cold rolled copper sheet. 

Ounces per 
square foot 

Theoreti ca l 
thi ckness 
(inches) 

Minimum 
thickness 
(inches) 

Lo t weight 
to lerance 
plus and 
minus percent 

12-oz. 16-oz. 20-oz. 

0.0162 0.0216 0.0270 

0.0143 0.0190 0.0245 

6 6 6 

Width, length and straightness tolerances for 
12-ounce high-strength copper sheet conform 
to the va lues set forth in ASTM Specif ica ti on 
B 370 "Copper Sheet and Strip fo r Building 
Construction:· 



Over the centuries, copper has 
been the natural choice of 
architects for roof~, fascias, 
gutters, scuppers, downspouts 
and all types of flashing. 

The following pages 
describe how technological 
changes are making copper, 
more than ever, the cost-efficient 
material for roofing systems. 



Nevada Society of Architects. Truckee 
Meadows Community College, Reno 
(above); Dolven Larson Daniels, Reno. 
The program consisted of creating a "com
pact multilevel interrelated campus" 
through the addition of an energy efficient 
facility containing classrooms, adminis
trative offices, community service pro
grams, library and dining area that would 
be flexible for future additions. Directly 
adjacent to the existing building, the four
story steel frame structure has minimum 
exterior glazing with the majority of win-

dows facing south, and is earth bermed. A 
three-story atrium with skylights that 
bring in natural light provides an informal 
gathering place for students and links the 
major functions of the college. A multi
zone HV AC mechanical system provides 
the heating and cooling requirements of 
the entire facility. The jury cited the proj
ect for "its harmonious solution to a very 
large, complex program on a difficult, 
sloping site." 

Brown residence, Washoe County (be
low); Maurice J. N espor & Associates, 

A/A Component Awards 

Reno. The architect was asked by a young 
couple to design a house heated by solar 
energy. The response is a 2,600-square
foot wedge structure allowing optimum 
slope for solar glazing and deflecting the 
valley winds. The wood-frame, three
bedroom house is set on a semi-remote 
mountain site with undisturbed views of 
desert landscape. The jury commented: 
"Thoughtful orientation and creative 
energy concepts provide for a unique and 
economical solution well adapted to the 
surrounding environment." 
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A decade after installation 
the World Trade Center specified a replacement 

for its pure wool carpet-Pure Wool. 
The first pure wool carpet was there for 10 years. 

Millions crossed the lobby at the rate of 100.000 a 
day-36.000.000 a year. 

And each passing year validated the original deci~ 
sion to install wool. the natural carpet fiber. The color 
stayed rich. The pile snapped back. Dirt didn't 
get ground in. Burns were brushed away. And when 
stained. wool was easily cleaned. 

Circle 33 on information card 

Evaluate wool on a Life Cycle Costing • 
basis. Because wool is easier to maintain 
and requires fewer cleanings to retain a 
higher level of its original appearance. ,, 
wool carpet costs less. PURE wooL PILE 

The Standard of Carpet Excellence 
The Wool Bureau. Inc. US Branch of International Wool Secretariat 

360 Lexington Avenue. New York NY 10017 212/986-6222 

The Woolmark 1s a registered certification mark owned by The Wool Bureau Inc 



Sherle Wagner, bathroom virtuoso, plays the classic 

From time immemorial to time immemorial black and white remain the classic colors. Sherle Wagner Sh l 
enjoys working with them because they make shape bear the full esthetic burden. And Mr. Wagner, efi e 
ever the sculptor, responds to the challenge by shaping these new china basins into the classics of TA l, ~ 
tomorrow. Think too, of the imaginative ways you can accessorize them. V va ner 

LoO [.1st 57 St rC'C't, N.Y, N .Y 10022, l'L S-3300 



A/A Component Awards 

Nevada Society of Architects. Dickenson 
Library Addition, University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas (above); JMA Architects, Las 
Vegas. This four-story metal skin structure 
houses the university's library services, 
materials processing and administration 
and is linked by a bridge to the existing 
circular-shaped library now serving as a 
storage and cataloging area. The architect 
chose a rectangular building as the annex 
to complement the "strict geometry of the 
existing circular structure." The new 
building's entrances, "special function 
zones" and circulation areas are circular. 
Small windows are located in cutouts that 
provide protection from solar gain in the 
summer, and south and west exposures 
contain tinted skylights for natural day
lighting. 
New Mexico Society. Bird of Prey Exhibit, 
Rio Grande Zoological Park, Albuquerque 
(right); Van H. Gilbert, AIA, Albuquer
que. The program called for an exhibit 
to display five species of birds in their 
natural habitat, yet provide privacy for 
breeding. Separate enclosures were re
quired after research revealed that each 
species had particular needs for flying 
space, perch heights and materials, shade, 
sun, feeding areas and nesting sites and 
materials. The architect chose a curved 
shaped design that incorporates existing 
deciduous trees, native plant life and artifi
cial rock cliffs with a southwest exposure. 
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LifeSpan CB1900. Unique 
LifeStan"' bearing allows 
Stanley to off er the slimmest 
concealed bearing hinge. 

Lif eSpan 2060 Spring Hinge. 
Self-closing, with concealed 
anti-friction Stanite™ bearing for 
use on labeled fire doors. 

Stanley LifeSpan: 
The only hinges 

guaranteed 
forthe life 

of the building. 

'i'4~""® 
Our reputation is building. 

Stanley Hard ware 
Division of The Stanley Works 

New Britain, CT 06050 
Circle 36 011 information card 



Cergy Pontoise Hotel , near Paris. clad in Monocolor #144 Intensive Blue and #143 Intensive Green. (Thin-set latex mortar on precast concrete.) 
Architects: Claude Vasconi and Georges Pencreach. 

Architectural ceramics 
from Buchtal bring new 
warmth to urban land
scapes, new life to city 
skylines. Write or 
Circle 37 0 11 i11/or111atio11 card 

call about the Keraion , 
Rustic, Unglazed and 
Monocolor lines for ex
terior facades or tra
ditional uses. 

Architectural Ceramics 
Shape a new world around you. 
Suite450 
5780 Peachtree Dunwoody Road. N.E. 
Atlanta. Georgia 30342 
Telephone: (404)25&-0999 
TWX: 810-751-8485 
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New Mexico Society. Hope Building, 
Albuquerque (left) ; Cherry/See Archi
tects, Albuquerque. Built in 1894 as a 
doctor's office and residence, this two
story building is the second oldest struc
ture remaining in downtown Albuquerque. 
Restoration of the facade included re
moving the stucco added in the 1950s; 
uncovering the large exterior arches; re
placing, patching and repainting the brick
work and replacing the aluminum door 
and window frames. Interior walls were 
replastered and an oak wainscot was in
stalled . A dropped light trough conceals 
the new mechanical and electrical systems. 
Dallas Chapter. Charles Storey residence 
garden room addition, Dallas (below); 
Thomas, Booziotis & Associates, Dallas. 
The client requested a permanent space 
for entertaining that would "capture" the 
environment of a tent structure and com
plement the design of the present house. 
The architect chose a glass box edging the 
existing ledge stone piers. Natural and 
artificial light filter through hung vent
wood panels. 
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Walls that sing. 
Belgian Linen Wallcoverin s 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1/~!~i~~1~~~~!~:J~ii~1;r::i~~y bi\ T c~o~te1~Cf a ~ 
accordance with the ASTM-E-84 tunnel test. ' J .l. 

1 11 .1. ~ _ 
For a di stributor near you, call or w rite to Croftercraft · 104 West 40th Street New York , New York 10018 (212) 868-6548 (212} 868-6533 

Circle 40 on information card 
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Dallas Chapter. Trailwood United Meth
odist Church, Grand Prairie, Tex. (above); 
Thompson Parkey Associates, Dallas. 
Four acres of prairie land in suburban 
Dallas serve as the site for this 3,500-
square-foot church. Forms and materials 
are overscaled so that the church differs 
visually from the surrounding tract houses. 
The interior of the wood frame structure 
features prefab wood trusses. Fluorescent 
lights illuminate the upper levels of the 
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sanctuary and provide exterior ornamental 
lighting at night. The overall design is 
meant to reflect early Christian basilicas 
and rural American pioneer churches. 
Texas Society of Architects. Puffer
Sweiven Office and Warehouse, Stafford 
(below); Morris':'Aubry Architects , 
Houston. Because the building was to be 
surrounded by an office-warehouse park 
and because the client wanted a visually 
pleasant working environment, the archi-

tect turned outside views inward toward 
four triangular courtyards. The courtyards 
are between a 35,000-foot diamond
shaped office area on one side and a square 
block of executive offices and warehouse 
space on the other. The courtyard pic
tured features an awning-covered deck 
and barbeque pit. The facility also in
cludes a I 50-seat auditorium , a product 
display area, an audiovisual room, a gym
nasium and a putting green. 



I 

Wall covering 
that's coloeful, bold, 

resilient and tougher 
than blazes! 

A complete system of high im
pact surfaces in 9 textures, 26 
solid colors and 10 wood grains. 
Class 1 fire-rated . 

• Construction Specialties, Inc. 
Muncy, PA • San Marcos, CA 

Mississauga, Ont. 





Beautiful today. 
Beautiful tomorrow. 
No wonder 
Du Pont Antron R is the 
most specified 
commercial carpet 
fiber in America. 
More designers specify Antron '< nylon than 
any other commercial carpet fiber for two 
persuasive reasons : because Antron '~ offers 
complete design flexibility with more styles 
and colors than any other commercial nylon 
fiber and because Antron* wears so well. 
Antron ''' nylon is engineered for high perfor
mance in commercial installations. It 
provides excellent soil resistance , built-in 
static protection, and appearance retention 
- under a wide variety of traffic conditions . 

The carpeting in the new Texas Commerce 
Bank Quorum, Dal las , is made of Antron ''' 
XL, DuPont's newest and best-performing 
commercial carpet fiber. Because the tellers' 
area is subjected to a constant stream of 
traffic, the carpeting has to stand up to a lot 
of abuse . 

Antron ''' XL can take that kind of abuse. 
Antron* XL features extra-large filaments for 
extra-long resistance to soiling and crush
ing . Because of the large filaments, carpets 
of Antron ''' XL have 25% to 30% less surface 
area to attract and trap dirt. The result: 
carpets of Antron * XL require less frequent 
maintenance to retain their original good 
looks. 

Specify Du Pont Antron ''' for commercial car
pets that will offer a lasting complement to 
your design . 

Interior design by Hellmu th, Obata & Kassabaum. Inc . Dallas 
Carpet supplied and installed by Carpet Services. Inc . Dallas. 



Texas Commerce Tower, Houston, Texas 
Owner / Developer: Gerald D. Hines Interest 

Architect: I. M. Pei & Partners in conjunction with 3 / D International 
General Contractor: Turner Construction Company of Texas 

Elevator Manufacturer: Otis Elevator Company 

Circle 43 011 i11formatio11 card 
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Texas Society of Architects. O'Donnell 
residence, Dallas (above); Frank Welch 
Associates, Midland. Designed for a fam
ily of four, the house is located on a slop
ing wooded site in suburban Dallas. The 
clients requested that the existing vegeta
tion of the site be preserved and that the 
house be easily adaptable to entertaining. 
Three separate buildings are linked by 
open flat galleries at the second level. The 
main living spaces and the master bed
room are housed on the upper level with 
the daughters' bedrooms on the lower 
level. An upper level porch overlooks a 
terrace, pool, guest house and tennis court. 
The jury commented: "The house is seen 
as a single structure whose basic formality 
is softened and lightened by subtle 
asymmetries." 

Mercy Hospital, Bakersfield, Calif. 
(left); CRS, Inc., Houston. This 86,000-
square-foot addition completes the first 
phase of a 15-year master plan to eventu
ally replace the entire hospital. The four
story building houses the entrance lobby, 
reception area and new facilities for emer
gency, radiology, surgery, sterile supply 
and admissions. A bronze glass window 
wall surrounds the atrium and provides 
exterior views for patients and natural 
light. Solar gain is minimized since the 
window wall faces north. The 194-patient 
care area will be linked to a series of 
"nursing pods" that will be developed in 
the second phase. 
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The Ontario Hydro Building in Toronto 
never looks quite the same. 

That's because the entire surface of 
its upper floors is curtained in LOF glass 
with Vari -Tran .. coating. The mirrorlike 
finish of its curvilinear facade reflects 
constantly changing images of nearby 
buildings, street traffic and Mother 
Nature's sky. 

Architects everywhere are relying 
on the unique aesthetics of Vari-Tran 
glass to add architectural interest and 
excitement to all sizes and types of 
building design. It's a cost-conscious, 
energy-efficient way of making your 
building dramatically stand out from its 
neighbors. 

But Vari-Tran is much more than 
beautiful. Ontario Hydro's Vari -Tran 
1- 114 fabricated into insulating units 
combines the advantages of heat 
reflection with insulating glass to make 
year- round climate control far easier. Air 
conditioning costs are reduced. The 
building has no standard heating 
system. Instead, heat energy generated 
by lights, office equipment and people 
is recycled throughout the building to 
maintain comfort. 

If you would like to know more 
about the beauties of Vari-Tran glass, 
write to Greg Oehlers, Libbey-Owens
Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, 
P.O. Box 799, Toledo, OH 43695. 



LIGHTING THE ARCHITECTURAL LANDSCAPE 
mcPhilben's expertise-since 1914 

mcPhilben luminaires are designed to complement 
the architectural environment. Advanced lighting 
technology and engineered optics for optimum 
performance. Attention to detai l, quality construc
t ion and finishes for lasting beauty. 
• Mid and lo-level site lights • Architectural pole lights 
• Area/street lighting • Surface, recessed, vandalproof 
luminaires • Indoor/outdoor signage ... for each of these 
applications, mcPhilben offers the specifier the lighting 
product of excellence, in a great variety of models to 
comply with the most diversified requisites of the 
architectural landscape. 

Outdoor lighting requires the best. 
Consult, specify mcPhilben. 

1-.1cPhilben® I~ ® EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 
1:11111:ASCN 270 Long Island Expressway, Melville, N .Y 11747 

Circle 45 0 11 inform ation card 
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South Dakota Chapter. Ready Mix Con
crete Plant, Sioux Falls (right); TSP, 
Sioux Falls. The renovation of the plant 
included increasing the capacity while 
maintaining continuous plant operations, 
accommodating computerized control of 
the plant's functions, increasing employee 
comfort, reducing traffic hazards and im
proving its outward appearance and site. 
The jury commented on " the highly func
tional design, well suited to the industrial 
process and the sculptured quality of the 
plant." 
North Dakota Chapter. Northwestern 
Bank of Fergus Falls, Fergus Falls, Minn. 
(below); Foss Architects, Fargo. Located 
in a rural community, this 30,456-square
foot steel framed, brick veneer building is 
designed to project "a progressive image" 
yet maintain the "character" of the region. 
Cascading bubble skylights provide pas
sive solar heating, enliven the entrance 
way and provide natural daylighting and 
views of the river. The bank's hot water 
requirements are met by electric pumps 
that transfer the heated air in the green
house to a 12,000-gallon storage tank. 
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Reflections 
Three shining examples from our 
Reflections group, MirraPlane. 
Spectra and Mirralite. combine 
the simplicity of grid installation 
with the beauty and excitement 
of stainless steel polished to a 
m irror finish . These flexible 
systems offer a sl ick trackless 
look. accept standard 

Circle 47 011 information card 

downlights and wall washers. 
and can even add the glitter of 
exposed incandescent lamps to 
look like ceiling jewelry. 

High design. low maintenance. 
easy to install. simple to specify. 
Reflections. more bright ideas 
from Integrated Ceilings. Inc. 

Send for a booklet and enjoy 
the possibilities. 

lnte.grated Gz.ilings., Inc. 
11500 Tennessee Avenue 
PO. Box 64750 
Los Angeles. California 90064 
(213) 478-0043 



ateve 

Koh·I·Noor® provides 
a cotnplete systetn for 
tnaxitnutn efficiency. 

Koh-I-Noor Rapidraw® System 
A System to provide drafters with the 

capability of producing engineering drawings 
with optimum reproducible line values. The 
System is comprised of the Rapidograph ® tech
nical pen and Koh-I-Noor or Pelikan ink for use 
directly on Rapid raw drafting film. Ink-line draw
ings on film are virtually indestructible! 

• Go directly to microfilming without redraws 
or touch-ups. 

• Take no more time on the average than 
drafting with graphite. 

• Can be revised by erasing ink lines on 
originals even years after they are drawn. 

• And erasures are cleaner and faster than 
can be accomplished with graphite on 
paper. 

• Ink lines are quickly matched within a 
drawing, from drawing to drawing, or from 
originals to blowbacks and other photore
prod uctions. 

Patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL'" 
keeps Rapidograph technical pens 
ready for instant startup. 

The Rapidograph pen was the first technical 
pen, and because of its precision dependability 
and performance, it is the most widely used 
technical pen in the United States and Canada. 
Contributing to the success of Rapidograph tech
nology is the patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL'" cap 
which seals the point tip and pen shoulder when 
the cap is secured, keeping ink throughout the 
balanced ink-flow system fluid and clogfree for 
instant startup and optimum drawing time. No 
maintenance-plagued gimmicks for sealing or 
humidifying. Stainless steel, jewel and tungsten 
carbide points in 13 line widths. 

Rapidograph technology pioneered the de
velopment of the liquid-ink system for high-speed 
plotting associated with computer-aided drafting 
equipment. 

Koh-I-Noor Graphite System 
. Koh-I-Noor offers the finest woodcased pen-

cils and drawing leads in 17 uniform, precision
graded degrees. Other components of the Koh-1-
Noor Graphite System include seven drawing
lead holders (with choices of features). pointers, 
sharpeners, and erasing materials. 

Koh-1-Lar plastic leads and wood-cased 
pencils in 5 degrees are used on drafting film for 
clea ner drawings and more opaque lines for 
photoreproduction. Koh-I-Noor also provides high
est quality 100% rag drawing papers and Mylar
based drafting film. 
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See the KAO II in action in the 
Koh-I-Noor booth at 
Systems 82 - Booths 2111213/ 215 

t Liquid-Ink Plotting System 
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To achieve optimum efficiency with liquid-ink 
plotting, this Koh-I-Noor System integrates proper 
rate of ink flow, ink viscosity, point material, and 
drafting media with the plotting speed required. 
Koh-I-Noor plotter points are available individually 
or with complete plotter pens, in stainless steel, 
jewel or tungsten carbide .. . each in 9 line widths. 
The System can be customized for your special 
plotting needs, including custom engineered pens, 
adaptors and bushings to eliminate costly modifi
cations of your plotter. 

Evolving from Rapidograph technology and 
Koh-I-Noor plotter inks is the Koh-I-Noor KAO llT", 
an electronically controlled liquid-ink lettering 
and symbol-generating system for use on the 
drawing board. The System offers a virtually 
limitless library of preprogramed standard or 
custom lettering styles, symbols and designs for 
drawings and formats used in engineering, elec
tronics, architecture, cartography or any other 
professional discipline. KAO ll is already saving 
time and money, and helping to meet deadlines in 
the drafting and graphics departments of major 
corporations. Its advantages and cost justification 
have also placed KAO II in many smaller opera
tions. For more information and a demonstration, 
contact Koh-I-Noor Customer Service for the KAO 
ll dealers in your area. 

KOH·l·NOOR Circle 48 011 i11formatio11 card 

RAPIDOGRAPH® 
I Show me more , KOH-I-NOOR! Please send me the free literature I have checked below. 

I D Rapidograph pens, drawing inks - Catalog A. 
1 D Leads, holders, pencils, pointers - Catalog B. 
I D Templates. sca les. triangles, other drawing aids - Catalog C. 
1! D Compasses. dividers, drawing instruments - Catalog D. 

D The Rapidraw System manual - K-913 . 
l D Liquid-Ink Plotting brochure - K-1181 . 

D Kad ll brochure - K-1177. 
D Please send names of Koh-I-Noor dealers in my area. 
D Please have a Koh-I-Noor representative call me at ( 

to tell me about ------------------

Name Title 

Company Phone ( 

Address 

City State Zip 

KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH , INC. 100 North St .. Bloomsbury , NJ 08804 201-479-4124. 
In Canada : 1815 Meyerside Dr .. Mississauga . Ont. lST 184 416-671-0696. 
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North Dakota Chapter. Vacation home, 
Pelican Lake, Minn. (above); Foss Asso
ciates, Fargo. Several families with chil
dren wanted to share a year-round vaca
tion house with sleeping accommodations 
for a large number of people. Since the 
house is located on a sloping lot on the 
north side of a Minnesota lake, the archi
tect placed large windows on the south 
facade in nearly every room for natural 
ventilation, passive solar heat gain and 

views of the lake. The slope also allows 
nearly 15 percent of the exterior walls to 
be protected by earth. Seven bedrooms, 
two 60-square-foot bunk rooms and a 
sleeping loft provide the requested sleep
ing arrangements. 
Iowa Chapter. Pioneer Hi-Bred Inter
national Central Division Headquarters, 
Johnson (below); Charles Herbert & As
sociates, Des Moines. A central atrium 
running the length of the building is de-

A/A Component Awards 

signed as an "interior street" and separates 
the offices, conference room, reception 
area, employee lounges from printing fa
cilities. A bank of windows on the south 
facade provides natural light and a view 
of the adjacent man-made lake. Exterior 
surfaces on the north side are solid brick, 
and a glass block wall screens the service 
and delivery areas. An exterior plaza 
doubles as a display area during yearly 
promotional expositions. 
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AT&T WAS CONCERNED WITH SERIOUS 
LEAKS AT HEADQUARTERS SO THEY PUT 

ENKADRAIN' UNDERGROUND. 
When AT & T began excavations 

for their new headquarters in N ew York 
City, they found them elves facing a 
wall of solid rock and a unique drain
age problem. Water seeping from the 
rock made it necessary to put a drainage 
system between the rock and the 
founda ti on , but to maintain max imum 
area in the basement they needed to 
pour concrete against the rock wall . 

For this unique problem, the builders 
chose a unique solution . Enkadrain® 
matting. Its fl ex ibility and ability to 

conform to the irregulariti es in th e 
rock wall while still functioning per
fectly as a dra inage medium made it 
the best possible choice. 

Enkadrain is a composite of 
compress ion-resistant , 3-dimens ional 
nylon matting and a polyester non
woven filter fabric. It is an idea l and 
economical solution for a whole range 
of drainage situations, whether in 
commercia l and industri al buildings, 
underground homes or even conven
tional h omes. 

Enkadrain successfull y replaces 
graded aggregate or gravel, for ver
tica l drainage against underground 
walls. While gravel may in time clog 
and fail , Enkadrain res ists clogging. 
And with Enkadrain you won 't need 
protective boards or polyeth ylene film 
to protect waterproofing membranes. 
Enkadrain reli eves h ydrostatic pressure 
in wet clay and silt soils adj acent 
to underground basement walls and 
retaining walls and minimizes the prob
lem of wet underground interi ors and 
structura l wall damage. 

For more information , contact our 
nationwide distributor, Ameri can 
Excelsior, 850 Avenue H East , 
Arlington , TX 76011 (817) 640-1555 . 

Or consult Sweet's Catalog's 
General Building and Light Residenti al 
C onstruction section (7.17/Am) , or 
call toll-free Buyline (800) 44 7-1981. 
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Iowa Chapter. Davies Amphitheater, 
Glenwood Lake-Park, Glenwood (above); 
Dennis W. Stacy, Dallas. Providing a 
fixed seating capacity of 730 for several 
types of outdoor performances and com
munity activities, this facility serves a 
community of 5,600. Existing vegetation 
forms a backdrop for the stage, which was 
constructed on existing grade, as was the 
last row of seating, thus minimizing site 
preparation. The sides of the service build
ings define the stage and act as its sound-
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ing board. A steel space frame system sup
ports wood decking over the stage to 
provide an acoustically reflective surface 
and to shield the west-facing audience 
from the evening sun. A second vertically 
mounted steel space frame system, posi
tioned at the rear of the fixed seating, 
serves as a lighting tower. 
Wisconsin Society. Fauerbach Condo
minium Development, Madison (below); 
Bowen Williamson Zimmermann, Madi
son. The larger block of apartments is a 

four and one-half-story building, with 
parking below, sited on a through street 
across from existing warehouses. On the 
lake side, smaller scaled town houses step 
down to the water's edge. This arrange
ment allowed six different living unit types 
with many variations. On the street side, 
masonry was used to be compatible with 
the main artery's urban character. Siding 
materials and pitched-roof forms were 
adopted on the lake side to relate to the 
existing residential community. 



We make locks for every door 

... all around the world. 
Across the continents, in every 
situation, Schlage has earned 
a reputation for high technology, 
innovation and precision man
ufacturing to close tolerances. 

Our eight different lines offer 
locks for every specific need in 
a variety of designs, finishes and 
functions. From the "A" Series 

Standard Duty residential and 
commercial locks, to the "B" 
Series 1" throw deadbolts, to the 
"K" Series knob and lever heavy 
duty mortise locks, you'll find 
quality products made to last. 

In America, there's only one 
name for locks. 

"F" Series Low-Cost Residential Lock 

SCH LAGE 
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand 
Circle 53 on information card 

Schlage Lock Company, P.O. Box 3324, San Francisco, CA 94119, U.S.A., (415) 467-1100, Telex: 340-409, Cable: Schlage SFO 



What's the point of equipping a 
toilet with a flush tank that (1) 
needs up to seven gallons of water 
to flush; (2) takes three minutes or 
more to refill; (3) wastes valuable 
bathroom space; (4) can leak and 
waste precious water; (5) contains 
far too. many parts that need too 
much repair; and (6) is made of 
breakable porcelain? 

A Sloan flushometer (flush valve) 
brings bowl flushing into the 20th 
century. A Sloan flushometer saves 
water on every flush, as much as 
12% compared to a tank. It frees 
up floor space. It has far fewer parts 
and needs less maintenance than 
a tank. It makes cleaning the 
bathroom a lot easier. And it's a lot 
quieter than you think. 



With every Sloan flushometer, 
good looks go with superior function . 
It can be exposed , with its 
gleaming chrome a highl ight. 
Or it can be hidden out of sight. 
It can be flushed by our new 
hydraulic pushbutton . 

These points (and more) are 
discussed in detail in an objective 
report , "Selecting the Proper 

Flushing System for Your Building." 
It's yours , without obligation . Write us 
for a copy. The next time you have to 

decide what goes in your bathrooms, you may 
find yourself saying , 'Thanks, but no tanks." 

!ii 
SLOAN VALVE COMPANY 
10500 Seymour Avenue. Franklin Park. IL 60131 
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Cookson Insulated 
and non-wellthemrlpped, 

non·lnsulated doon, 
both with 22 gauge 
exterior slats, were 

installed In a Haled, 
heated box. Th• Hughes 

Aircraft Company, 
Industrial Products 
Division, used their 

Probeye · Infrared 
Viewer and video 

thermography system 
to record visually 

the actual heat loss 
(within .5°C) through 

each door. 

i1llke th!&_~ energy-saver, 
Cookson put$ So!_icJ'.Inot foamed) 
polyurethane Insulation between two 
rolhng door slats to give more 
thorough coverage. Exclusive slat 
interlock deSign and Cookson 
Weatherbar~ weatherstripping give you 
all the advantages of a rolling door in a 
true, energy-saving system. 

Actual Installation of 
Cookson rolling doors

sensitive equipment Is protected 
In this defense faculty. 

'V 

~ 
but, we 

At COQksOO::~Wt!Mifr\Sl 
performanoe1'~ 
theory when it come$ 
dollars. So we U8$d tnfftir.d 
thermography to visually sh.ow 1;he 
effe~tiveness.of the Cookson tnslJlated 
Rolhng Door ·~ a side-by-side 
comparison with a conventional dOor. 

With equal amounts of heat apPlied 
to each door, a Hughes Probeye& 
thermal video camera accurately 
meas~red heat loss through the doors. 
The video images (right) are dramatic 
proof that the insulated door saves 
energy. 

~COOKSON 
~ROLLING DOORS 

700 Pennsylvania Avenue. San Francisco 
CA 94107, (415) 826-4422 ' 

800 Tulip Drive. Gastonia. NC 28052 

Write or call for technical data sheet on the 
Cookson Insulated Rolling Door or a copy of our 
28-page catalog of rolling doors, grilles and 
a ccessones. ' 

Video Images show 
a d111matlc difference In 
hNt loU between the 
two doors. White 
area• Indicate excessive 
hNt tninafer. Only 
moderate loss occurs In 
red are•. And Insulated 
walls, appearbtg blue, 
show no heat loss at all. 
For Information on the Hughes 
Probeye• Thermal Video System. 
write Hughes Aircraft Company. 
6155 El Camino Real , 
Carlsbad , CA 
92008. 
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Chicago Chapter. The Anti-Cruelty So
ciety Addition, Chicago (above); Stanley 
Tigerman & Associates, Chicago. This is 
the second addition to a 19 30s institu
tional building, which the architect felt 
tended to symbolize the most unpleasant 
aspects of the institution-a euthanasia 
center for unwanted animals. The new 
facade, therefore, is intended to suggest a 
friendly dog's face, and the exterior treat
ment -double hung windows, horizontal 
aluminum siding, prefinished gray, with 
white trim-to evoke a residential feeling. 
The intended message: Come in and 
adopt a puppy. 

De La Garza Career Center, East Chi
cago, Ind. (left); Murphy I Jahn, Chi
cago. Infill panels of insulated steel and 
insulating glass attach to an aluminum 
frame in this vocational training center, 
sited between the residential and indus
trial sections of the city. The structure 

····. utilizes long span joists and truss girders 
supported by prefabricated fireproof pipe 
columns. At the short ends of the build
ing the structure is left exposed, suggest
ing future expansion in those directions. 

I • • I 
do;; 
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A Revolution in seating design. A 
Revelation in seating comfort. Vecta 
Contract's Wilkhahn FS Seating. A 
whole new standard for office seat
ing. Unlike anything you've known. 
Springs and fulcrums linked 
together with seats and backrests in 
a way never before accomplished. 

The result? Seating that senses, con
forms and adjusts to your every 
body movement-instantly. You 
won't believe it until you try it. 

Proof? Yours for the sitting. From the 
whole new world of seating at 
Vecta Contract. 



VectaCoilbact. 
1800 South Great 
Southwest Parkw•y 
Q,.nd Pntlrle, Tex•s 75051 
2146412860 
or call toll-free 
1800 447 4700 
In Illinois 1 800 322 4400 

Wilkhahn FS designed by 
Franck and Sauer. Exclusive 
U. S. production rights licensed 
to Vecta Contract by WilkhahnP 
GmbH.United States and 
Canadian patents applied for. 
© Copyright 1982,Steelcase Inc. 
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Un/red Services Life; ArNngcon, Va. I Arch: Cross & Adreon, Arlington, Va . 

Georgia Marble Means Permanent Value 
Throughout the ages, marble has always stood 

for the ultimate in beauty, prestige and perma
nence. But it offers other values as well. Like long 
lasting durability, low maintenance, and natural 
energy-conserving qualities. 

The fact is that Georgia Marble® is a uniquely 
different building stone . Yes, different in appear
ance and superior in performance. It's the massive 
crystalline structure of Georgia Marble ® that sets 
it apart from ordinary marbles. Also, this unique 
stone is up to 90% less absorptive than many of 
the world's granites. And best of all ... it's less 
expensive. 

Plus, we at The Georgia Marble Company have 
developed innovative new erection systems and 
facing techniques that go a long way in keeping 
construction costs down. 

Chances are, the techniques and systems we've 
developed can save you time and money on your 
next project. Use your imagination, then talk to 
us. We think you'll agree that Georgia Marble ® 
only looks like it costs more . And that's a fact 
worth remembering. 

C: g eorg1a marble 
c otllpa ny 

structural d1v1s1on 
nelson,georgia 3 0 151 [404) 735-2591 

a .. um ~alter company Circle 57 011 i11formation card 
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Chicago Chapter. Hyde Park Historical So
ciety, Chicago (above); John Vinci, AJA, 
Chicago. The historical society purchased 
an abandoned 1894 passenger station in 
1978. Renovation included completely 
rebuilding the interior, installing insulating 
glass windows to match the originals, 
tuckpointing the exterior masonry and 
restoring the wooden trim to its original 
color. A wood-burning stove was installed, 
in addition to a new heating system. 
Northeast Illinois Chapter. Community 
and Senior Citizens Center, Huntingburg, 
Ind. (before below; restored right); W. 
Lockwood Martling Jr., AIA, Downers 
Grove and Don Bergstrom Associates, 
Hinsdale. In the exterior renovation of 
the town's 1896 former opera house/ city 
hall, the missing bell tower and chimneys 
were reconstructed after research of old 
photographs, and the bracketed cornice, 
gutters, downspouts and windows de
stroyed by a fire in an adjacent building 
were replaced also. Adaptation of the in
terior will be undertaken when funds are 
available. The jury commended the archi
tect for attention to detail and for appro
priate use of color. 
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Architectural Engineering Products Company and SPAN Metals Corporation have joined together as 
wholly owned subsidiaries of Overhead Door Corporation, a name building planners look up to in roofi ng 
systems. What AEP and SPAN have done well separately, they can now do even better together. 

WITH WEATHERING COPPER The look of pure copper at less than half the cost. That's 
the basic story of our exclusive Weathering Copper: three layers of copper-bearing acrylic res in 
applied over an epoxy primer coat to HOG, G90 galvanized steel to a thickness of 2 mils . The new-penny 
brightness gradually weathers to an aged look of genuine sheet copper roofing -but without the usual 
signs of corrosion. What's more, the strength and durability of Weathering Copper has been proven 
by seven tough years of quality performance. For metal roofing, fascia or mansard appl ications, 
weathering Copper complements your most imaginative 
designs for commercial , industrial and residential projects . 
For specific details and installation information, see A£PoS~~ 
SWEET'S GENERAL BUILDING FILES, 
Sections 7.2 / AR , 7.3b I SP, 7.7 I AR or 
phone Or Write. Subsidiaries of Overhead Door Corporation 

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O. Box 81 664 I San Diego, CA 92138 
(714) 295-3131 

SPAN METALS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 26288 I Dallas, Texas 75226 
(21 4) 827-1740 
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Three diverse elements dynamically transforming 
the world in which we work and live. 
Each represents 
a diversity of needs, expressions and functions. 
Each interacts delicately with the others to maintain 
a critical balance of social, environmental 
and technological evolution. 
To neglect any one of the three 
is to limit our capacity for productive achievement. 

Interior space solutions which reflect enduring values 
and expanding aspirations 
can bring people, space and technology together, 
enabling people to live and work 
at a critical distance to each other, 
within a diversity of forms, 
linking them to their hopes and dreams for tomorrow. 

Hauserman represents a seventy year evolution 
of products and services responding to human needs, 
expressing enduring values 
and supporting technological innovation. 

People: at a critical distance 
Space: a diversity of forms 
Technology: linkage to tomorrow 



Hauserman: Wall and panel systems enabling people 
to live and work together, delicately. 

Visit our new Chicago showroom at Neocon, 
designed by the internationally famous 
architect Arata lsozaki. 
Suite 1012, The Merchandise Mart, June 15-18. 

The E.F. Hauserman Company 
57n Grant Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44105 
Boo 321-8698 
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A feature-by-feature comparison with other 
operable wall systems shows Spacesetter™ is the 

one designed for the long run. 
Spacesetter operable walls 
perform so reliably and look so 
permanent, they're unlike any other 
system in their price range. 

Spacesetter panels have wrap
around finishes instead of bulky 
vertical trim where panels join. 
And hidden fasteners replace face
mounted hardware for a smooth, 
perrnanent look in meeting facil
ities, educational, foodservice and 
other multi-purpose areas. These 
features, standard on Spacesetter, 
aren't even available as options 

from the competition. 
In addition, Spacesetter systems 

use commercial pass doors, elimi
nating the unattractive and poten
tially hazardous thresholds found 
on most others. They also have the 
only panels you can specify that 
give you the safety advantage of 
a aass "A" flame spread rating 
plus the added strength of resiliant 
"Z" bar reinforcements. 

There are many more features, 
like all metal frame construction, 
that give Spacesetter the out-

Modernfold 
An American-Standard Company 

Cir cle 61 0 11 i11 fo rmat io11 card 

standing durability to provide 
your designs with interior space 
flexibility for years to come. To 
find out more about the extra value 
you get with Spacesetter, contact 
the company that's first in walls 
that move. Write Modernfold, 
Box 310, New Castle, Indiana 
47362. Or call (317) 529-1450. 
In Canada, write P.O. Box 399-
Station E, Toronto, Ontario 
M6H9Z9, or Telex 27-2285. 



EPS <expanded polystyrene) insulation 
is combustible and should not be 
exposed to flame or other ignition source. 

© 1982 THE SOCIETY OF 
THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY. INC. 

Circle 62 on information card 
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DESIGNER 
INSULATION 
Form-fitting, tailored EPS insulation. It can be 
just about anything you need it to be. You can 
specify its properties and its configuration to fit 
your application ... precisely. 

Specify densities from one to three pounds 
per cubic foot for enhanced R values, increased 
resistance to water vapor transmission, and 
greater compressive strengths. 

Specify butt, shiplap, or tongue-and-groove 
edges in thicknesses up to 20", lengths up to 
192", and widths up to 48". 

For roofs, EPS can be tapered for positive 
slope-to-drain. 

And most manufacturers can laminate EPS 
. . . one or both sides . . . for extra strength, a 
built in thermal barrier, a chemical barrier, high 
reflectivity, or a finish surface. With fiber board, 
barrier sheets, gypsum board, foiVkraft 
laminates, plywood, or metal. 

We'll be happy to send you a collection of 
design ideas for insulating foundations, walls, 
and roofs with EPS- just circle our number on 
the reader service card. 

Or call the Sweet's Buyline for the name of a 
local manufacturer who can help you with 
specifics. 

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. s'l 
EPS Division I 

31 50 Des Plaines Avenue 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 

(312) 297-6150 



* May require primer. 

Suddenly, GE Silicon 
A Major Breakthrough In Sealant Technology ... 
Advanced Performance. Outstanding Value. 

Announcing the newest generation 
of world-class silicone sealants. 
Silglaze® N translucent glazing sealant. 
Gesil ™ N general purpose sealant 
in popular architectural colors. 

At last. one versatile sealant 
system performs nearly every job. 
Adheres to concrete*. metals and 
plastics. Flexes ± 50°/o for ease of 
design. Lasts up to SO years. 

Unprecedented value. competitively 
priced. These advanced technology 
silicones save labor through ease 
of application. Save energy with Jong
lasting weathertight sealing. And thei 
outstanding reliability can save you 
costly callbacks. 

Expand your horizons today. Specif) 
GE Silglaze N and GE Gesil N for 
designed-in excellence tomorrow. 
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D Send free sam ple. 

Street Address _ ___________________ _ 

State __ Zip __ _ 
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EP/T AIA-82 ' 

~ntpanf Box 7240, West Trenton, NJ 08628-0240 I 
ENERGY SAVINGf BUILDING PRODUCTS SINCE 1909 . 



AJA Component Awards 

Indianapolis Chapter. Hammond Block, 
Indianapolis (left); Schmidt/Claffey, 
Inc., Indianapolis. This lively flatiron 
building had fallen on bad times: The roof 
leaked, causing damage to a major truss; 
chimneys had either fallen off or been 
removed, interiors had been significantly 
altered, and the entire building, including 
windows, had been spray painted red. 
Exterior restoration included chemical 
cleaning of the soft red brick, replacing 
arches and missing pieces of <lentil work, 
refinishing detailing in sand-textured white 
to approximate the look of stone and re
construction of the roofline sign. A signifi
cant interior adaptation was addition of 
a mezzanine to the 16-foot-high top floor, 
thus increasing leasable space. 
Detroit Chapter. Franklin-Wright Settle
ments Camp, Orion Township, Mich. 
(below); Ros5en/N eumann Associates, 
Southfield, Mich. The directors of the 
camp, a nonprofit facility for underprivi
leged children, commissioned the archi
tect to provide a master plan, renovate 
existing buildings and design new ones on 
the 82-acre lakefront site. The platform 
shown, centered on an open hearth, is the 
camp's focus, intended to provide a sense 
of community. (It has been nicknamed 
"the pagoda" because of its four Oriental 
gateways.) The first new buildings, three 
cottages with six bunk rooms each, are 
finished in cedar shakes stained gray. 
Their fenestration includes child-height 
windows, and interiors have bright super
graphics. 
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INTEGRATEI 
HANDLES ALL THESE JOB! 

DESIGN PROCES 

Humidity 
Cononl System 



UILDING CONTROL 
~DLETS YOU KEEP YOUR 
•URE AND SIMPLE. 

D signing a building with 
four or five - or more - control 
systems doesn't always solve oper
ating problems. In fact, too many 
systems can complicate your 
design process; and create prob
blems of their own that the owner 
will have to solve later. 

So Honeywell has combined 
into one system everything needed 
to control day-to-day building 
functions: heating, ventilating, 
air conditioning. Fire management 
and smoke control. Security. 
Lighting. Energy management. 
We call it Integrated Building 
Control. 
A BOOST FOR PRODUCTIVITY. 

This single computer-based 
system keeps potential operating 
problems from getting in the 
way of people's jobs. And yours. 
Since it manages all building 
operations, it assures an efficient 
work environment all the time. 
From the start, Integrated 
Building Control boosts produc
tivity for the owner's employees, 
his operating equipment and 
his business. 

COMFORT 
PLUS CONSERVATION

DESIGNED IN. 

It helps the building use every 
watt, every BTU and every gallon 
of oil in the smartest, most 
economical way. You can deliver a 
design that gives the owner both 
comfort and energy conservation. 

SECURITY AND FIRE 
PROTECTION, TOO. 

There's more. Integrated Building 
Control lets you unify the pro
tection of people, building spaces 
and equipment. It goes beyond 
detecting fires and preventing 
thefts: You can plan for access 
control. Total fire and smoke man
agement. All in the same system 
without gaps in protection or ' 
redundant equipment. 

NAME OF THE GAME: 
LOWER COSlS. 

Integrated Building Control does Even that's not all. Integrated 
more than keep people productive. Building Control really cuts costs, 

both during construction and 
throughout the life of the building. 
First, the total in-place cost of 
this one system is less than all 
the separately installed systems 
it replaces. 

Second, it saves enough to 
repay the owner's initial invest
ment every two or three years. 
f:Io.w? Through greater produc
tivity and energy efficiency. 
Through reduced operating man
power. And through flexibility 
that lets the owner change to meet 
future needs without redesign or 
major added costs. 

THE SINGLE SOLUTION. 

The~e are. hundreds of suppliers 
offenng piecemeal solutions. But 
only Integrated Building Control 
puts them all together in a single 
system, with Honeywell hardware 
and Honeywell software, installed 
and serviced by locally-based 
Honeywell experts. Proven in 
thousands of buildings world-wide. 

We believe the construction 
industry can't afford to face the 
'80s without Integrated Building 
Control. So we'd like to show 
you just how simple it can make 
your design process. Call your 
nearby Honeywell Commercial 
Division branch office. Or write us 
at Honeywell Plaza, Minneapolis 
MN 55408. ' 

WE MAKE IT EASY TO MAKE BUILDINGS WORK HARD. 

Honeywell 
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Michigan Society and Detroit Chapter. 
Matilda R. Wilson Aviary Wing, Detroit 
Zoological Park, Royal Oak (right); Carl 
Luckenbach/Robert L. Ziegelman, Inc., 
Birmingham. The glazed U-shaped addi
tion of aluminum extrusions provides a 
circulation system allowing visitors to see 
the entire facility in a continuous sweep 
without back-tracking. The configuration 
also provides a center flight enclosure to 
accommodate a giant condor, which must 
be segregated from other birds because 
of its predatory nature. The condor en
closure was achieved economically by 
stringing a net across the top of the space 
within the U. The addition permits a pro
gression of differing environments from 
rain forest to marshland to plains. 

Bell Town Houses, Birmingham (be
low), also by Carl Luckenbach/Robert L. 
Ziegelman, Inc. A century-old single fam
ily residence, designated as an historic 
structure, provided the vocabulary of 
white clapboard and peaked forms for 
three new adjacent town houses in this 
Detroit suburb. The four houses are ar
ranged to form private interior courtyards 
off rear-oriented living spaces. 
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LUDOWICI-CELADON 

The crown ing touch for over a century 

Ludowici-Celadon 
roof tiles set 
the world standard 
of luxury, durability 
and energy savings. 

Today even the most luxurious home 
or building must be built with cost effici
ency and energy conservation in mind . 

Ludowici-Celadon clay roof tiles 
have a 50-year unconditional guarantee . 

Ludowici tiles of vitrified clay provide 
lasting armor against sun, snow, wind and 
rain. They defy decay and erosion . And 
the ti les provide s ignificant energy sav
ings: Their substantial air spaces combine 
with their heat returning properties to 
allow thermal conservation in winter and 
summer. What's mo re, the ti les mell ow so 
gracefully that their aesthetic value actually 
increases with the years . 

Ludowici roof tile can be found on 
The White House, Washington , D.C. ; in 
historic Williamsburg; and on classic 
buildings at Yale University and The 
College of William and Mary as well as on 
corporate structures for A T & T and 
Braniff, and new construction of finer 
homes nationw ide. 

Ludowici offers standard hard-fired 
clay ti les in more shapes, sizes, textures 
and colors than any other company in the 
world. And because aU ti le is crafted to 

Circle 66 on information card 

Plioto Damd Dubick 

your order, your Ludowici representative 
can help you develop virtually any custom 
combina tion of color, texture, or shape 
you may require . 

To learn more about how you may 
create a tile roofing system which is 
luxurious and cost-efficient, write or call : 
LUDOWICI-CELADO , Division of 
CSC Incorporated , P.O. Box 69 , 

ew Lexington, Ohio 43764 . (614) 342-1995 . 

G UARANTEED 

•50 YEARS• 



Introducing P3 Parabolume,. 
... A Fluorescent Luminaire for Today. 

PARA801.UME 

Columbia Lighting's brand new 
innovation in Parabolume design 

looks a lot like earlier models ... 
M but it does more! 

The all new P3 offers highly improved efficiency while preserving the lighting 
control and the rich low brightness appearance of Columbia's original 
Parabolume. Carefully designed reflector contours mate precisely with curves 
of the parabolic baffle to provide a completely new optical system - A unique 
combination of computer design technology and traditional Columbia 
craftsmanship. 
For tomorrow's fluorescent lighting needs . .. Specify P3 Parabolume rM today! 
For information, contact your Columbia Lighting representative or write us at: 

Columbia 
[Lo~GDuocru~ 

DDQiJ© 

North 3808 Sullivan Road 
T.A. Box 2787 
Spokane, WA 99220 • (509) 924-7000 

- :::: 
USI A Subs1d1drv o ! 

·-u_s_INDUSTAIES~INC. 
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The Fifth 
Annual Review 
Of New American 
Architecture 
Once again we bring together the best work that we and 
AIA awards juries can find, to assess the state of the art 
of American architecture. As in the preceding four 
annual reviews we have asked others for their assessment 
of where it is going. But this year there is a difference. 
Those we asked before were within or around the profes
sion; this year we have sought perspectives from outside, 
with results that we find fascinating. 

The major direction of recent years has been diversity 
-things have been going in every direction at once. This 
year, however, we find a common quality in many of the 
some I 00 buildings shown in this issue. The quality is fit. 
In many cases it is the way buildings fit into their sur
roundings, in others the way they fit their clients and 
their clients' needs, in still others a less tangible kind of 
fit of a building to its essential nature (what it wants to 
be, in a famous architect's famous words). The matter 
of fit might be called suitability, or even contextualism, 
if that often misused term is broadly defined. Whatever 
the label, it is heartening to find it so prevalent. 

A related phenomenon this year is the large number of 
buildings in the issue made of brick. In older communities 
brick is a very contextual material. It is equally well 
suited to another major trend of the day, historicism, 
which is also well represented in this year's review. Now, 
on with the buildings. D.C. 
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Shining Vessel of 
Religious Thought 

Richard Meier's Hartford, Conn. , Seminary. 
By Donald Canty 

Photograph on p revious pages by Steve R osenthal 



All right, this is another gleaming, ship-like, enameled Richard 
Meier composition, a variation on a theme he has been plying 
for several years. But what's wrong with staying with and per
fecting a consistent theme? Does every commission require in
vention of a new esthetic? 

Also, this may be the most exhilerating variation yet: a highly 
rhythmic, even syncopated composition of forms and surfaces, 
light and shadow. And more is demanded of it than such other 
recent variations as the Atheneum in New Harmony, Ind. (see 
the 1980 edition of the annual re iew). 

The Hartford Seminary was founded in 1834 by the Pastoral 
Union of Connecticut for the traditional purpose of preparing 
the young for the ministry in suitably traditional surroundings, 
first in East Windsor and more recently in Hartford itself. The 
seminary today serves other and more complicated purposes. 
It is partly a continuing education institution for clergy and lay 
people in midcareer, partly a research facility, partly a resource 

Steve Rosenthal 

and conference center for community as well as religious groups. 
There is a full-time faculty of 14 and a support staff of 12. 

The seminary is not lavishly endowed, and Meier had to serve 
these multiple purposes within a definitely finite budget. He 
responded by reducing the program to an essential duality and 
organizing the building around it. He expresses the duality as 
being between "partly cloistered, inward-looking spaces" and 
a reaching out to the world. In other words, he put the major 
public spaces on the ground floor perimeter and the offices and 
seminar rooms upstairs. 

He did something else as well: He achieved high spatial drama 
unusual to his work (or anyone's) in the rooms most expressive 
of the seminary's fundamental functions. 

Vertical volumes join the building's intricately interlocking 
spaces (see axonometric), often with views from one to the other. 
Front elevation (above and preceding pages) is the most complex. 
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Far right, the altar projects out from 
beneath the chapel's hooded roof. Right 
below, curving wall wraps around the 
adjacent meeting room. Below, the entry 
court viewed from the side. 
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An enveloping welcome and changing faces. 
For all of its functional and spatial achievements, what first 
catches one's breath about the seminary is, of course, its form. 
This is a remarkable sculptural object (with remarkable presence 
for a building of 27,000 square feet), and it changes constantly 
with the vantage point. No two elevations are alike. 

Walls pop out to receive light through interstitial glass, the 
roof of the chapel arcs gently, a curving wall wraps around the 
meeting room that is the other major public space. The varia
tions outside bespeak variations of use and space inside. 

Once in a while, of course, there is a gesture for its own sake. 
And at the entry there is a kind of ceremony of planes. A screen 
wall passes across the face of the building at this point, pene
trated by an opening on axis with the entry door, creating a tran
sitional courtyard (entered also from a path from the parking 

lot to the side). The entry door itself is projected outward in 
a small foyer. The building thus envelops you gradually as you 
walk in, then once in provides a generous welcoming gesture 
of volume and light (next page). 

The seminary sits near the center of a four-acre greensward 
that nicely shows off its sculptural qualities and buffers it from 
the neighbors. These include, on one side, the seminary's former 
neo-Gothic campus (now the University of Connecticut's law 
school), and on two other rows of workaday New England 
houses, most of three stories, of the kind that gladdens hearts 
of asbestos shingle salesmen. There was little for Meier to relate 
to except for some neocolonial houses on the fourth side. Meier 
claims a relationship of the seminary to colonial New England, 
but one of feel rather than form: of crispness and whiteness. 
The fenestration, three-foot-square panes of glass used in various 
kinds of clusters, also contributes to this feel. 
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Vertical volumes that organiz£ the plan. 
Major volumes occur at the lobby and in the chapel and meet
ing room, the latter two aligned along the north side. These are 
soaring, emphatically vertical spaces. The chapel is a celebration 
of light, which enters through clerestories and bathes the altar 
almost theatrically. The light is such that the high, white ceiling 
all but curves out of sight, giving a sense of infinity to the vol
ume. Meier designed an almost Wrightian bench and lectern for 
the chapel. (A less fortunate detail is an industrial pipe commun
ion rail, removable and happily removed in the picture at left.) 

An unusual element of the chapel is the presence of four tiny 
balconies at the second level corners, each with its own entry 
door and each capable of accommodating no more than two or 
three people. They serve, says Meier, for people who want to 
drop in and out of services unobtrusively. They are also useful 
for all manner of musical, liturgical and oratorical special effects. 

The chapel is the seminary's most spiritual space, in character 
as well as use, and also, on the outside, the most dramatic punc
tuation point of the form, making an L of what would have been 
a rectangle. Yet it was not in the program. The slightly strapped 
seminary was all for flexibility and multiple uses. Its thought 
was that a classroom could double as chapel. Meier had to con
vince his clients that the combination was incompatible, and 
that a seminary without a chapel seemed an anomaly-"little 
more than an office building. " Fortunately, he was persuasive. 

The adjacent meeting room was always a key part of the pro
gram. It is very multiple in its uses-at various times a lecture 
hall, a concert hall, even a theater. There is access and seating 
at all three levels of the building. 

This is a moving, almost swirling volume. Its p lan closely 
echoes the arc of the chapel roof. 
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Across page, the soaring, luminous chapel, which protrudes 
to flank the entry court and give the plan its L shape. Top, the 
lobby looking toward the reading room. The bookstore is be
hind the reception desk. Above, the meeting room. 
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Top, the pleasingly sinuous space of the reading room. Above, 
a seminar room, whose pleasant but plainspoken treatment is 
typical of the building's working spaces. Also typical of these 
spaces is the fenestration, clustering four of the modular lights. 
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'Light is the dominating presence.' 
Among other key program elements were a library and book
store. These have not fared so well. The bookstore is in an en
tirely enclosed internal space on the first floor. It is not a very 
pleasant place to be, perhaps seeming all the more dim and 
cramped because of the volume and light elsewhere. The library 
stacks are even more unhappily em bowled, being in an absolutely 
undisguised basement. All in all, in a place of learning, it is a 
strange and shabby way to treat books. 

In Meier's defense, the open stacks originally were intended 
to be closed. Now there is not even a librarian at the seminary. 
But the library is considerably redeemed by the first floor read
ing room, perhaps the building's most completely comfortable 
space. Volume, multiple light sources, curving walls, fenestra
tion, appointments, all combine here in an architectural experi
ence of a high order. 

Meier had a knowledgeable client in Dr. John Dillenberger, 
president of the seminary, and left him an enthusiastic one. Says 
a descriptive flyer handed to seminary visitors: "The different 
spaces [of the building] flow into each other while maintaining 
their own character. White and seemingly austere, the spaces 
highlight passage of color and, most importantly, the human 
ambiance of intimacy and openness.Light is the dominating 
presence, a single source serving multiple purposes, with new 
vistas meeting one at many turns." 

Amen. [J 
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Arcadian House of the Intellect 
Two views of Kallmann, McKinnell & Woods' headquarters of 

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Cambridge. 
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Robert Campbell: This is a series of personal foot
notes to a building. I can't do anything objective on the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences because of my own 
involvement with it. 

I should detail what that involvement was. Lawrence Ander
son, former dean of architecture and planning at MIT, a mem
ber of the academy and its architectural adviser for the proposed 
new headquarters building, asked me to join a committee of four 
to choose an architect. After we had selected Kallmann, Mc
Kinnell & Wood, I continued as a part-time consultant to the 
academy to co-ordinate the process of design and construction. 

From the beginning it seemed that all the stars were properly 
aligned for this new building. The academy was an architect's 
dream project. The Cambridge, Mass., site was a prize: five and 
one-half acres of wooded knoll within 10 minutes' walk of Har
vard Square. The client had ample money, sensitivity and ambi
tion. More than once, during the search for an architect and 
afterward, officers of the academy said they hoped for a "great" 
building or "a building that would be in the architectural his
tory books." 

Even the brief was almost a Beaux-Arts idealization, calling 
for a range of small and large spaces to be domestic in scale yet 
to possess a ceremonial character rare in our time. 

The programmer was Dean Anderson. His program was and 
is a model of the art. It is short ( 12 pages) yet goes far beyond 
merely defining areas and functions into the trickier task of defin
ing architectural character. Here are some excerpts: 

"It is not necessary to assert a strongly visible presence in the 
community. Indeed a facade that 'claims' too much would be an 
affront to the conservative, well-kept houses nearby .... It would 
be as well not to be able to see the entire building at once .... 

"Internally the general impression need not perhaps be so low
keyed as the external one, but the individual should feel at ease 
rather than in awe. Fruitful conversation is the academy's stock 
in trade, and the word implies small groups even if multitudes 
are present. . .. 

"The academy does not want to become the vehicle for a per
sonal or trendy stylistic statement. It should not be too obvi
ously 1977." 

Dean Anderson continued as a member of the group that met 

Mr. Campbell is a practicing architect in Cambridge, Mass., and 
architectural critic for the Boston Globe. 
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regularly to review the progress of the design by Gerhard Kall
mann and Michael McKinnell. Only one specific restraint was 
offered to the architects, most of whose previous buildings are 
celebrations of reinforced concrete. This rule was that there be 
no exposed concrete inside or out. "Of course not, we never 
would have considered it," Kallmann replied. 

The academy, like most owners, came with several heads. 
The most influential one belonged to Dr. Edwin Land, chairman 
of the Polaroid Corporation, former president of the academy 
and the true begetter of its new building. 

Land appeared only two or three times during the design stage 
but always with terrific impact. He expressed complete disdain 
for committees and groups of all kinds, although many such 
groups are sponsored by the academy. Instead he seemed to con
ceive of the academy as a maze of private nooks, off-stream 
backwaters where thinkers from different disciplines would meet 
casually to generate new ideas or, as he put it, places "where two 
great minds copulate." 

"You need trysting places,' ' he once said. "All I want is an 
even break for individualists. No group ever found the meaning 
of life." A physicist himself, he saw the academy as divided be-
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tween physical scientists and social scientists, the former being 
individualists and the latter being natural group-formers. He 
wanted "secretive" access to private rooms, so that when two or 
three friends came to the new academy "they need not be con
fronted by huge symposia. You don't get a lot done in symposia." 

Once Land delivered a memorable crit of the Ford Founda
tion headquarters in New York City. I've forgotten the words, 
but the gist was that everything is too harmonious at Ford. The 
real world, Land said, is a discord that is resolved only occa
sionally by talent. He felt that any attempt to create a world of 
apparent harmony was false and amounted to an affront to the 
creative spirit. 

The layered, mazelike character of the academy ground floor 
plan, especially in the area of the so-called living rooms, is a 
direct response to this worthy client who knew what he liked 
and who clearly touched a sympathetic chord in the architects. 
Later, when Henry Milton, '1 member of the academy who is 
director of the Center for Advanced Study at the National Gal
lery of Art, saw the design, he said it looked like the plan of a 

Exterior walls are of red brick trimmed in red granite, alternating 
with expanses of square glass panes framed in mahogany behind 
a procession of brick piers on the south and west. The project 
included restoration of the site as a park, partly for public use. 

Mycenaean palace. When I passed this on to Kallmann he was 
delighted and quoted with relish an earlier comment by some
one on Boston City Hall: "Not since Knossos have bureaucrats 
worked in such labyrinthine surroundings." 

If Edwin Land was one major design determinant, the neigh
bors were another. The academy's lovely site was heir to a bitter 
history. 

A house called Shady Hill once stood where the academy 
now stands, a house that was easily one of the half-dozen finest 
in Cambridge. In a remarkable act of cultural vandalism, Har
vard abruptly demolished Shady Hill in August 1955 with the 
intention of redeveloping the site for dormitories. Outraged, the 
neighbors shot down a long series of Harvard schemes. Eventu
ally the university gave up and offered the site to the academy. 

To build at all, the academy needed a zoning variance, and 
in Cambridge this is obtainable only in the absence of serious 
opposition from neighbors. And at the start of its efforts the 
academy was faced with a petition of several hundred signatures 
opposing any construction on the site. 

The process of persuading these people not to oppose the 
academy influenced its design dramatically. Their mere exist
ence ensured that the building would be as polite as possible. 
More important, it was partly because of them that the building 
was moved from a shady, damp lower corner of the site-which 
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was all Harvard originally offered-up to the top of the knoll. 
This move caused a metamorphosis in the building. 

On the lower site the building had been conceived as a kind 
of precinct. Columns inside the building were echoed by others 
standing free in the landscape. Indoor and outdoor space were 
equally part of the academy "grounds." It was fascinating to 
watch as the power of the new site gradually transformed the 
design from a precinct into a pavilion. It grew grander, more 
self-contained, until finally it became very much an object in 
space-the last thing the architects had originally intended. Soon 
they were talking of "a light sketch of a Tuscan villa." The no
tion the building now suggests-that it once was a more com
plete, pyramidal form that has been sliced back and chewed 
away-was arrived at by a series of intuitive adaptations to the 
new site, with the ideogram coming only afterward. 

Because of these and other changes, the academy as built re
tains within its fabric the ghosts and marks of many design ideas 
that were abandoned along the way. This is surely one of its vir
tues. Isn't the difference between an original design like the acad
emy and a mere knock-off precisely in the presence or absence 
of these ghosts of lost ideas? They give the original a depth, a 
slight inexplicability, that are absent in the copy. Because of 
them the finished building is the expression of a process, not of 
a single set of decisions, and gives the sense that time and change 
have washed over it even when it's brand new. 

Kallmann and McKinnell have written persuasively of pas
toral imagery and the notion of the building as a romantic ruin. 
Creation is mysterious, though, and sources are endless. Books 
by or about Kahn, MacKintosh, Aalto, Greene & Greene, and 
Voysey, and Girouard's Sweetness and Light, were all to be 
seen around the architects' office during design. Wright too is 
an obvious presence. Two modest sources that I can't help see
ing in the building were never mentioned. One is a former stable 
in a Boston suburb, converted long since into a home for Thomas 
Adams, the academy treasurer. Its large sloping roof and long ar
cade of brick piers look very much like elements that appeared in 
the academy about the time of McKinnell's first visit to Adams's 
house. The other source, if it is one, is a conventional but attrac
tive Tudor revival athletics building, next door to the Harvard 
swimming pool, where Kallmann swims three times a week. This 
has the academy's two-tiered roof, small-paned window-wall 
and, most strikingly, its frieze of large brackets beneath the eaves, 
here made of metal instead of wood. 

I guess it's obvious, incidentally, that the academy's braces 
don't brace anything. Much of the building's visible structure, in 
fact, is rhetorical, a free variation on the underlying steel frame. 

In my opinion the academy is best on its exterior, especially in 
the marvelous grace with which it rides the roll of the land. The 
landscape architect, Carol Johnson, as it happens, was often at 
odds with the architects. The conflict shows in a powerful build
ing that seems to wish to radiate lines of force into the site, and 
a landscape that is not willing to be bowled over. It's a confron
tation that is rather pleasing. Of the whole exterior only the 
great chimney seems to me to be slightly out of key, slightly 
overworked. Everything else is a triumph. 

Indoors, the generally high level of success is undercut by a 
sense that things are too high and too grand. The atrium is so 
bright and strong that it tends to relegate the rooms around it 
to the status of periphery. The rooms are superb in themselves. 

The staff offices upstairs are generous but pointlessly isolated 
from the public spaces below. There's a slightly distasteful sense 
of class in this, as if the bailiffs above must be kept from dis
tracting the dukes strolling below. 

The architects' concept for the furnishings was to acquire 
pieces (the academy owned almost nothing) that would be nei
ther modern nor antique but simply traditional. These pieces 
would be chosen so as not quite to match, suggesting, for ex
ample, a sofa inherited from a grandmother that doesn't quite 
fit in but is too good not to use. This beguiling concept works 
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only partially, however, because the scale of the rooms is large 
enough to jar slightly with the domestic scale of the furnishings. 

There have been practical problems-snow sliding off the 
roof, feedback in the audio, migrating upholstery in the lecture 
room-that have been very distracting to the owner but that 
perhaps don't amount to a great deal in the perspective of the 
building over time. 

That perspective in any case is one I can't yet get into focus. 
The purpose of these notes is not to evaluate the architecture 
but only to offer fragments of one response and to keep alive 
some sense of the complexity and multiplicity of conditions that 
create any building in the last quarter of the 20th century. 

To date, it appears the new academy is liked by everyone
by all the neighbors, who represent almost every social and cul
tural viewpoint, by the owner and by the architectural subcul
ture itself-including this year's AIA jury, which gave it a na
tional honor award. Given the moment in time at which it ap
peared, I think this breadth of appeal is its most difficult and 
important achievement. 0 



•• 

Donald Canty: Coming upon the academy building 
fresh, without having seen so much as a single photograph, 
it registers immediately as a place apart-which, of course, is 
one of the things it is intended to be. This serene pavilion on a 
wooded knoll could scarcely have less to do with the turbulent 
urban area in which, like it or not, it exists. 

Its spiritual home might be Kyoto; or, more likely, the Adiron
dacks. In its luxuriant rusticity it would be quite at home in a 
millionaires' "camp" of other days. Gerhard Kallmann speaks 
of it in terms of "the idea of the country house" in England. But 
it is more like a lodge, a point curiously accentuated by the occa
sional use of bright green accents. 

Moving from outside in, it quickly becomes apparent that the 
real apartness of this building is not spatial but temporal. It is 
a movement back into the 19th century-into rooms that might 
have been designed by the Greene brothers, the early Wright, 
any number of figures in what Kallmann terms the "premodern" 
period and mode. 

This is historicism with a vengeance, but of a different sort 
than that associated with postmodernism. The latter's historical 
roots are sometimes classical , sometimes Corbusian, sometimes 
obscure, sometimes imaginary. Like modernism before it, post
modernism ignores or rejects the work of those remarkable ar
chitects of the last century who were crafting an architecture 
that was original, evocative and, in this country, particularly 
American. It was enticing, then , to hear of a major new work 
that set out to build upon these neglected beginnings, to reflect 
this rejected tradition . 

It is a little disconcerting, however, to find that the academy's 
major rooms-a cluster of dining rooms, a pair of conference 
rooms, a drawing room , a library (using the term in the domes
tic sense rather than that of a place to store and dispense books) 
-are more recreations than reflections of the past. They do not 

One of the dining rooms, typical of the interiors in its high ceil
ings, cove lighting, wood trim and use of 'grandmother's attic' fur
nishings. The dining rooms open to the atrium for extra capacity. 
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copy specific works, but except for a detail here and there they 
literally could have been done a century or so ago. 

Let it be said, nevertheless, that these must be among the 
most beautiful rooms built anywhere in recent years . Ceilings 
rise to 14 feet, detailing is meticulous (and, as in the case of 
the fireplaces, imaginative), the use of materials sure-handed to 
the point of being loving. In the architects' words, "There is a 
consistent language of wainscotings, picture rails and framing 
of Honduras mahogany, surrounding painted or linen-covered 
fields." 

The architects seem to have adopted some of the language 
of the period from which they draw. They speak of the ground 
level of the building as "a suite of rooms, entered from a sky lit 
hall and hearth area," rooms that are " invested with inglenooks 
and window alcoves conducive to private encounter." This suite 

Above, on e of the two conference rooms. A cross page above, the 
central atrium, flanked by scall parlors, with a draped skylight 
high overhead. At right, a second floor work space. 
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is a place of warmth and quiet and obvious seriousness, kept 
from gloominess by the constant presence of the garden. 

The "skylit hall" or atrium is the meeting place of past and 
present, and here things begin to fall apart. Several different 
light fixtures are in view, including some on the wall that can 
only be called quaint ; large ceramic urns, profusely planted, are 
distributed around the floor; the grand stairway bears an almost 
industrial-looking metal railing. 

The stairway, and the space itself, imply a linkage between 
the first and second floors that does not exist in any important 
way. Downstairs is the scholars' suite, upstairs the domain of the 
staff, a set of pleasant but rather plain offices and auxiliary 
spaces, perhaps seeming plainer than they might elsewhere be
cause of the contrast with the moments of magnificence below. 

Likewise, if the building somehow disappoints it might be 
because of arriving at it with exaggerated expectations. After all, 
the architects have positively augmented the sensitive site , have 
given their clients exactly what they wanted-and there are 
those stirring moments in the 19th century rooms. D 
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Across page, the secluded study, one of a series of quiet spaces 
for casual encounter among scholars. Top , the larger of the two 
conference rooms, perhaps the building's most success/ ul single 

space. Above, the swirling, Wrightian auditorium. 
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The study's highly ornamented fireplace, one of three on the 
academy's ground floor, is of red granite framed in wood. 



Geometry in the Service of Society 
William Kessler's Coleman Young Recreation Center, Detroit. By Stanley Abercrombie, A/A 
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T
he best-seller list may be crowded these days with such 
books as How to Do the Cube, but William Kessler doesn't 
need to read them. His Detroit firm has developed skills 

for manipulating cubes and other modules in ways that Rubik 
never imagined. Such modularity has sometimes been synony
mous with structure, as in the 1975 Center for Creative Studies, 
sometimes not, as in the honor-award-winning Wayne State 
University Health Care Institute (mid-May 1980). In either 
case, according to Kessler, "The design module is something we 
have been pursuing for a long time-not at all to the point of 
creating an inflexible grid, but to give us a sort of matrix within 
which we can play." 

But if such preoccupations suggest a dry estheticism or a re
moval from problems of site, function and social responsibility, 
forget the suggestion. The building we show here, for example, 
the recently completed Coleman Young Recreation Center, is a 
geometric extravaganza indeed, but one completely in the service 
of its users, a "play" within a "matrix," but one finely tuned to 
the demands of a confusing context, a strangely shaped site, a 
complex program, a prospect of rough usage and a tight budget. 
It provides ingeniously interlocking facilities for physical recrea
tion; simultaneously, it provides a generous amount of visual 
recreation and spatial sport; and these provisions reinforce each 
other to produce a whole that is more-and more fun-than the 
sum of its parts. 

The context of the Coleman Young center, within walking 
distance of Detroit's downtown, is one of the country's largest 
(500 acres), earliest (1951) and slowest to be completed (al
most, but not quite yet) urban renewal efforts. Once called the 
Gratiot Redevelopment Area, it moved a major step forward in 
1954 when the Citizens' Redevelopment Corporation, organized 
by Walter Reuther and others, commissioned a master plan by 
Oscar Stonorov, Victor Gruen Associates, and Leinweber, 
Yamasaki & Hellmuth. Another major step was the completion 
in 1959 and 1960 of the Lafayette Park section of the site, with 
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Irregular entrance facade, left, announces the modularity 
that is basic to the building design. A long facade away 
from the entrance, below, shows the vaulted boxing 
room at right and the half-vaulted swimming area, the 
latter spanned by an exposed steel truss above the roof. 
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Maj_orspaces und~r soaring glass ~l~_ck vaults. 
apartment slabs and town houses designed by Mies van der Rohe. 
At present, construction continues in the Elmwood Park portion, 
just east of Lafayette Park, and it is a critical site at the heart 
of Elmwood Park that was assigned to the recreation center. 

A basic design decision was to place straight building edges 
along two perpendicular street lines and to present a more irreg
ular facade to the curving approach road, Elmwood Park's 
major new thoroughfare. It was originally hoped that the irregu
larities would be filled, in part, by the addition of small shops, 
thus intensifying the building's role as a community center, but 
this remains only a hope. 

Despite its irregularities, the entrance wall has been given a 
definite focus, an entrance delightfully elaborated with stepping 
surfaces, flying beams resting on glass block cylinders (with 
lighting inside, as well as structure) and a display of square grids 
at various scales-all serving as introductions to the interior. 
A further exterior hint of interior effects is given by a glimpse of 
enormous exposed roof trusses, painted bright green; obviously, 
some spaces here must expand beyond the apparent module. 

Inside, there are large spaces indeed: a gymnasium, a boxing 
ring, a swimming pool and two handball courts. There are also 
many smaller spaces, of course, for meetings, arts and crafts, 
ceramics and photography. Except for one long hall wrapping 
around the locker rooms, corridors have been minimized, most 

The swimming area's half-vault, left, is of 12xl 2-inch glass 
block, as is the full vault over the boxing ring, above. In the 
gymnasium, below, truss is visible through glass block clerestory. 

Section through boxing area and lobby 
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First floor 

Second floor corridor, above, steps out in small alcoves 
that will have tables and chairs for games. Beyond the 
glass block screen is the main lobby, right, a double 
height space enlivened by cylinders of glass block and 
dry-wall grids at two different scales. 
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A consistent palette and pervasive modularity. 
circulation spaces doubling as lobby area or game areas. All 
these, along with offices, locker rooms and necessary service 
areas, have been orchestrated into a comprehensible whole by 
means of a striking but limited color range-gray, black, the soft 
brown of the ground face block used both inside and out, and a 
brilliant green-and of the all-pervading modularity. 

The most basic of the modules in use here is a 24x24-foot 
structural and planning grid. An overscale lattice hung between 
floors in the double-height lobby, serving no function except to 
modulate the space in a fascinating way, is on an 8x8-foot grid, 
and the ceiling grid a level above, concealing electrical and 
mechanical services, is of 4x4-foot squares. Wood block flooring 
is of 6x6-inch squares; ceramic tiles are lxl-inch square, and 
there are squares and double squares as well in the ground face 
block and glass block. Naturally, without a large budget for 
custom fixtures, there have been a few details that have escaped 
alignment (fire hose cabinets remain recalcitrant), but it is 
extraordinary that the grid has been applied so consistently. Per
haps it is this thorough modularity that lends such a feeling of 
release to the areas in the building that are too big to conform. 
The sense of openness is further enhanced in the boxing area by 
a vault of glass block and in the swimming area by a half vault 
(its column-free junction, over the pool, with a flat ceiling plane 
being a bit alarming until we remember those big green roof 
trusses). 

"Euclid alone has looked on Beauty bare," Edna St. Vincent 
Millay told us. Maybe so, but William Kessler has given a whole 
Detroit community a near-Euclidian glimpse of Her. D 
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Corporate Campus Laid Back 
Against Telegraph Hill 

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum's Levi's Plaza, San Francisco. By D.C. 



L
evi's Plaza in San Francisco may be absolutely unique as a 
corporate headquarters. Others have taken on a campus 
plan with low buildings arranged around landscaped open 

spaces, such as the urbane plaza and informal park here. But 
none has been built on quite such an urban, and urbane, site 
as these four blocks at the base of flavorful Telegraph Hill fac
ing the Embarcadero. 

Behind it is an unusual company and an unusual history. Levi 
Strauss was born as a supplier of jeans to the miners of the Cali
fornia gold rush, whose demands were unusually rugged. By the 
way time is measured in the West it is an old San Francisco 
company, in the hands of one of the city's more benevolent old 
families. "It is the kind of family," says HOK- San Francisco's 
William Valentine, "where they gave the patriarch, Walter Haas 
Sr., a park for his birthday every year," dedicating a piece of 
open space to public use in his name. 

Until the 1970s Levi Strauss headquarters was an aging five
story building on Battery Street near the Embarcadero. Then 
came explosive growth when jeans became big business world
wide and the company diversified to the point where its annual 
sales approached some $2 billion. 

Outgrowing its old headquarters, the company moved to one 
of the towers of John Portman's Embarcadero Center. But it 
wasn't the same, according to Robert D. Haas, the company's 
current chief executive. Highrise quarters brought more hier
archical stratification, and the old chances for informal contact 

between strata and between parts of the company were gone. 
More important, says Haas, so was "the spirit of Battery Street," 
which he defines as an almost family-like closeness. 

At the same time, a developer named Gerson Bakar had ac
quired the four blocks at the base of the hill and was making his 
plans for them. Bakar was best known to the local architectural 
community as client for the early classic Woodlake garden apart
ment development in San Mateo designed by William W. Wurster. 

Bakar had worked with HOK and Arthur Gensler & Asso
ciates in the past and asked both to come up with proposals for 
the site. He chose HO K's scheme and Gensler subsequently was 
put in charge of the interiors. It was a polite, lowrise scheme, 
partly because of the architects' and client's proclivities, and 
partly because some very powerful and vocal residents of Tele
graph Hill were breathing right down the backs of their necks. 

Bakar heard of Levi Strauss's restiveness and approached 
them. At first they took part of the space and later all, with 
Bakar assuming their Embarcadero Center lease. At that point 
Robert Haas entered the design process, along with Howard 
Friedman, the company's architectural consultant, and land
scape architect Lawrence Halprin. 

The main plaza is defined by two new round-cornered buildings 
and a remodeled warehouse. Its paving continues downward 
across Battery Street to the lower level park. The photo above 
was taken from one of the other two new buildings at park level. 
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Italian Swiss 
- colony Warehouse 

~---Cargo West 
I 

Four new buildings, and two old, on two parcels. 
The design that emerged from these various hands is basically 

simple but full of complexities, wonders and a few contradic
tions. The site is bisected by Battery, of all streets, into a two 
block rectangle to the west, directly under the hill along Sansome 
Street, and a triangle of like size between it and the Embarca
dero. Pre-existing were Cargo West, a little brick treasure where 
sailors were often shanghaied during San Francisco's even more 
hedonist days, and a handsome Italian Swiss Colony wine ware
house, on the southeast and northeast corners of the rectangle. 

Both were retained and remodeled and joining them on the 
rectangle are two new buildings of five and seven stories, the 
latter the quarters of top Levi Strauss management, with a soar
ing glass atrium framed in blue-painted steel as its lobby. The 
same denim blue is used as trim elsewhere. 

The buildings partly enclose a large plaza bearing an excep
tional Halprin fountain, with a wide opening toward the water 
and a narrower one looking up Telegraph Hill to its landmark, 
Coit Tower. 

The triangle bears two additional office buildings joined at 
third story level by a bridge. The rest of its space is given over 
to a park designed by Halprin as "an abstraction of a water 
course in the Sierras" where the company found its first custom
ers. The park contains a smaller fountain and also a meander
ing stream. 

Parking for the complex is across Sansome Street, underneath 
a condominium being developed by Bakar. From it to the foun
tain a two-story colonade has been cut through the smaller of 
the two office buildings on the rectangle, providing a moment 
of genuine drama. Along the colonade, and on the ground floors 
of this building and the old warehouse facing the plaza, will be 
shops and restaurants. The atrium of the largest office building 
also is programmed for extensive public use, with a third-story 
balcony projecting out into the space for musical and other per
formances and, presumably, oratory. 

There is also less well-used access to the plaza from the San
some side down a handsome set of wide steps axial to its mid
point. From here, as Halprin puts it, there is a two-way tug to 
the fountain, the "public" side of the plaza, and the headquarters 
building, the corporate side. 

Major foot traffic also enters the complex from the Ferry 

So congenial is L evi's Plaza to its surroundings that it almost dis
appears among them. To find it, ascribe a line straight down to 
the right from Coit Tower atop the hill. 
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Above, the colonnade from 
Sansome Street. Right, the 
bridge between the two tri
angle buildings. Across page, 
the Halprin fountain in the 
main plaza, looking across 
Battery Street to the park 
and Embarcadero. 
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Pedestrian paths and spaces-and lots of brick. 
Building side beneath the bridge linking the two buildings on 
the triangle. From here those headed for the plaza forge across 
Battery Street. A bridge between the two parcels, either from 
ground level or overhead, as between the triangle buildings, 
never was seriously considered. Halprin for one says he would 
have opposed a lower bridge because it would have blocked views 
from the plaza to the bay. But without some linkage the complex 
remains visually and functionally bisected. 

It is unified to some degree by the form and materials of the 
new buildings. They are built of precast brick on 30-foot panels 
whose width set the design module (followed also in the plaza 
paving). Where used full width the panels have glazed openings 
in the shape of inverted, truncated "U"s, giving them a configu
ration intended to recall San Francisco's traditional bay windows. 

The buildings' most distinctive characteristic is the "carving 
away" of the corners, as Valentine puts it. They step back one 
bay per floor, softening the form and creating exceedingly pleas
ant triangular balconies. About half of these balconies open 
from executive offices, and the other half, democratically, from 
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Top photos, the atrium of the main 
building, from the plaza and from in
side. Right, ground level view of the 
upper fountain. Far right, a view 
across one of the corner terraces. 
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A_ series ~f vatjed_ expeJiences,_ inside _and out. 
lounges and other employee facilities. The views in all directions 
are spectacular. 

From the outset the open spaces in the project were considered 
as important as the buildings. The spaces vary markedly in 
every way. The upper one is somewhat formal, even harsh (an 
impression that may be due in part to its newness). But this 
plaza has a wonderful off-center centerpiece in the Halprin foun
tain. It has many sitting levels and steps for walking in and around 
it, water goes in a variety of directions-and it is topped by a 
huge granite boulder of a powerful, irregular shape that Halprin 
found in the Sierras. It looks, as he intended, as if it had "rolled 
down Telegraph Hill" and landed in the plaza. 

The fountain below (overleaf) is similar enough to one above to 
seem a pale quotation of it. This one is not so much intended 
for walking in and around its courses. Rather it is a turning point 
in a path by the stream that is intended to carefully guide the strol
ler to the best views of the water. The opening between piers 
here is the only such break on this stretch of the Embarcadero. 

Along the stream and on the slopes beside it are a seemingly 
random assortment of rocks and boulders. Each was carefully 
chosen by Halprin, however, and precisely positioned in draw
ings of the park. 

It is, in a way, symbolic of the carefully staged romanticism 
that has much to do with the success of Levi's Plaza-and of the 
city in which it has been built. D 
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Right, the lower fountain and the beginning of 
the stream through the park. Grassy knoll (top) 

is sunk well below the level of surrounding streets. 
Above, the warehouse from the park. 
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The Wainwright: 
Building on Genius 
Mitchell/Giurgola's restoration of and additions to Louis Sullivan's Wainwright Building, St. Louis. 

Above and right, two views of the Wainwright with its addition. 
Top right, a section through the midblock courtyard of the 
addition. In site plan, below, original building is shaded. 
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By Stanley Abercrombie, AJA 

Writing in the 1924 Architectural R ecord about the late 
Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright remembered it this 
way: "When he brought in the board with the motive 

of the Wainwright Building outlined in profile and in scheme 
upon it and threw it down on my table, I was perfectly aware of 
what had happened. This was Louis Sullivan's greatest moment 
-his greatest effort. The 'skyscraper' as a new thing under the 
sun, an entity with virtue, individuality and beauty all its own, 
was born." 

Yet 50 years later, this "greatest effort," this building that had 
shown the way to an appropriate architecture for the tall office 
block, lay derelict. Without tenants, without landmark status, 
a liability to its owner, it was in imminent danger, in the early 
'70s, of being replaced by a parking lot-and this in the heart 
of St. Louis, a city whose heart needs nothing less than it needs 
another parking lot. 

It was the National Trust for Historic Preservation that came to 
the rescue at the last moment (late 1973) with a gesture unprece
dented in the trust's history: it bought a nine-month option on 
the property. With no experience as a developer or landlord, the 
trust found itself with a threatened landmark of its very own. 
But almost at the same time it was becoming clear that there 
was a need in St. Louis for a centralized location for state offices; 
Governor Christopher S. Bond sought and won from the Mis
souri General Assembly an appropriation for a building that 
would house 18 different agencies then in leased quarters scat
tered around the city; and in 1974 the Wainwright was desig
nated for the purpose. A national competition was held for a 
design that would renovate the 1891 building's 150,000 square 
feet of office space and add 100,000 square feet of new construc
tion. The winners, announced in November 197 4, were Mitchell / 
Giurgola of New York and Philadelphia with Hastings & Chivetta 
of St. Louis. Budget problems and disagreements about the most 
advantageous bidding procedures delayed the start of construc
tion until 1978, but it was finally completed last June and dedi
cated by Governor Bond (who, in the meantime, had been de
feated, then subsequently re-elected) as the Wainwright State 
Office Building. 

Sullivan's original building was U-shaped, its office wings 
wrapped around an interior light well. The new design adds a 
glass roof to the light well, making it an interior atrium and allow
ing removal of glass in all the windows facing into it, and adds 
three lower L-shaped structures that edge the rest of the block 
and enclose new courtyards. The competition entry proposed 
terminating the open end of the light well with a bank of new 
elevators, but, at the suggestion of historian Vincent Scully, a 
competition juror, this bank has been shifted to the end of one 
of the original wings, and the end of the atrium has also been 
glazed, with new connecting bridges at each floor. Interior hall
ways of the original building have been moved to the perimeter 
of the atrium, providing a newly sunny, pleasant circulation pat
tern and larger, more flexible office areas than before. The atrium 
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Aluminum entrance 'improvements,' below, have 
been restored to original appearance, right. One 

end of the for mer light well, newly enclosed as 
an atrium, bottom, is roofed by an original canopy 

of stained glass. The other end, right, has new 
glazing and connecting bridges at each floor. 
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Augmenting a landmark, inside and out. 
floor reproduces the ceramic tile pattern originally used in the 
entrance lobby, and an original stained glass canopy, stored dur
ing construction (and, for a while, thought to be either lost or 
stolen) has been reused at one end of the atrium. 

The new elements of the composition have been arranged so 
that they retain the distinctive quadrant division of the city block 
typical for this section of St. Louis: New circulation paths align 
with former service alleys, providing some unexpected visual 
links to neighboring blocks. And the building masses have not 
only been related in appropriately subsidiary ways to the orig
inal building; they have also been disposed so as to form three 
new ground-level pedestrian areas, each with a character of its 
own. The most formal of these is the one nearest the new elevator 
tower. Open to the street along one edge, it provides a vehicular 
entrance for ceremonial occasions (closed to vehicles most of 
the time by bollards and chains) and, beyond a screen of brick 
pierced with window-scaled openings, a fountain and pool. 

A channel of water, sunk into the paving, takes the water from 
this pool into the second courtyard. This one, in the center of 
the block, is surrounded on all sides by new construction, but 
paths along two edges lead directly to surrounding streets, and 
the construction here is sufficiently ambiguous to dispel any feel
ing of close confinement. Four walls of granite are split apart at 
their corners and are separated as well from the actual building 
faces a few feet behind them. Solid masonry is here treated as a 
freestanding screen in front of a building volume, which, faced 
with reflective glass and aluminum, mirrors the screen beyond it. 
At the center of this courtyard, the water channel creates a small 
circular pool and leaves it again at right angles, traveling on, 
curving round an apsidal glazed exhibition area, through a "moon 
gate" in another brick wall, to the third outdoor area. 

This space, also open along one side to the street, is domi-
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In the midblock courtyard, right, a 
water channel forms a small pool and 

changes direction. Granite screens are 
held away from the actual building walls 

beyond. At top, the third fioor circulation 
space around the courtyard. Above, a sky

lighted courtroom on the third fioor. 
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A loner made part of a new composition. 
nated by a large triangular pool, the final destination of the water 
channel. Level changes within the pool add visual interest and, 
when the water is drained for winter months, can be used for 
seating. This courtyard, like the first, allows maximum exposure 
of the Wainwright's off-street wall areas that received the same 
decorative treatment as the street faces . (Farther into the block, 
a plainer treatment was expedient for wall surfaces never meant 
to be seen.) 

Thus the Wainwright, originally quite a loner, has been incor
porated into a complex, ingenious, delightful new composition 
covering the whole block. Unfortunately, a small measure of 
that delight may be in danger: The water channel, which works 
so well to enliven and relate the three courtyards, has proved to 
be a hazard for people who don't watch where they're walking, 

and, when seen last fall, was temporarily covered here and there 
with sheets of plywood. The Mitchell / Giurgola office has sub
mitted a proposal for covering some of the channels with granite 
bridges and for placing new benches and planters so as to pre
vent further accidents , but resolution of the problem is uncertain. 

Successfully related as old and new construction may be here 
-in color, in general scale, in relationships of void to solid
the new buildings have a distinctive character of their own. It 
derives from the use of certain currently fashionable architec
tural mannerisms. These are mannerisms that can seem merely 
nervous jitters in the hands of lesser designers , but that Romaldo 
Giurgola handles confidently-unexpected cuttings, screenings 
and layerings, surprising contrasts, intriguing ambiguities. In 
this particular building group, these serve a particular need, for, 
not in quality but in quantity, there is less building here than 
meets the eye. A minimum amount of building mass was neces-
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Above, the composition of old and new seen 
from the north. Right, an exterior wall split 
at the traditional location of a midblock alley. 
Far right, the triangular pool at the end of the 
water channel's course. 
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Cooperation be~een new and old-and agencies. 
sary to convincingly complete the Wainwright block, and one 
infers that the building program called for something less than 
that minimum. The screen walls, the enclosed roof terraces, the 
false fronts in this case provide the needed illusion. If such a 
formal vocabulary had not already existed, it might well have 
been invented for this design. 

But new construction here is only half the story (measured 
by dollars, almost exactly half the $14 million cost). The rest 
of the story, of course, is the restoration of the Adler & Sullivan 
skyscraper. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the restoration 
is the building's cleaning and consequent color change from the 
sooty maroon seen by pilgrims of recent decades to the bright 
rosy red that it once was and is again. Many parts of the build
ing were cleaned and repaired, some (such as hardware), partly 
missing, were matched with new copies where necessary, and 
some details, considered irreparable, were replaced with new con
struction. One of these was the cornice projecting at the level of 
the third floor sills, along the line where the building's sandstone 
base changes to brick: This cornice could not be saved, so a 
new one was constructed of sandstone quarried in Germany (to 
match the original sandstone quarried in Michigan but no longer 
availabie); its top surface is protected by a sheet of tern-coated 
stainless steel to prevent recurrence of the deterioration. Wood 
entrance doors, similar to the originals, have replaced the alumi
num "improvements," and, throughout the building, there are 
now new window frames of teak matching the original ones of 
red cypress. The facade restoration was assisted by a grant from 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

Which brings us to another admirable aspect of the Wain
wright story. It is a manifestation not only of new design coop
erating with old, but also of several federal agencies cooperating 
with several state ones. As Carleton Knight III wrote in the Na
tional Trust's Preservation News, "Others please copy." D 
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Another Powerful Harborside Attraction 
The Cambridge Seven's National Aquarium in Baltimore. By Nora R ichter Greer 
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A dramatic building on a dramatic site, this is the newest attrac
tion at Baltimore's thriving Inner Harbor and has been so success
ful that it had to be closed for 10 days in March for minor 
refurbishing after only five months of operation. 

Originally the aquarium was to be sited along the shoreline. 
Fortunately it was pushed out to the end of a pier jutting into 
the harbor, giving it a presence matched only by the massive old 
power plant to its north. The pier location allowed the building 
to become a "symbol or expression of reaching out to sea," in 
the words of Peter Chermayeff, Cambridge Seven principal in 
charge. The thrusting effect is mainly achieved by a glass pyramid 
at the building's prow, "a pointed form with some directional 

shape that came very early [in the design process] as a gesture of 
looking seaward," Chermayeff continues. 

The large pyramid shelters a tropical rain forest and is repeated 
as a canopy over the entrance. Both are echoed by a bright
orange pipe sculpture located next to the small pyramid. The 
two pyramids sit atop the building's concrete base; on the west
ern facade the area underneath them is smooth plywood-formed 
concrete painted a deep blue to articulate the glass forms and 

The aquarium at night from across the harbor, above. Located on 
a pier, the building symbolically thrusts out to sea (facing page, 
above). In lower photo, opposite, the unadorned eastern facade. 
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Moving upward through a dazzling space. 
give them a base, according to Chermayeff. To create a festive 
image, the blue panels are decorated with brightly colored squares 
resembling signal flags. While this western facade reflects the 
"recreational" image of the harbor, the eastern one is more sober 
in its unadorned concrete with minimal fenestration. 

Visitors enter the building by ascending stairs under the small 
pyramid to the lobby amid the sight and sound of bubbling water, 
and once inside are held on a carefully choreographed one
directional route. The first stop is by a huge tank of dolphins. 
From there movement is upward by escalators passing through 
172 AIA JOURNAL/ MID-MAY 1982 

a dramatic central volume to three floors of exhibitions. Most 
of the exhibitions line darkened perimeter hallways with small 
tanks of fish and accompanying texts describing the aquatic ani
mals and their environment (the exhibits illustrate schooling, 
evolving, hiding, growing, feeding, moving, lurking; how fish 
swim, eat, evolve) . 

The drama is heightened by sounds of marine life, color trans
parencies flashed on_ the walls, views down to the dolphins frol
icking in their pool, peeks into the shark and coral reef tanks, 
a neon wave superimposed upon the wall of the main space and 
a 24-foot-long whale skeleton hanging from the ceiling. 

As a climax to and a relief from the dazzle of the exhibition 



floors, the final escalator leads upward into the tropical rain 
forest, 64 feet high at its apex. It offers a peaceful setting, inter
rupted only by the sounds of live animals and simulated light
ning. On a clear day, it also provides magnificent views of 
Harborplace and the city beyond. 

From the rain forest, the visitor descends by carpeted ramps, 
surrounded by cavernous oblong fish tanks. The upper one rep
resents a coral reef, and the lower one is inhabited by countless 

Jn the dramatic central space escalators criss-cross above the 
dolphin pool located on the first floor, and a neon wave decorates 
the oblong-shaped fish tanks, photos above and drawings. 

sharks. The ramps were made wide enough for wheelchairs, 
and the trip down them contrasts with the experience of the tight 
passageways of the exhibition spaces. And then the final surprise. 
Upon leaving the shark tank, the visitor again sees the dolphins, 
by now long forgotten, gliding through their underwater envi
ronment. A final educational message comes from the man in 
the sea exhibit, meant to "provoke" the visitors to "some kind 
of consciousness of our responsibility" to protect the world's 
ecosystems. 

Since Cambridge Seven designed the building and the exhibits 
simultaneously, the result is a thoroughly integrated interior 
where the edges between the exhibits and the architecture are 
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Moving downward through huge fish tanks. 
blurred. It is, in all, an exciting and instructive experience. But 
it is a carefully controlled one. 

When the museum is crowded, and it usually is, the darkened, 
small exhibit halls seem cramped. And a visitor cannot retrace 
his steps and may even be hurried along by a push from behind. 
Occasional feelings of claustrophobia are alleviated, however, 
by the periodic release into the central space. 

Chermayeff chose the nondetouring path for two reasons: 



to get more efficient use out of a small amount of space (and in 
the process, more out of a tight budget) and to orchestrate the 
entire show as an "experience in a way that is really not unlike 
that in a film or in a book," with a clear beginning, climax, re
lease and conclusion. Cambridge Seven used this type of circula
tion system previously in its celebrated New England aquarium 

Under the larger glass pyramid, 64 feet high at its apex, is the 
tropical rain forest, left. At the top of the tanks, views into the 
coral reef, above. The two tanks surround descending ramps. 

----~ •Im! I - -

in Boston (whose ramps encircle the perimeter of a great central 
tank) and in the exhibits in the U.S. pavilion at Montreal's 
Expo '67. 

Chermayeff points out that the design obviates the need for 
large spaces to accommodate two-way traffic, as in more tradi
tional museums, where visitors randomly wander. " If you get 
into a random pattern,' ' Chermayeff says, "you tend to find that 
people really look on the museum not as an experience but as an 
assemblage of random encounters that may or may not hold 
together for them." 0 
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Sculptural Shapes That Sit 
Solidly on the Ground 

Hugh Newell Jacobsen's Gettysburg, Pa., College Library. 
By Andrea Oppenheimer Dean 

Photographs by Balthazar Korab 
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T his building is peculiar in some ways, extraordinary in 
others and full of surprises. Few would guess, to begin 
with, that the architect is Hugh Newell Jacobsen, FAIA. He 

is known for his elegant, refined houses, usually white with simple, 
retiring geometric shapes. By contrast, this 73,000-square-foot, 
five-story building at Gettysburg College in southern Pennsyl
vania is a tough and muscular-looking building (aptly named 
Musselman Library) . It is Jacobsen's first institutional building in 
the U.S. and rises in burgundy brick and tinted precast concrete 
coursing topped by gabled slate roofs from a four-foot concrete 
base that flares as it hits the ground. Horizontal, glazed openings 
in the base bring light into an English-style basement. Above it are 
three floors of reading rooms, stacks and administrative offices. 
The space under the roof contains mechanical services. 

The building's squat, sculptural shapes, and even its plan, 
look as though they might have been invented by an imaginative 
Druid. On the south elevation, as one approaches the building 
from the main road, an apsidal-shaped reading room slips away 
from the main rectangle of the structure. It is scored with floor
to-ceiling slits of glazing (unmanned by gunners) ; narrow slashes 
of glass also mount the peaked roof. Entrance to the building is 
from the northwest corner through glazed openings that pivot 
around a huge, round stair tower cum campanile. It is the build
ing's only unbroken vertical, and reminds one of shapes pre
medieval, Mendelsohnian, and also of grain elevators and indus
trial smokestacks. On the west facade are three glazed bays that 
house carrel-like spaces. On the east, a wall slips out to form 
a courtyard; visually, this elevation is dominated by a smaller 
tower and great expanses of black roofing. As Jacobsen says, 
"There is a lot going on here in terms of architecture, the slipped 
apsidal shape, the funny tower, the very Italianate campanile." 

The stated reason for Musselman Library's shapes, materials 
and colors was to create a building "that is polite to the neigh
bors, like a well-mannered lady," in Jacobsen's words. The neigh
bors are rather prim but sweet-looking Georgian structures. The 
exceptions are a humanities building of fairly recent vintage and, 
as jewel of the campus, a late 19th century Richardsonian 
Romanesque structure called Glatfelter Hall. Jacobsen's prin
cipal charge was to create a companion for Glatfelter, compati
ble but late 20th century in form and spirit. 

But even before it took form in bricks and mortar, the new 
structure was physically moved away from its companion-to-be. 
A major donor to the library attached to a large monetary gift 
the condition that the site and placement be changed to avoid 
destroying an existing structure and venerable old trees. 

In its original position, the new library would have been far
ther than it now is from the main street, partially screened from 
it by another building, and would have presented one of its 
quieter, long elevations to the road. Its apsidal reading room 
would have faced east and its shape would have followed a half
circular path separating it from Glatfelter while echoing Glat
felter's rounded corner bay. But Musselman was pulled south 
and east, away from Glatfelter. Its axis was rotated, and its plan 
reversed, requiring some 40 working drawings to be redone in 
mirror image. 

So, today as one approaches the library from the road, its 
shape looms. The building is separated from Glatfelter by a 
small Georgian structure, and it requires several 180-degree 
turns of the head to recognize that the library's north facade is an 
abstraction of Glatfelter's south elevation in reverse . 

Unlike the surrounding Georgian fabric of the campus, finely 
grained, carefully articulated and looking like a series of bas
relief carvings, Musselman is a freestanding creation, different 
on all sides. Its broad shapes, though visually cordoned off from 

Above left, Musselman Library from the south with Glatfelter 
Hall's tower in the background; left, a view of the west elevation 
with carrel-like, glazed spaces. Above right, the north-facing 
entrance; right, the original site plan, and far right, as built. 
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'AnH~gile 3!J.d inventi\'_~ us_e of light.' 
one another, are mostly horizontal, continuous and smooth, al
most without texture, differing both from its Georgian neighbors 
and Glatfelter, with its humanizing bumps and warts. And in 
contrast to the Gettysburg campus colors-red, white, gray and 
black-the new library is essentially two-tone--black on top, 
shades of red below. 

The surprising thing is that Musselman Library's unlikely 
confabulation of hefty forms displays many of the hallmarks of 
Jacobsen's houses after all. There is the adroit and picturesque 
massing, the formal sense of order, the scrupulously careful, 
beautiful detailing, And, big and fat as it is, Musselman Library 
is still elegant. 

The interior is even more immediately and recognizably vintage 
Jacobsen. There is the expected, uninterrupted flow of spaces, 
the agile, inventive use of light (floor-to-ceiling glazing in various 
configurations, plus skylights and clerestories), the familiar, clean, 
unfussy lines and straight juxtaposed to curved surfaces. 

But here too the building is full of surprises. The first is that 
the interior feels much smaller than expected, much lighter and 
airier. The two entranceways are separated by the massive stair 
tower, which exists not only to echo Glatfelter's campanile but 
to be climbed. And what a climb, on broad risers with exquisitely 
detailed railing, toward the light-and incidentally to three floors 
of stacks. The elevator is purposely hidden away to discourage 
its use. 

The main portion of the building is given over to an almost 
rectangular reading room at grade, stacks on upper floors. The 
module was determined by the distance between fluorescent 
strips (four feet, six inches apart) that, contrary to what is typi
cal for libraries, run on a diagonal of 45 degrees. This allows 
greater flexibility of layout, plus a livelier, more ample-seeming 

The apsidal reading room with its dramatic, natural lighting, left 
and right, flows into a larger, rectangular space. Above, the inte
rior as seen from the entrance and the first floor plan. 
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Functions clearly deliniated and expressed. 
space. Brick-covered columns march along on center 25 feet, 
six inches apart. 

On the east side of the building, where the wall juts out to 
create an enclosed courtyard at grade level, there are, as one 
moves south, first glazed offices, then a glassed-in reading room 
and, before reaching the apsidal end space, a smaller stair tower 
surrounded by green. Four glazed rooms, each containing a 
table and four chairs plus an individual desk and chair, pro
trude on the west side of the library. The unfortunate exposure 
to afternoon sun is another consequence of having changed the 
position of the building. The original plan would have given 
these spaces a southern exposure. 

Facing south now is the curved, light-filled reading room. It 
is a virtuoso performance, especially in its use of natural illumi
nation. Floor-to-ceiling slits display glimpses of the outside; and 
sweeping slashes up the half-cone of the two story wall / ceiling 
give a sense of daring, of something uplifting and rousing in 
spirit. The mood here is gayer, more cheerful than in the prin
cipal reading room, and colors look brighter, clearer. 

Especially in this space it is clear how much Jacobsen remains 
the modernist, despite flights into fantasy and history. Spaces 
and functions are clearly marked off from one another without 
any blurring of edges. Structure and functions are expressed; 
there is no add-on ornament, and no element exists without func
tional justification. D 
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On the west elevation, left 
and below, are glazed study 
alcoves, each with a table 
and four chairs plus an in
dividual desk. A slanted 
skylight and careful detail
ing make the stairwell, right, 
a dramatic and welcoming 
space. 
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Triple glazed skylight 

Office space 
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Curving Canopy of Gleaming Metal 
Stetson/Dale's Griffiss Air Force Base operations center, Rome, N.Y. By S.A. 

Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, N.Y. , is a collection of diverse 
utilitarian buildings, some distinguished by paint colors that man
age to be simultaneously garish and murky, most not distin
guished in any way, all littered about the landscape without 
discernible evidence of human intelligence; it is not a likely place 
to look for architecture. The base's new ROCC (Region Opera
tions Control Center) building has a plan predetermined for 
the architects by the military, and supervision of its construc
tion was not in the hands of the architects but of the U .S. Navy, 
which provides such services for the Air Force; not a likely set 
of circumstances to nurture architecture. And ROCC's designer, 
except for that floor plan, was Stetson/ Dale of nearby Utica, 
a large ( 180-person) architecture-engineering firm with more 
engineers-structural, mechanical, electrical, civil-than archi
tects ; not the type of firm, conventional wisdom says, most likely 
to produce innovative design . 

Yet Stetson/ Dale, by interpreting the rigid program literally 
and considering the harsh climate thoughtfully, has designed a 

remarkably strong and imaginative building. It is almost enough 
to make one believe that form should follow function . 

ROCC's function, specifically, is to house men and equipment 
for a key part of the country's air surveillance system. There 
are three other such units in the continental U .S., two in Canada, 
another in Alaska, all based on that same plan ; together they 
receive and monitor data from 46 radar sites, providing infor
mation about all aircraft approaching North America. All other 
considerations were secondary to the imperative one of keeping 
this activity secure and dry, and, for that reason, there were to 
be no windows and no internal roof drains (which might freeze 
and then leak). Additional program requirements were that the 
building reduce energy consumption by 45 percent relative to a 
similar facility built five years earlier (a reduction of 53 percent 
was actually achieved) and that design criteria established by 
the Navy, the Air Force, the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration and the Department of Defense all be observed. 

Basic design decisions, according to Donald Wilhelm, project 
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Glowing 'snouts' and color-coded interiors. 
architect for Stetson/ Dale, included the use of energy-conserving 
earth berms against perimeter walls and a vaulted roof of alumi
num sheeting that curves down nearly to the berm and provides 
efficient drainage of rain and snow. The small amount of vertical 
wall is shielded from the sun by a generous overhang, and the 
soffit of this overhang provides space for air intakes, toilet vents 
and other mechanic;al equipment that would normally have pene
trated the roof surface. It is all eminently sensible, and demon
strably so (Stetson/ Dale had to prove, for example, that the 
curved roof form was no more expensive than a shed roof would 
be), but it is, happily, more than that. The great shiny vault, its 
shape emphasized by the standing seams between aluminum 
panels, is suitably technological in character, yet also repeats the 
forms of the gentle hills that surround it and recalls the char
acter of some nearby aircraft hangars. A combination of good 
siting and fin walls of board-finished concrete (which repeat the 
roof's curves) shield the loading dock and maintenance areas 
from most views and further relate the building to the land. An 
entrance canopy of transparent plexiglass on an aluminum frame 
adds a welcome light touch; it is held away from the room sur
face by a constant dimension, necessitating an intriguing com
pound curve where the two elements almost meet. 

But there are some interruptions to that otherwise inviolable 

Above, looking up into one of the skylights, enlivened 
by rings of red neon. Right, the skylighted corridor. 
Building plan on wall aids orientation in the window
less building, explains color coding of building areas. 
Across page, two views of the display room at the 
heart of the building. Vaulted ceiling is of aluminum 
slats; walls are covered with acoustic panels. 
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roof: 10 futuristic aluminum-sheathed snouts. Exotic enough by 
day, at night they begin to glow with a fiery red light, suggesting 
infernal mysteries beneath the roof. While not quite infernal, the 
spaces within the building are far from bland, partly due to the 
effects of those snouts, which are, of course, skylights into the 
building's central U-shaped corridor, their red glow coming 
from rings of red neon within them. Both night and day (the 
building must operate around the clock) these devices add either 
warm color or occasional patches of direct sunlight to the win
dowless interior. They also contribute to a system of color cod
ing that provides some sense of orientation despite the lack of 
outside views: The skylighted corridor is coded red, the central 
computer room it wraps around is blue, and auxiliary offices and 
equipment rooms around the perimeter of the building are green. 
A further refinement to the coding is that, in the perimeter rooms, 
exterior walls are deep green, interior partitions light green. Alu
minum strip ceilings recall the exterior appearance of the build
ing, and the ceiling of the computer room has been vaulted to 
repeat the exterior form and to give suitable architectural signifi
cance to the functional heart of the building. 

ROCC is not a building of exquisite detailing. How could it be? 
But in the jumble of its context it has an authoritative presence, 
and it provides a working environment that is genuinely civilized. 
Stetson/ Dale has accomplished an exemplary triumph of design 
over design restrictions. 0 



------
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An Addition of 
Space, Light-
And Life 
I. M. Pei & Partners' west wing of the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. By D.C. 

The Boston Museum of Fine Arts was built in 1907 to the design 
of Guy Lowell and has been growing ever since to the point 
where in the mid-1970s it contained nearly a half million square 
feet of space. At that point the private institution commissioned 
I. M. Pei & Partners to install badly needed temperature and 
humidity controls to protect its collection, to remodel some of the 
galleries, and to add another 75,000 square feet to house the 
new mechanical equipment-and to provide some kinds of spaces 
that the museum, for all of its size, did not have: attractive places 
to eat and shop, a suitable auditorium, flexible accommodations 
for the ever more popular "supershows," the giant touring ex
hibitions on such subjects as King Tut and Alexander the Great. 

Pei organized these facilities in a new west wing, a nice bit of 
balance in his portfolio to the famous east wing of the National 
Gallery of Art. The Boston wing, of course, has nowhere near the 
size, prominence or presence as its Washington near-namesake. 
But the two do have one thing in common: They are each orga
nized around a large skylit space. In Washington it is a volumi
nous, triangular central court. In Boston it is a vaulted galleria 
200 feet long with a canopy of tinted glass and aluminum 
screening. 

There are two levels of circulation along the galleria. On the 
first it is flanked by the large bookstore on one side and the 
380-seat auditorium on the other. Beneath large trees in planters 
are the tables of a "sidewalk cafe." On the second level (right) 
the galleria runs beside the new Graham Gund exhibition hall, 
and across a gulf of space is a new restaurant. 

On both levels the galleria is a light-filled, lively place. It 
speaks clearly to the point of the new west wing being the out
going, welcoming part of the museum, the most public part-and 
of the new importance of public use and support to museums 
everywhere. They can no longer be hushed, cloistered, curatorial 
places and survive. 

The galleria does more than visually and physically link the 
new spaces in the west wing. It encloses a court that brings still 
more light to the restaurant, the bookstore and a downstairs 

Steve Rosenthal 





FINE ARTS 

Curving drive leads to what is now the main 
entrance to the entire museum, the only opening 

in an otherwise blank wall. The original axial 
entrance is around the corner to the right. The 

west wing, left in plan, creates a complete loop of 
circulation around the museum. 
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Completing a loop and creating a new entrance. 
cafeteria. And it completes a circulation loop for the entire 
museum, whose major wings previously were dead-ended. 
The bright new spaces of the west wing come in a very plain 
wrapper. Exterior walls are of the same Deer Isle granite as the 
original, but emphatically without the original's classical elabora
tion. The long west wall facing the parking lot is completely 
blank except for a single sharply cut opening at the south comer. 
This opening, with a lone dark column and concrete lintel, is 
now the main entrance for the entire museum. 

The former front entrance, on the south facade, proudly pro
claimed itself with a brace of ionic columns rising to a pediment 
and acroteria. The new entrance is announced by a void. It has 
a certain minimalist drama but it raises considerable questions of 
suitability and compatibility. 

The wall curves inward at the entrance, leading to a concrete 
lobby with an arc cut from its ceiling around an escalator to the 
second level of the galleria. At this point the visitor can go up, 
go left to the galleria's lower level or proceed straight ahead into 
the main portions of the museum. 

This entry point to the museum, and the other doors between it 
and the west wing, can be closed to allow the west wing to oper
ate independently when the rest is shut down. There is a regular 
schedule of concerts and other evening events here, and some of 

the big exhibitions remain open after the main museum closes. 
The west wing thus has a very lively life of its own and has 

become one of Boston's leading cultural "draws." It also has an 
almost festive, highly sophisticated atmosphere of its own. This 
is most dramatically expressed where the bookstore and restau
rant meet the galleria. They do so in a curving, slightly tinted, 
two-story wall of glass punctuated by projecting glass mullions. 
Outside the wall is a row of two-story columns bearing bands of 
mirrors. Along the galleria is a row of bare lights behind glass 
discs, their glitter caught in the mirrors and the glass walls. The 
place sparkles. It would have made a good setting for an early 
Fred Astaire movie. 

The large new Gund gallery, by contrast, is a subdued place. 
The ceiling is made of 15-foot-square coffers whose edges are 
grooved to receive partitions, so that the gallery can function as 
one huge space or many small ones with variations in between. 
Admittance of light is carefully controlled. Each coffer is topped 
by a combination natural and artificial light fixture: a five-foot
square skylight of partly clear and partly opaque acrylic, con
taining fluorescent and incandescent lamps, with a prismatic lens. 
The skylights can be dimmed or closed off entirely by means of 
fabric screens. 

For all of its plainness outside, the west wing is a virtuoso 
performance in the use of those most basic architectural elements 
space and light. D ' 
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Left, the lower level of the galleria 
with its tree-shaded 'sidewalk 
cafe.' At right, the entry, with a 
swirling opening admitting light 
from the galleria's aluminum and 
glass canopy high overhead, in
viting ascent (below). 
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Above, one of the new gallery spaces 
created at the north end of the galleria at 
both levels. Below, one of the Gund gal
lery's versatile coffers, which add volume 
and provide very controllable light, nat
ural and artificial. Across page, the glitter
ing glass wall of the bookstore and a 
mirrored column. 
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Streamlined Shapes Enclose a Splendid 
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Workplace CRS' Herman Miller Seating Plant in Holland, Mich. By A.O.D. 

Ph o tographs by Balthazar Korab 

So streamlined and sleek that it could be 
in motion, the building looks more firmly 
grounded at its entrance elevation (above), 
with its contrasting colors and materials, 
than at its rear (left), which appears as a 
continuous slick, stainless metal extrusion . 
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T his building is a benchmark in the history of Herman 
Miller: The ur-modernist furniture designer and manu
facturer has abandoned for the moment its lower-case

hel vetica-ftush-left image for a more relaxed, tolerant and cheer
ful approach. Yet its underlying concerns remain consistent with 
Bauhaus modernism. These consist of an almost missionary 
belief that thoughtful and distinguished design does contribute 
to improved working and living conditions. 

The Bauhaus, of course, derived its idealism from early 20th 
century European socialism, while Herman Miller's grew out of 
the American labor movement and is rooted in principles devel
oped by Joseph Scanlon-a sometime production worker, boxer, 
cost accountant, college professor and union leader. Beginning 
during the Depression Scanlon helped economically beleaguered 
corporations survive by replacing their typical adversarial ap
proach toward labor with a democratic one stressing manage
ment and workers' shared interests. Herman Miller's president, 
Max De Pree, became a convert in 1950 after attending ·one of 
Scanlon's lectures in Grand Rapids. 

"Scanlon," as Herman Miller employees call it, is an attitude 
rather than a plan or method. It assumes that people want to 
work, want responsibility and need to feel both a sense of accom
plishment and of belonging to a productive work group. It also 
assumes employees deserve competent management and certain 
rights. A tangible consequence of "Scanlon" is that Herman 
Miller employees share in the company's ownership and have 
virtual job security after two years' employment. 

To an outsider listening to Millerites debate whether some
thing is "good" or "bad Scanlon," the argument can sound quasi
theological. It is clear, though, that they take such discussion seri
ously, mean it when they say "Scanlon" plays a decisive role in 
determining the look and feel of a Herman Miller building, and 
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What is now the entrance 
courtyard (below) will, 
when funds become avail
able, be turned into a 'peo
ple place' with a cafeteria 
and central glass-covered 
lounge. One of the build
ing's intriguing details 
(across page, above) is a 
slanted slice of glazing, right 
of the entrance. The master 
plan (left) calls for two ad
ditional, interconnected 
buildings identical to the 
existing one. 
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The interior is colorful, cheerful and seems of manageable size, 
since its bulk is broken up into a pinwheel. Above, chairs are 
stored on moveable racks; at right, just off the entryway, are 
offices for supe_rvisors. A semblance of individual turf is provided 
by wooden frames between work spaces (across page, above). 
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Comfortable scale and democratic daylighting. 
that the Seating Plant in Holland, Mich ., by CRS, with Paul 
Kennon as design partner, is "good Scanlon." That is, it deals 
sensitively with social as well as esthetic issues. 

Herman Miller has recently been growing at a rate of close 
to 70 percent a year, which has created congestion and confusion 
at the Zeeland headquarters. As Tom Wolterinck, vice president 
of facilities management, explains, "We like to keep our organi
zation of small groups so that we can communicate openly. So 
we made a decision to create a new plant in commuting distance 
of the main site." The firm bought 80 acres of farmland adjacent 
to a small airport being expanded into a full service jetport that 
will become the " front door of Herman Miller," in Wolterinck's 
words. The pl an is to develop this site as an industrial park with 
the Holland Seating Plant establishing the overall image. 

It is an unexpected image, a futuristic , streamlined , hovering 
object with a pinwheel-like plan ; at night , it looks like a great , 
glowing spaceship. Because the building is in a flood plain area, 
CRS surrounded it with a dike, bermed it and lined the first 
four feet of interior elevation with poured concrete. The struc
ture's standard steel frame and metal panel construction system, 
tightly wrapped with no sharp edges, looks suspended between 

two continuous strips of glazing. Below, a two-foot-high strip of 
windows angles down to rest on the concrete base; above is an 
uninterrupted clerestory curved at the top to create a rounded, 
somewhat indeterminate roofline. Because one of the approaches 
by car to the Seating Plant is from a high overpass, Kennon 
attempted to make the roof into a fifth , attractive facade , " so 
you didn't drive on the overpass, look down and see nothing 
but junk on the roof," as he puts it. That attempt, he says, was 
the derivation of the curving clerestory band and of the skylights 
dotting the roof. 

The most important function , however, of all the glazing is its 
effect on the building's interior. The canted ribbon of operable 
windows at eye level is for views and ventil ation , the wraparound 
clerestory and skylights for natural light. Because none of the 
building's walls is longer than 200 feet , no worker is more than 
l 00 feet from a window. Nor are any of the three interconnected 
petals of the pinwheel plan larger than 80,000 square feet be
cause, Wolterinck says, "we've found that in bigger spaces than 
that a person starts feeling lost in space. " 

There is no chance of that happening here. This building of 
hard concrete, steel and glass is a downright cozy place, not only 
because of its comfortable scale and airiness, but because of its 
cheerful colors. Trusses, beams, joists, columns, ducts, pipes are 
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Axonometric detail shows the wall 
system of demountable stainless steel 
panels and curved clerestories over a 
standard steel frame. At right is a de-

tail of the building at night, aglow, with 
its insides etched at top and bottom 

against the light. 

Acrylic clerestory 

Insulated stainless 
steel wall panel 

Wall system 

Making design decisions serve multiple purposes. 
all exposed and painted. (Wrapped as it is in a tightly folded, 
almost seamless envelope and with its use of structural elements 
as decoration, the Seating Plant bears a decided resemblance 
to some of Helmuth J ahn's buildings.) Wolterinck is apologetic 
about the abundant use of color, feeling it's overdone; it is not. 
Kennon laughs nervously when asked about the sodium vapor 
lights suspended from the steel deck. But even the lighting is 
surprisingly unoffensive, mostly because its effect is diluted by 
plentiful natural light. Sodium vapor was chosen, of course, for 
its spare use of energy. 

The attempt to be energy efficient is yet another reason for 
the clerestory and the band of operable windows, the building's 
only cooling device. In fact, most design decisions made for the 
Seating Plant serve two or more purposes. The dike surrounding 
the structure not only prevents flooding but acts as an insulating 
barrier, since it places a significant portion of the building below 
grade. The metal sandwich panels were selected for energy and 
cost as well as esthetic reasons. Says W olterinck, "We figured 
that using a stainless steel skin, a lot of styrofoam as infill and 
aluminum interior panels we could get an excellent insulation 
factor. " Moreover, the panels are clipped together and gasketed, 
so when Herman Miller expands the building-the plan is to 
add on two more interconnected pinwheels-the panels can be 
demounted and moved, erector-set fashion. Overall, the building 
is designed with a quick intelligence that doesn't advertise its 
cleverness. 

One element that Herman Miller and CRS regard as key for 
the building-and very good "Scanlon"-remains·to be built. 
It will be a skylit, landscaped entrance at the center of the pin
wheel, surrounded by offices, containing a cafeteria and serving 
as a general gathering spot for all workers. Even without this 
"people place," as they call it, the Seating Plant is already a 
splendid place for people to work and be. D 





Whither Architecture? 
Some Outside Views 
In a real sense no one is "outside" of architecture. All of us live in it, with it. The con
tributors of the following essays are outside only in the sense that they are not in the 
profession or its schools; they are consumers of architecture rather than producers 
of it. They were asked two questions: "What do you see as major trends in Ameri
can architecture? What do you think of them?" We are enormously grateful to them 
for taking the time to respond, and for responding so thoughtfully. The editors. 

Henry Fairlie: 'We do 
not need architecture to 
surprise; we need it above 
all to be familiar, and 
strengthen our delight 
. •t' Ill I • 
Even if there can be an art for art's sake
which is doubtful, without it self-destruct
ing-there cannot be an architecture for 
architecture's sake. "Only your art," Au
den bows to the composer, "is pure con
traption." The only architecture that I can 
think of that approaches pure contraption 
is the original Labyrinth or the Hampton 
Court maze (plan below). Not only does 
one get lost in them, they are contrived so 
that one gets lost. 

That is not helpful; not even, after a 
time, very amusing. But architecture is 
meant to be helpful. Its purpose is to en
able us to get about it, to do whatever 
we wish or need to do, conveniently and 
fittingly; and to do it-this is the art
with an added satisfaction, enjoyment or 
even exhilaration. We cannot do this in 
an architectural drawing or a book of ar
chitectural theory. Si monumentum re
quiris, circumspice would not mean much 
as Wren's epitaph if, instead of being on 
the wall of his cathedral, it were on one 
of his drawings. 

These opening observations may be 
simple, but that is the layman's privilege. 
I first fell in love with architecture on my 
family's farms in Scotland. The farm build
ings in Scotland are called "the stead
ing." It is a wonderfully strong and telling 
word. It speaks of buildings rooted in a 
place and, of course, it is echoed in the 
more commonplace "homestead." 

My main impression of the steading, as 
a boy, was that it would always remain. 
Year after year, it would stay. I do not 
think much of architecture that does not 
give the feeling of being rooted. I was still 
quite young at the time of the Festival of 
Britain in 1951. The best of its buildings 
-as suited a festival-were fanciful and 
aery. They were delightful and, in the 
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drabness of London after the war, lifted 
our spirits. But it was a calamity when 
architects, under their influence, tried to 
duplicate them for everyday buildings. 
Everyday is not a festival. Everyday is 
substantial, and its buildings should be. 

Buildings should not only serve, but 
represent and symbolize, the functions for 
which we use them. Churches should look 
and feel like churches-and not, as some 
modern ones do, like drive-ins-and 
houses should look and feel like houses. 
No one I know chooses a bank unless its 
walls at least look thick; even the auto
matic tellers on a street are rightly con
structed to seem like a safe. 

But then there is this paradox. Archi
tecture exists to serve a purpose-to be 
helpful, as I have said-but it is more 
looked at than any other art. People do 
not have to go to a gallery to see it or to 
a concert hall to hear it or a library to 
read it, for it is all around them from 
waking to sleeping. It is still there even 
while they are sleeping. There are modern 
bedrooms that seem to have been designed 
for insomniacs. But most of us choose a 
bedroom in which we close our eyes at 
night, and wake to in the morning, which 
is not fussily distracting and above all is 
private and rather cozy. 

People see architecture, then, more 
than any other art. Yet this does not seem, 
these days, to satisfy many architects. It 
does not seem to be enough for them that 
people cannot help seeing their buildings; 
they are anxious to draw people's atten
tion to them and force a strong reaction. 
Too much modern architecture is designed 
to compel involuntary expressions of sur
prise. I find this odd since its task is above 
all to supply the familiar. 

Since art moved from the walls where 
we live into the galleries, it has become 

a mistress and scandalously a very fickle 
one. We can say of modern painting what 
Stanley Baldwin said of the press lords in 
Britain: that it claims power without re
sponsibility, which has been the preroga
tive of the harlot throughout the ages." 
We must go to visit art-she is not at our 
home-and take her presents. We must 
applaud her; she must entertain. She is 
too, too divine; and she, in return, must 
surprise. But she never cooks. The rela
tionship has its excitements for a time. I 
do not deny that. But we are married to 
architecture. 

We do not need architecture to sur-
' prise; we need it above all to be familiar, 

and strengthen our delight in it. This does 
not mean that a good architect will not 
surprise us now and then with something 
unexpected. But then so does a good wife 
(or husband), usually more entertain
ingly than a mistress (or lover). The 
point is this: It does not really matter if 
we cannot find a painting, whereas it often 
does matter if we cannot find a building. 

One used to be able to spot any bank in 
England because it was built in what Os
bert Lancaster called "Bankers' Geor
gian." I find it helpful in America that most 
post offices from coast to coast look very 
much like each other and can be spotted 
even in a strange block in a strange city. 

Modern (by which I also mean post
modern) architecture-I cannot here play 
with the labels and jargon-seems to me 
to have been more successful than any 
other art. (That may not be saying very 
much.) The reason is that, however much 
it struggles to escape, it is tied to the every
day. Mary McCarthy once said that the 
novel needed to return from the pole of 
myth to the pole of journalism. The novel 
ought to deal with the quotidian, as it did 
in the hands of Dickens or Balzac. Ar
chitecture is bound to deal with the quo
tidian. Every fault in modern architecture 
springs from its unwillingness to obey its 
worldly duties. 

All art has to cultivate obedience to 
something that is other than itself. Other
wise it loses its way. Architecture is fortu
nate that, more than any other art, it must 
obey those who need its buildings. Yet 
too many architects seem to regard this 
as subservience. This is like a journalist 
who thinks that he cannot be a good writer 
if he puts first his readers' wish to have 
the news. 

Let me end with two stories as parables. 
When I worked on The Times of London 
after the war, I used to visit at lunchtime 
the Wren churches in the city, as they 
were being rebuilt after the Blitz. It was 
like walking through a primer of architec
ture. The elder friend who was my guide 
pointed to the famous oval dome in one 
of them with its apparently supporting 
columns. But they are not supporting the 
dome. Wren had designed a dome that 



needed no columns. The guild that had 
ordered the church believed in his experi
ment no more than we would trust a plane 
without wings. Did Wren throw an artist's 
tantrum? No! He put in the columns to 
reassure his patrons-but with an inch 
between each of them and the dome. All 
art today, but especially architecture, 
needs that humility. 

The second story is told by George 
Scferis. He showed a friend a painting 
of a baker's shop where the trays that 
carried the loaves from the ovens were 
held at such an angle that the friend said 
that the loaves would fall off the trays in 
real life. Seferis let the artist reply: "Ah! 
In real life, maybe. But in my painting the 
loaves don't fall off." That is art's license. 
But the architect does not have that li
cense. He must build a bakery where bak
ers can work well, with floors that are 
even and trays that don't slope. There is a 
world of difference between Wren's dome, 
which he knew would hold itself up, and 
the artist's tray from which the loaves 
would fall. 

It is precisely this challenge that makes 
architecture by far the most important of 
the arts-it must work for us-and it is 
precisely the dissatisfaction with this that 
has led so much architecture into realms 
of pure contraption. Today's "movements" 
in architecture seem to me, at their best, 
to be efforts to return from pure contrap
tion to the ground of everyday. 

J. Irwin Miller: 'I would 
hope that architects might 
rediscover the meaning of 
their own word, which is 
chief builder.' 
The startling innovations of American 
high technology appear to have stimu
lated, but also to have infected, our cur
rent architectural practice. 

Innovation and innovators are now 
praised by architectural critics, and in
novation for itself is feverishly pursued by 
much of the profession. In the world of 
art, it is worth noting that the innovator 
has not always been the giant among 
peers. Bach did not write the first fugue, 
nor Shakespeare the first sonnet. 

I imagine that today's architect has now 
at his hand more than enough materials, 
techniques and tools for the achievement 
of lasting greatness. That greatness, if it 
comes, will proceed not so much from 
innovation, or from being different for the 
sake of being different, as it will from 
maturity, from intellect and from unself
conscious commitment to do one's best, 
abhoring fashion and fad. 

The best of tomorrow's architects will 

not look over their shoulders at critics or 
at anyone, but will rather be their own 
sternest judges. I would hope that the 
present degree of frivolity in American 
architecture might disappear, and that in
novation would begin to be valued only 
when it offered a better way. 

Finally, I would hope that architects 
might rediscover the meaning of their own 
word, which is "chief builder," and that 
they would move away from the limited 
role they too often assign themselves to
day, that of "chief designer," and once 
more, and in new terms, shoulder the 
comprehensive responsibility of "chief 
builder." This I take to be the simulta
neous satisfaction of the client's true 
needs, large and small, and the realiza
tion of the architect's highest potential. 

John B. Jackson: 'The 
layman does not accept 
modernism because it is 
beautiful, but because 
he finds that it works.' 
Americans have had more than 50 years 
in which to get used to what we call the 
modern style in architecture. At first it 
bothered and sometimes shocked us, but 
that was long ago. We have learned to 
accept it as part of our workaday world 
and even to associate it with certain con
temporary values. The school we go to, 
the office or plant where we work, the 
museum, the library, the shopping center 
we visit, even the hospital where we were 
born, are probably all examples-good or 
bad-of the modern style. 

It is true that familiarity in itself does 
not necessarily mean that we have any 
real understanding of the modern esthetic 
canon, but in the long run I think it pro
duces a sense of what to look for in the 
way of forms and spaces and surfaces and 
relationships, and above all it produces 
expectations of a special kind of environ
ment. The layman does not accept mod-
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architects. John B. Jackson, landscape 
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Southern Landscape Tradition and Amer
ican Space: The Centennial Years. He 
lives near Santa Fe, N.M. 

ernism because he finds it beautiful, but 
because he finds that it works, and so he 
is sometimes more sensitive to change 
than the architect is. 

Writing as a layman who has watched 
the style evolve in the smaller cities of 
America over half a century, let me sug
gest a few of the ways in that it seems to 
have matured and come of age. 

The most conspicuous change that I 
have noticed is in the relationship between 
architecture and the urban plan. We have 
always thought of them as inseparable. 
The Renaissance, perhaps because of the 
importance it attached to the facades of 
buildings, did much to make urban archi
tecture a decorative feature of the street. 
The row upon row of similar facades con
tributed to the glorification of the Baroque 
Prunkstrasse or representational avenue. 
One of the basic objectives of modernism 
in its early days was to free architecture 
from this subordinate role. 

Le Corbusier surrounded his highrise 
buildings with green parks and sited them 
far from the street. But it remained for a 
later generation, especially here in Amer
ica, to see that motorized traffic was de
stroying streetside architecture, and to 
establish a new and more balanced rela
tionship between building and street. We 
eventually, and largely by accident, gave 
the building its independence and allowed 
it to join with other buildings to form a 
self-contained complex with its own sur
rounding spaces, its own orientation, its 
own patterns of movement. Withdrawn at 
a safe distance from the rapid, all but 
uninterrupted flow of traffic, these com
plexes assume many new forms: office 
complexes, shopping complexes, sports 
and convention complexes. Small specialty 
shops, the first victims of the motorized 
street, become boutiques and take refuge 
in back alleys and converted warehouses. 

So now the modern building has its 
protective buffer zone of drive-in facili
ties, parking lots and carefully landscaped 
open spaces or plazas. A prestigious busi
ness address is no longer (say) "111 Lin
coln Street," it is "American Insurance 
Square" or "First National Plaza." Texas 
modernism seems to favor "tower" as a 
desirable address, but the principle is the 
same: The building is liberated from the 
tyranny of the street and begins to emerge 
as an autonomous environment. 

By this I mean that the modern build
ing-school or office highrise or shopping 
center or whatever-is rapidly evolving 
as the container of a self-sufficient, man
made environment. I would say that the 
first step in this redefining of the build
ing was the wholesale installation, in the 
19 5 Os, of airconditioning in places of 
work. It was soon followed by sophisti
cated lighting systems designed to produce 
not only better lighting but to differentiate 
various kinds of space and to foster moods 
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of one sort or another. Both aircondition
ing and new lighting enlarged work areas 
and changed office and factory layouts. 

Sensory response to the building as a 
self-contained environment was further 
enriched by the introduction of acousti
cal walls and ceilings and piped-in music. 
Perhaps we should include wall-to-wall 
carpeting as still another environmental 
improvement. But who can enumerate the 
many devices meant to establish the envi
ronmental self-sufficiency of the contem
porary consumer-oriented building
shopping center, hotel, hospital or office? 
The resplendent tropical landscaping
replaced every six weeks-in lobbies and 
malls and waiting rooms, the carefully en
gineered color codes, the reassuring tex
tures of walls and upholstery, the artful 
shifts in floor levels and ceiling heights? 
Not one of these innovations, it is safe to 
say, was ever dreamt of by the early mas
ters of the modern style, but they are now 
essential. What is more, they are all justi
fied by developers and promoters and de
signers as expressions of unimpeachably 
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progressive ideas: energy conservation, 
efficiency, health and safety, and the dig
nity of the common man. 

A third change has been this: Mod
ernism has become the idiom of the pub
lic sector; it is more and more identified 
with buildings intended to serve a very 
heterogeneous public. Those who lived 
in the years when modernism (or as we 
called it then, the International Style) was 
introduced to this country will remember 
how little it was noticed outside of a small 
group of art and architecture critics, how 
it was appraised almost entirely in esthetic 
terms and how strongly its democratiza
tion was resisted. I am inclined to think 
we overlook the popularization and com
mercialization of what we now call art 
deco as a factor in the public acceptance 
of modernism. Art deco was never a true 
style, it was an attempt to soften and "hu
manize" the radical new forms of the 
modern style. By and large it succeeded. 

'Resplendant tropical landscaping': The 
Ford Foundation by Roche Dinkeloo. 

Ezra Stoller © ESTO 

It replaced traditional styles-burdened 
as they were with history and class dis
tinctions and symbolism-by a style which 
was novel and ingratiating, easy to under
stand and adapt, with an essentially mean
ingless ornamentation, useful in all large, 
impersonal spaces. 

This was the influence that changed 
modernism in America and made it what 
it now is: the appropriate style for build
ings used by a wide public. This was the 
influence that in the eyes of the more 
severe critics destroyed the purity of true 
modernism and led to its downfall. But 
critics overlook the difference between 
the way the bureaucracy, the establish
ment, bandied the public in the past-and 
still does in much of the Old World-and 
how we try to handle the public in Amer
ica. By law as well as by general consen
sus the American public means everyone 
regardless of class or age or physical con
dition or degree of schooling, and for such 
a public we have sought to devise an ar
chitecture accessible to all. 

We have paid a high price, esthetically 
speaking. We have been obliged to elimi
nate all subtleties and refinements in de
sign, all experimentation and surprise in 
favor of easily interpreted forms and 
space; we have eliminated all solemnity 
and disturbing symbolism in favor of 
friendly, easily understood signs and 
topical references. Exteriors and interiors 
in the modern public oriented building 
abound in what are called redundant 
clues: Messages that are both visible and 
audible and even bodily designed to in
form and protect and reassure the public. 
Our buildings aspire to be accident proof, 
fireproof, vandal proof and foolproof. We 
are less concerned with art than with with 
producing a man-made environment that 
contributes to the physical and psycho
logical well being of every man, woman 
and child who enters. 

Are we succeeding? Not altogether, 
but give us time. I think there are innum
erable changes of this pragmatic sort wait
ing for us in the years ahead. We need 
not expect them to produce a new style in 
the sense of new forms, but perhaps we 
are the victims of a faulty reading of re
cent architectural history. The modernism 
that we see being built in contemporary 
America, and that the architectural critic 
easily dismisses as without significance, 
does not derive from the principles enun
ciated in the first decades of this century. 
It derives from the discovery or invention 
of the building as a planned, self-contained 
environment. The first phase of modern
ism was the structural-mechanical phase, 
and it lasted until the 1950s. The second 
phase, the phase we are in, is the biologi
cal-environmental phase. The third, when 
it comes, will be the phase that discovers 
the religious ingredient in our efforts to 
build better houses and a better world. 



Norman Cousins: 'Architec
ture is the one art where 
standing on the shoulders 
of one's pred~ors can 
be done without apology.' 
Architecture as an art is unique in that the 
materials it employs make possible new 
advances and departures. True, other art 
forms benefit from invention or innova
tion. New musical instruments that came 
into being over the centuries gave enlarged 
capabilities to collective endeavor, cul
minating in the symphony orchestra, just 
as new discoveries and refinements have 
widened the capacities of the sculptor or 
artist. But architecture, of all the arts, has 
the highest ability to transcend itself and 
create new art forms through materials 
made available to it by science and tech
nology. The skyscraper was made pos
sible by structural steel. Reinforced con
crete opened up other departures. Alu
minum and glass led to broad new trends 
in design. And now, new lightweight mate
rials, in combination with existing ones, 
will set the stage for architectural artistry 
on a scale that compares favorably with 
other great advances of the 20th century. 

My hope is that the new thrust will not 
lose itself in playing games with second
ary forms, such as ornamental and inter
acting cubes, triangles and semicircles, 
even though these ancient devices may 
provide welcome relief from the overused 
boxes and straight lines. There are indig
enous possibilities that can be opened up 
by the wide array of new materials (as 
well as computer aids for full utilization) 
-possibilities that can lead to strong 
evolutionary development. It is not neces
sary to concoct revolutionary designs. 
The main need now, as always, is to build 
on tradition. Architecture is the one art 
where standing on the shoulders of one's 
predecessors can be done without apology 
or self-consciousness or diminution of 
distinction. 

In terms of current American achieve
ment, I would hope that more attention 
will be given to the kind of projects be
ing undertaken in cities like Tulsa. The 
spotlight has been on the redevelopment 
projects in major cities like Pittsburgh, 
Detroit, Houston and Philadelphia. Im
portant undertakings in smaller centers 
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tend to be minimized or overlooked. To 
my mind, the rebuilding of downtown 
Tulsa being carried out by the Williams 
brothers is civically as significant and es
thetically satisfying as anything being un
dertaken in the larger metropolitan cen
ters. What is especially appealing about 
the Tulsa development is that function 
and artistry are being beautifully blended. 
The historic buildings are being main
tained and refurbished. The new build
ings derive their appeal not just from their 
intrinsic design but by their relationship 
to surrounding space and structure. The 
cultural center is not segregated but is an 
integral part of the new area, which in
cludes business, municipal, federal and 
state facilities. 

In general, the heartland of America 
provides encouraging evidence that archi
tecture is a powerful foundation for the 
rational and creative life of a community. 

Wilcomb E. Washburn: 
'Urban form is no longer 
sensed as something in 
contrast to nature or 
imposed upon nature but 
as nature itself.' 
The most significant trend in architecture 
today is the integration of urban and land
scape design. Traditionally these concerns 
have been at opposite ends of the design 
spectrum. Today they are moving together. 
Why? Because the urban form is no 
longer sensed as something in contrast 
to nature or imposed upon nature but as 
nature itself, or a legitimate substitute for 
nature. This is not to say that the trend is 
evident and apparent to all architects. It 
is not ; indeed, it is probably barely recog
nized by most. But it is a trend neverthe
less since it is based on the imperatives of 
nature and will thereby ineluctably emerge 
in the formal esthetics of architecture. 

Ian L. McHarg in his 1969 book, De
sign With Nature, cited Washington, D .C., 
as an example of an urban development 
sensitively related to the nature in which 
it was lovingly placed by Pierre Charles 
L'Enfant and his successors. McHarg 
showed how Washington was built into 
the geology of the area and utilized the 
tidal flats , the escarpment surrounding the 
base of the " bowl," and the summits, 
ridges and rivers to which the avenues 
and public buildings of the federal city 
are related. "The image of Washington," 
as he put it, " is of a great city meeting a 
great river." The city, McHarg noted, has 
a distinct "landscape identity." 

What has happened in Washington, as 
elsewhere, in the last 10 years, is that the 

advance of technology and burgeoning 
population can no longer be comfortably 
accommodated within the landscape iden
tity defined for Washington, and for most 
other cities in the world, in earlier cen
turies. Today's architect is faced with a 
new challenge to relate his work to the 
pre-existing landscape identity of the city 
within which he is building urban ele
ments, or to redefine that identity. Too 
often in the past the architect has ignored 
the context, sometimes deliberately in 
order to make a "flagship" building that 
will stand out from its neighbors and 
dominate the landscape, and sometimes 
unconsciously. 

The principal distinguishing feature of 
the "landscape identity" of the evolving 
world city is its verticality. Technology, 
land values and population increases have 
combined to make the most distinctive 
feature of urban growth its shaping of 
vertical space rather than its horizontal 
extension. A book that focuses upon this 
vertical emphasis is Wayne Attoe's Sky
lines: Understanding and Molding Urban 
Silhouettes (New York: John Wiley, 1981). 
The shape or nature of the skyline, Attoe 
points out, "has figured little in urban and 
social planning" because other factors
employment, quality of housing, crime 
rate, income, schools, climate, etc. seem 
more important in people's lives. Yet the 
skyline will become of increasing impor
tance in the future as the effects of insen
sitive and unregulated building take place. 

There is now unmistakable evidence of 
the erosion of the green edge of the topo
graphic bowl surrounding the federal city. 
Despite the ability of planning agencies in 
the federal city to control growth in the 
District of Columbia, the massive and 
anticontextual character of the construc
tion in the Rosslyn, Va., area just across 
the Potomac from Washington has begun 
to shut off one of the gateways through 
the natural edge of the topographic bowl, 
and to create a menacing intrusion into 
the visual environment of the monumental 
area. The buildings in the Rosslyn area 
are generally cash-register and computer
design type containers of rentable office 
space lacking any relationship to the 
sacred precincts they abut. Yet they could 
have been designed individually and as 
a group to provide the 20th century equiv
alent of the visual punctuation points that 
L'Enfant's fountains and statues sought 
to achieve in the periodic squares and 
circles he designed along Washington's 
main avenues. The modern urban archi
tect must meet the challenge of accom
modating 20th century mass construction 
to landscapes and cityscapes often incor
porating 18th century delicacy and 19th 
century grace. The Tour Montparnasse, 
rearing its ugly head above Haussmann's 
Paris, is obviously an anomaly. The clus
ters of modern apartments of Defense or 
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in other outlying regions of Paris are less 
strident because they do not impinge di
rectly on the old Paris, but the French 
architects have obviously not solved the 
problem of designing in harmony with the 
old Paris, except by building outside the 
city or by building on the same scale but 
in a totally different idiom, as at the Pom
pidou Center. 

The experience of San Francisco is 
perhaps the best object lesson of why ar
chitects and developers will in the future 
be required to be more sensitive to the 
landscape identity of the places in which 
they build. Perhaps it was inevitable that 
the wave of the future hit San Francisco 
first . It is a city with dramatic natural fea
tures, though more modest in size than 
those of Rio, Vancouver or Los Angeles. 
The ability of man and his technology to 
dominate, manipulate and redefine the 
natural environment became apparent 
in San Francisco before it did in other 
cities. As a result of controversies grow
ing out of this fact, San Francisco devel
oped and incorporated in its urban design 
plan a comprehensive statement of how 
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its skyline should look. But the plan was 
adopted only after San Francisco's grace
ful skyline was, in the words of Richard 
Hedman, the city's current urban design 
chief, "lost forever, a victim, you might 
say, of rationalized vandalism." 

San Francisco's urban design plan of 
1971 , which emerged from the controver
sies over the insertion of the massive Bank 
of America and the pyramidal Transamer
ica buildings into the urban fabric (above), 
boldly asserted the need to establish a re
lationship between a building's size and 
shape to (1 ) its visibility in the cityscape, to 
(2) important natural features and to (3) 
existing development. The guidelines, as 
Allan B. Jacobs, Hedman's predecessor, 
has put it, "called for tall buildings, un
limited in height, to be clustered in and 
around downtown, in a hill form, to re
flect but be separate from the natural 
topography of the city. " At the same time, 
"tall buildings were also called for on 
some of the hilltops, on Nob and Russian 
hills, for instance, to emphasize hill forms 
and to safeguard views .... Buildings of 
smaller scale were to be located at the 

base of hills and in the valleys between 
them. Where existing hilltop development 
was low, or where hills were capped with 
open spaces, new buildings would also re
main low to preserve the natural slope of 
the hill and to maintain public views. 
Building heights were to taper down to 
the shoreline of the bay and ocean." San 
Francisco's Urban Design Plan was as 
sensitive to bulk as it was to height. 

The objection to the Transamerica 
building, under such guidelines, is not 
to its pyramidal shape, but to the fact that 
it is built in one of the city's valleys and 
creates an artificial peak that destroys the 
landscape identity of the "natural" San 
Francisco. Had the developer and archi
tects respected the existing landscape iden
tity they might have chosen another site 
or another form in which to establish the 
corporate identity of Transamerica. 

The architect of the future should be 
encouraged to experiment with different 
structural forms. The John Hancock build
ing in Chicago, in its truncated pyramidal 
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ltzhak Perhnan: 'When 
it comes to acce~bility 
the trend is disappointing.' 
I do not pretend to know much about 
trends in architecture in general or Amer
ican architecture in particular. As a per
forming artist, my experience with archi
tecture is limited to airports and concert 
halls, although I do confront other struc
tures such as public buildings, hotels, etc. 
Because I am disabled, the first thing I 
notice about any building is whether or not 
it is accessible. When it comes to concert 
halls, I notice several things: the acous
tics, the esthetics and the accessibility. 

I am sure that it is obvious to you by 
now that accessibility is the number one 
problem that I'm concerned with. Let me 
talk about concert halls: I do not feel that 
there has been any trend, one way or an
other, either acoustically or esthetically. 
It 's a hit or miss situation, obviously de
pending on the architect who designs the 
hall and the acousticians who work on it. 
However, when it comes to accessibility, 
the trend is disappointing. This situation 
is quite upsetting to me. 

Everybody is aware of the various reg
ulations concerning accessibility of public 
places in the U.S. If the structure is even 
partially supported by federal funds, it 
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has to be made accessible. Regulation 504 
specifically deals with that issue. How
ever, I find that architects do not really 
understand the true meaning of accessibil
ity. They figure that accessibility means 
being able to get into a building with no 
barriers. However, in many buildings 
it means going through the basement, 
through a garage door, getting on a freight 
elevator-in other words, the back-door 
treatment. This is not what accessibility 
is all about. There are few architects who 
understand this concept, the reason being 
that it is not taught in schools of archi
tecture. I have spoken with I.M. Pei about 
the concept of "accessibility with dignity" 
and he agreed with me that it is something 
that should be emphasized with greater 
care. Another element in architecture that 
is foreign to architects today is incorporat
ing accessibility into their original artistic 
concept. Again, the reason for this lack 
of knowledge is a lack of education in the 
field. 

Schools of architecture should empha
size these problems by offering required 
courses in barrier-free and universal de
sign. Such courses would enhance the 
awareness of the architects and would 
present them with new challenges. 

1981, the International Year of the Dis
abled Person, has come and gone, and one 
of its most important goals, the awareness 
of accessibility problems, should have 
been reached and was not. I just hope that 
schools of architecture throughout the 
country will help their students achieve 
that awareness. This will enhance the 
quality of life of America's largest minor
ity, the disabled. 

John Feild: Judging urban 
buildin~ on the basis of 
'their impact on their 
environment and on the 
people who use them.' 
When you add the word "urban" to archi
tecture you have changed the name of the 
creative challenge. Urban architecture is 
both qualitatively and quantitatively more 
complicated than designing free-standing 
buildings like the pyramids or a resort 
hotel or a Fallingwater house in the woods. 
Each new urban building either antici
pates its environment or changes the one 
it is plunked down into. There is no way it 
can avoid changing the patterns of living 
of very large numbers of people. Urban 
buildings have "impact" and, in a sense, 
it is their impact on their environment 
and on the people who use them that offers 
us a better way to judge their quality and 
their value than normative or historical 
design and esthetic standards. 

I make this suggestion because, as a 
layman and a long-time urban politician, 
I am perhaps more sensitive to the "com
plications" of urban architecture than I 
am purity of design. From where I sit, the 
architecture/ design of an urban building 
must be looked at by both private inves
tors and city officials not only in terms of 
how well its form relates to its function 
but also how well it relates to the present 
or future environment in which it will be 
built and how well it will serve the inter
ests and needs of the people who will be 
using it. The urban factors that influence 
the design / function aspect of the building 
are both financial and political. 

The critical cost constraints on the de
sign (leaving aside matters of esthetics) 
are shaped by the financing available from 
either private or public sponsors. The pri
vate investor will be influenced either by 
the anticipated return on his investment 
or the benefit to his enterprise, as in the 
case of corporate buildings. The govern
ment sponsor is influenced first by the 
condition of the economy, next by the 
present and historical (debt) ratio be
tween the jurisdiction's revenues and ex
penditures and finally by the political com
mitment and judgment of the administra
tors and elected officials who vote to spend 
the taxpayers' money. Both private and 
public sectors are influenced by the avail
ability of land, the zoning issues that may 
be involved, the need for clearance, pub
lic acquisition or the possibilities of dis
posal of public land or facilities. 

The environmental/ design constraints 
imposed on the design of urban buildings 
include height limitations, density ranges 
and surrounding mobility (roadways, 
parking, public transportation, skywalks, 
etc.). All of these become political issues 
when urban buildings are involved, and 
they influence the design, often negatively. 

The people/ design constraints imposed 
on urban buildings relate to the number 
of people the building will serve, the range 
of their interests, whether the building 
should be single use or multiple use (this 
is a public policy issue), the factors af
fecting access to the building and the 
amenities the building and its site should/ 
could provide in terms of open space and 
public services. 

These are but a few of the factors that 
conspire to challenge architects who de
sign urban buildings. It is the degree to 
which they have all been surmounted that 
produces the building's "impact." And, it 
seems only fair to me, those who would 
judge the urban architect's achievements 
must likewise take such complicating fac
tors into account. 

In this spirit and from this perspective, 
Jet me list nine buildings in three cate
gories that seem to me to have had more 
than usual "impact" on the cities where 
they were built. 

Starting with city halls. There are, of 
course, more old ones than new ones. 
Among the old, I like the solid grandeur 
of the Milwaukee "Hall" tower (below). 
Built in 1895, it has been fully restored in 
recent years by Mayor Henry Maier and 
continues to symbolize the sturdy govern
ment that the voters of the city have been 
returning to office for over 24 years. 
(Mayor Maier's tenure now exceeds that 
achieved by the late Richard J. Daley, 
Chicago's previous big-city champ.) 
Among the new buildings, it is hard to 
beat Boston's City Hall for impact. My 
third selection, although technically not a 
city hall, is the new Hennepin County 
building in Minneapolis, which gave the 
city a center that its old city hall did not. 

Next, culture. Here again, there are 
more old buildings than new-museums, 
opera houses, theaters, concert halls and 
science centers. I'll stick to the newer 
buildings. For sheer impact, Washington's 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
has probably had more influence on the 
life of the city than New York's Lincoln 
Center has on its community because the 
nation's capital has never been and is not 
likely to be its cultural capital. But Lin
coln Center is New York. There are three 
other cultural buildings that have had real 
impact that come to mind-Milwaukee's 
Music Center, Los Angeles' Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion and San Francisco's 
new Symphony Hall. On the ground that 
it added more to its community than the 
others did to theirs, I pick Milwaukee for 
my third choice. 

Civic centers are more difficult. There 
are more bad ones than good ones. Al
most all of them have site problems. Many 
are underutilized. Here are three of good 
design that I think have had a beneficial 
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AIAHonor 
Awards 1982 
This year the American Institute of Architects honored 12 new 
and extended use projects in its annual tribute to design 
excellence. 

The eight new buildings chosen "are sensitive to and fit easily 
into their surroundings, avoiding harsh juxtapositions of scale 
and treatment," said current use jury chairwoman Joan E. Goody, 
AIA. "Spatial organization is conceived for the benefit of the 
user, rather than to satisfy a preconceived geometric order. Ap
propriate use of traditional building materials and methods has 
produced a variety of solutions with appealing textures and col
ors. " The jury noted the preponderance of modest and low-tech 
commissions in the "final pool" of projects. "We had anticipated 
more examples of design that could represent solutions to the 
many large scale, socially significant or technologically difficult 
building problems facing us today," Goody said. 

The buildings honored include the new headquarters of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Cambridge, Mass. 
(page 135); three energy-efficient houses-one in East Hampton, 
N.Y., one in the West Indies and the other on a lake near 
Minneapolis; two projects located on steep hills in San Francisco 
-an elementary school and condominium complex; a library 
for the blind and handicapped in an inner-city neighborhood in 
Chicago, and a pavilion in downtown Phoenix (right). 

Other jury members for new work were Howard Barns tone, 
FAIA; Thomas Beeby, AIA; Gary Chan, a student at the Uni
versity of Washington; John 0. Merrill Jr., FAIA; Jay C. Mc
Amis, associate AIA member, and Robert Venturi, FAIA. 

The jury for extended use felt " that while the quality of res
toration in the United States had markedly improved in the re
cent years, the quality of work that demands an interviewing of 
old and new still generally falls short of the quality of the best 
new design," said chairman Frank 0 . Gehry, FAIA. The jury 
chose three projects recognized for "sensitive, knowledgeable and 
technically proficient restoration. " They include the renovations 
of a Prairie School commercial building, an art deco bank and 
43 houses in a Victorian neighborhood. Only one building,' a 
residence in Princeton, N.J., was chosen for combining the old 
with the new. 

The other jurors included Bruce A. Abrahamson, FAIA; 
Dora P. Crouch, associate professor of architectural history, 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Mark Lowe Fisher, associate 
AIA member; Pamela Jenkins, student, Pratt Institute; Nory 
Miller, senior editor, Progressive Architecture, and Peter Papa
demetriou, AIA. Nora Richter Greer 
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Lath Pavilion for a 
Downtown Park 
Located in the heart of Phoenix are the final remnants of the 
city's original site-the Rosson House and surrounding barns, 
bungalows and gardens. Restored as a community activity 
center, the structures proved too small to accommodate large 
crowds, so an outdoor pavilion, the Lath House, was added. 

The pavilion is made of pressure-treated 2x3-inch wood lath 
supported by glue-laminated beams and curved purlins. Beneath 
the lath umbrella is a stuccoed wood frame building containing 
meeting rooms, catering kitchen, public toilets and the caretak
er's apartment. The 22,800-square-foot pavilion and frame build
ing can hold as many as 1,000 persons for such events as sit
down dinners, fashion shows and concerts. Eventually, a green
house will be added. The pavilion is designed to provide wel
come shade on hot summer days but be transparent enough 
for views of the surrounding buildings that are listed on the Na
tional Register of Historic Places (Rosson House as seen from 
the Lath House, right). 

The jury commended the architect, Robert R. Frankeberger, 
AIA, Phoenix, for the "great skill" that is "evidenced in this 
handcrafted pavilion's sizing, proportion and sensitive interplay 
of wood textures, and light and shadow." 

Client: Rosson House/Heritage Square Foundation, John 
Diggs, president, for the City of Phoenix. Structural engineer: 
Caruso Engineering Associates, Inc. Mechanical and electrical 
engineers: Lowry-Sorenson-Willcoxson Engineers. Landscape 
architect: Jim Wheat. General contractors: J. R. Porter Con
struction Co., Inc. Completed in 1980. 
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0 n San Francisco's Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower a small 
elementary school sits happily among the surrounding resi

dential buildings. It is so successful in hiding its true identity that 
on first look one could easily mistake it for a small apartment 
building, if it were not for the sound and sight of children going 
to school or children's drawings in the window. 

The key to its unobtrusiveness is its massing, which emulates 
the neighboring buildings. Designed by Esherick Homsey Dodge 
& Davis, San Francisco (George Homsey, principal-in-charge; 
Barry Baker, project architect), the school is meant to reflect 
the predominant character of the neighborhood (three-story 
walkup townhouses) in its street facade. The four-story school 
steps up the hill (photo left), which, among other things, seems 
to diminish its 40,000-square-foot size. From the street, the 
school is seen as three separate modules, each with its own en
trance, flanked by courtyards above and below. 

This lateral organization reverses the plan of an earlier school 
on the site that was condemned as seismically unsafe and eco
nomically unfeasible to rebuild. (The new school was designed 
stringently for seismic safety. ) The former school's plan placed 
the major and only playground next to the existing town houses. 
In the new school the building is separated only partially from 
its neighbors by the small forecourt, and thus the row of build
ings is extended up the hill. By placing the major playground 
(photo above) at the far side of the school against Coit Tower 
park, the noise of children playing travels into the park more 
readily than through the rest of the neighborhood. 

The stepped arrangement also allows for magnificent views 
of the city below and allows the building to take full advantage 
of San Francisco's mild climate. Internal circulation is kept to 
a minimum, and exterior passages and promenades, large oper
able windows and open-air stairways are emphasized. These 
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Simple, but not quite unadorned. 
things combined reduce the need for artificial heating, cooling 
and lighting throughout the building. (Solar collectors installed 
on the roof provide domestic hot water.) 

Off the lower court are the two kindergarten rooms and be
hind them the multipurpose room that doubles as a community 
center. It has its own entrance via a back alley. The second floor 
houses four classrooms, a special classroom, storage area and 
administrative offices. All of the building's classrooms are semi
open in plan, each having visual access to a shared kitchen, dem
onstration and teacher preparation area. On the third floor are 
six more classrooms, two special classrooms and a media center/ 
library. The library opens onto a terrace greenhouse and out
door area for the students where the plant world is presented in 
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a "distinctly urban manner," in the architect's words. The third 
floor is also connected to the upper play yard. The fourth floor 
contains four more classrooms. The school can accommodate 
up to 460 students. 

The exterior draws on motifs of the original school, such as 
the rusticated portal on the front facade, and other schools in 
San Francisco. And while its stucco exterior and wood frame 
are boldly colored in orange and ochre, the building's intimate 
scale and courtyard, exterior passages and simplicity make it a 
peaceful, inviting building. 

Client: San Francisco Unified School District. Structural engi
neer : Rutherford & Chekene. Mechanical and electrical engi
neer: Marion Cerbatos Tomasi, Inc. Landscape architect : 
Richard Schadt Associates, Inc. General contractor : Nibbi 
Brothers. Completed in 1980. 
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Level 1 

From the street the school is seen as three 
separate modules, left . Exterior passages 
are used extensively, above right, and 
classrooms are semiopen, right. 
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One of the school's few interior stairways, below. The 
design emphasizes exterior passages and promenades. 
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Building 'New Pride' While 
Rebuilding a Neighborhood 

Revitalization of an inner-city neighborhood in Denver without 
displacing its low-income homeowners was the major emphasis 
behind the Curtis Park Face Block Project. It involved the ex
terior restoration of 43 houses and neighborhood landscaping, 
with an average budget of $10,000 per house. 

Built in the late 19th century, the neighborhood consists of 
large houses intermixed with small cottages. In recent years the 
area suffered serious neglect, and four years ago when the project 
was initiated many houses were vacant. Although of a mixed 
population, the district is predominantly Hispanic. 

For each residence, a priority list of exterior rehabilitation 
work was developed by the architect in agreement with the owner. 
All 43 houses are of brick bearing wall construction with some 
stone trim. Porches, decks, windows, doors and trim are wood. 

Cl 

Before ex terior renovation, below; and after, left. 
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The project included exterior renovation 
of 43 houses. Owners were consulted for 

all repairs and color schemes. Besides 
repairing surfaces, improvements included 

repair of trim, landscaping and fences. 
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Private efforts spurred by public. 
Improvements made included repairing sidewalks, landscaping 
and fencing; repairing, repainting and cleaning brickwork; re
pairing or replacing built-up, shingle and roll roofing and flash
ing, gutters and downspouts; repairing existing trim; reglazing 
or repairing existing wood doors and windows; installing new 
wood doors and windows; exterior painting and finishing, and 
exterior electrical work. Three complete elevation color studies 
were made for each house, with the owner choosing the exact 
color scheme. All improvements were in keeping with the Vic
torian style of the neighborhood. Since seven prime contractors 
were involved, the improvements on each house were bid sepa
rately. (In a parallel program administered by the city agency, 
funding for all "essential" interior repair and rehabilitation was 
available.) 

The result of the program was a "new pride" in the neighbor
hood. "Homeowners assisting in the project have a new respect 
for their community," the architects maintain. And, in turn, 
more prosperous homeowners in the area have begun renova
tions with attention to the Victorian details and colors. 

The project was funded by HUD, the Department of the In
terior, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Ampter 
Foundation, Historic Denver, Inc., Mountain Bell Telephone 
Co. and the Colorado Division of Housing. The architects in
volved were Long Hoeft and McCrystal Design, both of Denver. 

The jury called the project "a constructive idea recognizing 
the neighborhood as a viable social entity whose identity can be 
enhanced through the physical environment." The jury felt that 
"extensive cohesion had been achieved in the neighborhood . 
. . . The project was a demonstration of architectural practice in 
a true service capacity, an important type of professional activ
ity. This allowed present owners to remain in their environment, 
as well as to see its improvement through the thoughtful atten
tion of the architects involved." 

Coordinator: Historic Denver Inc. Structural engineer: 
KKBNA Consulting Engineers Inc. General contractors: Car
rillo Construction Co., Randall Construction Co., Freiboth 
Construction Co., Yamamoto Construction Co., Garner Con
struction Co., Arcwight & Hutcher Construction Co. Completed 
in 1981. 
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Serious Purpose 
Adorned By Color 
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An early example of Stanley Tigerman's "architecture couched 
in humor, architecture that is fun " (in Tigerman's words) is the 
Illinois Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handi
capped, Chicago. Completed in 1977, the design combines the 
playfulness of curved lines, bright colors and illusionary tricks 
with serious attention to the needs of the users. 

The building sits on a small triangular site on Chicago's near 
west side. The building edges two sides of the triangle; on the 
third side is the parking lot. The library's use is three-fold: the 
State of Illinois' distribution center for books and cassettes for 
the handicapped and Chicago's public library for the blind and 



handicapped are located on the first floor; a small branch library 
for the surrounding inner-city community is on the second, along 
with staff lounge and offices, an auditorium and a carpeted "en
vironment" for preschoolers. To maximize the amount of space 
available for storage of the books and cassettes, the two floors 
become three for the stacks. 

The design is meant to be a "study in reversals and inver
sions," according to Tigerman. "The bulk of the building is made 
up of baked enamel panels that are light weight in character but 
are made to appear opaque, while the building's hypotenuse 
that is concrete and dense is made to appear transparent," Tiger-

The concrete facade with its curvy window is in contrast with 
the baked enamel surf aces on the other two sides, below and 
facing page. The circulation counter repeats the window's shape, 
left, and spans one side of the first fioor. 
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man said. This is accomplished by the use of minimal fenestra
tion-a few porthole windows-on the metal panels that help 
give them an appearance of extreme weight. In contrast, the 
undulating window on the concrete facade helps disguise its real 
weight. The concrete wall acts as a great beam for the 165-foot 
window, which repeats the shape of the interior circulation path 
and has been described as a "willful act of irrationality." Said 
Tigerman, "Blindness is irrational, as is the window." Further 
playfulness comes into the exterior by the use of an abstract 
portal, which marks the entrance to the parking lot, and a two
car garage in the shape of an automobile is parked in the lot. 
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Soft comers and a linear plan. 
Upon entering the library, the patron first reaches the control 

desk, with the volunteer reading room to the right and the lounge 
with plug-in monitors for cassettes to the left. Beyond is the 
Braille catalog and circulation counter. The swerving circulation 
counter runs the entire length of the first floor, is cut away un
derneath to allow the wheelchair bound to move out of the way 
and dips where staff persons can be found, with the deepest dip 
being the circulation desk. 

The ruling concept behind the first floor is a linear plan that 
can be followed and memorized most easily without sight. Also, 
all the furniture is built-in so its location can be easily learned 
and all surfaces are soft-cornered to reduce harm from collision. 

On the second floor, the tiny staff lounge is subdivided into dif
ferent levels of seating areas " to accommodate feuds ," in Tiger
man's words. The wall surrounding the auditorium is rippled. 

Howard Kaplan On both floors exposed pipes, ducts, brackets and wires are 

H oward Kaplan 

brightly painted. Color inside and out is intended "to create a 
colorful focal point to the otherwise drab, deteriorating inner
city neighborhood," in Tigerman's words. 

The jury commended the building for responding "to the us
ers' particular needs in an innovative and evocative manner. ... 
The atmosphere of the entire project suggests that a building can 
be joyful and even capricious while still solving the pressing 
needs of a difficult and sensitive program." 

Architect: City Architect, City of Chicago, Joseph W. Cas
serly. Consulting architect: Stanley Tigerman & Associates, 
Chicago. Client: Chicago Public Library / Chicago Public Library 
System. Structural engineer : Ray Beebe. Mechanical and elec
trical engineer: Wallace & Migdal. General contractor : Walsh 
Construction Co. 

Lounge with plug-in monitors for cassettes is located near the 
first fioor entrance, top. A dip in the circulation counter indi
cates where a staff person is located, middle. Two-car garage 
shaped like an automobile in the parking lot, lef I. 



Infill Apartments Respectful 
To Two Differing Contexts 
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The problem was to design an infill building on a very 
steep, constrained site on San Francisco's Russian Hill. 

The site, which had been undeveloped since before the 
1906 earthquake, is bordered on the uphill side by a pedestrian 
street. Macondray Lane, and on the downhill side by a busy 
thoroughfare, Union Street. Buildings on both side Jots edge 
the Jot lines. 

The solution by Hood Miller Associates, San Francisco, was 
to split the 13-unit residential condominium complex into two 
buildings, one uphill from the other. This preserved the existing 
pattern of midblock open space, allowed sunlight to enter the 
central garden and avoided blockage of views from nearby build
ings. A stairway and glass-enclosed elevator connect the two 
buildings, which occupy the entire site due to a system to tie
backs under the neighboring structures. 

The two facades are quite different in character and reflect their 
respective surroundings. The Union Street front is formal and 
symmetrical, echoing the pattern of Victorian facades through
out the block. On Macondray, there is a two-story informal, op~n
aired atrium as the entrance. Residents and visitors can enter 
either way, although access to the parking lot is only from Union 
Street. 

The floor plans are somewhat unusual for a speculative build
ing in that only the first two floors have similar layouts. The vari
ation in floor plans was actually a "by-product of the need for 
upper floor setbacks," the architect suggests. "The uniqueness of 
the units result in condominiums that resemble 13 single family 
homes, worked like a Chinese puzzle into an envelope that har
monizes with the surrounding neighborhood." 

Client: Hood Miller Properties and Farjam Corporation. 
Structural engineer: Shapiro Okino Hom & Associates. Mechani
cal engineer: J. W. McClenahan Co. Electrical engineer: Stehle 
Electric. Landscape architect: Paul Leffingwell. General con
tractor: Ralph Larsen & Son Inc. Completed in 1980. 

The 13-unit condominium complex, located on a steep hill, is split into two 
levels connected by a glass-enclosed elevator, above and across page. Only 
the first two floors of this speculative building have similar layouts, right. 
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West penthouse 

Lower leve l 

Nort h penthouse 

Living level 



Splitting the building allows sunlight to 
enter the central garden and avoids block
age of views from nearby buildings, left 
and above. 
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The entrance on Macondray Street is a two-story informal, open
aired atrium, facing page. A curved staircase connects the two 
fioors of the west penthouse, right. Dining room of the north 
penthouse, above. 
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Bringing Back an Art 
Deco Banking Hall 
In the heart of Des Moines stands a five-story art deco jewel, 
the Valley National Bank. Designed in 1931 by Proudfoot, Raw
son, Souers & Thomas (now Brooks Borg & Skiles), it was to 
be a base for a 27-story tower that never gained its full height 
due to the Great Depression. Vacant for five years during the 
mid-'70s, the building fell into a state of disrepair. Restoration 
of the building by Charles Herbert & Associates, Des Moines, 
returned it to its original splendor. 

The exterior consists of fluted limestone walls that rest on 
a one-story base of polished granite. Granite also frames a deep, 
three-story entrance recess decorated with brass and bronze. Dur
ing restoration the limestone was repainted and waterproofed, 
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the granite cleaned and the bronze and brass polished or oxidized 
and then lacquered. The ground floor storefronts were given a 
uniform treatment, which was lacking in the original design. 

Inside, the lobby leads to central escalators that rise to the 
two-story banking area and adjacent double height loan depart
ment. In the main area 60 teller counters have been reduced to 
an eight-teller row on one side (using the best portion of the 
original counter). The heavy drapes that once adorned the win
dows have been removed and silver reflective glass has been 
added to control light and solar gain. Lead stencils, placed be
tween two layers of glass, were cleaned, repaired and restored. 
The nickel chandeliers were cleaned and restored, although eight 
six-foot-high cylinders aimed at the white ceilings are the main 
light sources. Restoration of the plaster reliefs on the ceilings 
and walls was directed by Svend Paulsen (who won an AIA/ 
AFL-CIO craftsmen of the year award in 1979 for this effort). 

The jury said that the restoration was "undertaken with a 
great deal of design restraint as well as thorough technical com
petence." The general contractor for the project was the Weitz 
Co. Completed in 1979. 



Among the original art deco touches are the 
lobby elevators and lead stencils embedded 
in the windows, above and left. Below, the 
main banking area with its nickel chande
liers and teller counter. 
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Block Returned to 
Its Original Character 
One of the few commercial structures illustrating the stylistic 
influence of the Prairie School in Oak Park, Ill., is the Masonic 
Temple building designed in 1908 by E. E. Roberts. When the 
property became vacant in 1976, the village, which is known as 
a living museum of the Prairie School because of the many build
ings designed by long time resident Frank Lloyd Wright, pur
chased it and offered financial incentives to developers to rehab 
the building and thus sa~e it from demolition. 

The structure was subsequently acquired by a large insurance 
company that hired the Office of John Vinci Inc., Chicago, to 
restore and adapt it for its corporate headquarters, as well as 
provide rental retail and office space. The architect restored the 
ground floor store fronts to their original appearance by remov
ing the black Vitrolite facing that was added in the 1930s. The 
central recessed entry with its iron and glass canopy was recre
ated. A one-story wing that was added to the original building ir 
1914 gained a new limestone facade to differentiate it from the 
1908 structure and to create a "harmonious continuity" with 
other buildings on the street. 

The interiors, which had been gutted in the '30s by the previ
ous owner (a department store), were renovated based on his
torical research and on-site investigations. An ornamental oak 
staircase that had been removed during the department store 
conversion was totally restored, based on a surviving section on 
the top floor. 

Client: Industrial Fire & Casualty Co. Structural engineer: 
Charles E. Anderson. Mechanical engineer: R. M. C. West Inc. 
Electrical engineer: Meade Electric. General contractor: Ace 
Construction Corporation. Completed in 1981. 
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The 1908 design (above) was 
altered in the' 30s with the addi
tion of black Vitrolite facing 
(left). During the recent restora
tion, the Vitrolite was removed 
and the central recessed entry 
(right) and ornamental oak stair
case (as seen in plan, above) were 
recreated. 
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Plain Suburban House 
Becomes Something Else 
The design problem of adding a new living room and garden wall 
to an ordinary two-story suburban house was solved by knitting 
elements together with new wall fragments. 

The house is the Schulman residence, Princeton, N.J., and the 
architect is Michael Graves, also of Princeton. In the redesign 
of the front facade and entrance, Graves linked three separate 
fronts horizontally and progressively decreased their size (the 
largest being the original house with a new entrance, the second 
the new facade for the living room and the third shielding the 
garden). In each segment colors and shapes are repeated. The 
concept behind this design, in the architect's words, is "as each 
segment steps forward in plan, the dimensions of the lapped sid
ing increase in the elevation, thereby setting up a forced perspec
tive that accentuates the new entry in the street facade." The 
house is of conventional wood frame construction, finished on the 
exterior with painted transite panels and clapboard, wood trim 
and stucco. 

Of the facade's coloring Graves has written: "An attempt was 
made to root the building in the ground by placing the represen
tation of the garden, dark green, at the base of the facade. Next, 
a terra-cotta band of belt coursing has been employed to register 
the idea of the raised ground plane or ground floor within the 
house. The green facade is continued above to suggest that addi
tion as a garden room. To reinforce this ephemeral aspect, the 
color has been given a lighter value so that it appears to have 
been washed with light when seen in contrast to the darker green 
base. The composition is capped by a blue cornice with a second 
minor belting of terra-cotta, suggesting the juxtaposition of the 
second 'ground' (ceiling and floor) next to the reference to the 
soffit or sky." 

Behind the garden wall is a new screened porch connecting the 
living room addition with the former garage, now used for stor
age. The fenestration of the living room wall is to be in "sym
metrical relationship" with the gridded frame applied to the 
garage wall. The design of the fireplace repeats the layered motif 
found on the front facade and garden wall. 
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The color of the garden wall is "similar to that of the ever
green tree in the garden," Graves said, and the stepped form at 
the edge of the wall reflects the tree's shape. "The wall as recepta
cle of its form and color gives the tree a significant position it 
otherwise would not have. The position of the tree is seen as 
parallel to the position of man in his vertical stance, which it re
sembles. The garden wall in this case physically separates and 
yet metaphorically combines man and nature through its surface 
and formal treatment." Graves continued, "It is the polychromed 
wall as artifact that allows the full range of thematic significance. 
It is because the wall has lost its neutrality, has taken on figural 
qualities through the elaboration of form and color that we are 
able to make the connection between ourselves, the architecture 
and nature." 

The jury called Graves' solution "impressive" in "proportion, 
composition, intricate color development and sensitivity to light 
conditions .... The complexity of the design achieves a relation
ship whereby it is not thrown at visitors but addressed to them." 
The jury noted that the house fits unobtrusively into its neighbor
hood context. The project was also commended for both its 
"inventive solution to an ordinary problem" and " the manner in 
which the physical environment was extended beyond the existing 
conditions." 

Job captain : Caroline B. Constant. Client: Mr. and Mrs. 
Melvin A. Schulman. General contractor: Eduardus Goossen. 
Completed in 1979. 
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The redesign linked three separate front 
facades horizontally, facing page. This page, 
the new living room and garden wall, as 
compared to the old. 
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Pointed House Turns Its 
Face to a Lake View 
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The design of the LeJeune residence, Orono, Minn., was primar
ily determined by its site. Located on a peninsula at the western 
end of Lake Minnetonka (20 miles from downtown Minneap
olis), the irregularly shaped site has 230 feet of Jake frontage, ap
proximately 350 feet at the street and depths from 80 to 19 5 feet. 
In addition to site constraints, strict covenants on the property 
required a low profiled, sloped roof structure built of "natural" 
materials to conform to the design of neighboring buildings. 

Designed by Frederick Bentz/ Milo Thompson/ Robert Rie
tow, Inc. , Minneapolis, the plan that evolved for the client, a 
couple with one young child and three grown children, is an 
elongated triangular building, whose roof rises in three progres
sive tiers. It begins in the front corner as one and a half stories 
and ends at a high wall at the Jake side enclosing the two-story 



The back of the house with its three-car garage faces the wind, 
below. The living room as viewed from the entrance, below. 
And the north corner with windows facing the lake, left. 

Second floor plan 

First floor plan 

living room and bedroom areas. The high wall is shaped with 
straight line segments in a gently bowing form to provide a single 
large bay window that looks out over a deck toward the lake. 

The house turns its back against the northwest winter winds 
and the street traffic. The roof, which starts low at the windward 
side, deflects the breezes. Major windows are to the southeast, 
the entrance to the southwest and small windows to the north . 
All of the windows are double glazed. 

Inside, the major living areas are arranged around a fireplace, 
which the architect calls a "form designed predominantly to be 
the pivot point of the formal organization of the plan." Along 
with a prefabricated fireplace unit, it contains a bar, closet at 
the second floor, the major vertical mechanical duct and riser 
space for the furnace flue from the basement. The fireplace also 

separates the living from dining room, which in turn leads to 
the kitchen, utility room and three-car garage. The second floor 
houses three bedrooms, the master bedroom and bathrooms. 

The house is finished on the outside with four-inch vertical 
cedar boards, stained light gray, and cedar shingles on the roof. 
The interior wall finish is white painted sheetrock except for 
the cedarboard covered fireplace. 

The jury called the residence "a subtle response to a demand
ing site. Circulation sequences and careful placement of openings 
dramatize views to the lake while sheltering private spaces from 
road disturbances." 

Client: Mr. & Mrs. Larry LeJeune. Structural engineer: Meyer 
Borgman & Johnson, Inc. General contractor: Cramer-Weir 
Construction Co. Completed in 1979. 
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'Four-Poster House on 
A Tropical Plantation 

Located on the former site of the main house of a copra planta
tion in Nevis, West Indies, the Talbot house reflects the area's 
indigenous architecture. It is made of cut native stone and wood 
and painted in the customary complementary colors. While 
many houses have green roofs, this one is red , but both have 
been traditionally regarded as "neighborly. " And the design , like 
others on the island, was clearly influenced by the architectural 
style brought during British colonization. 

The house consists of four cut stone, two-story squares that 
define a central pavilion. The major concept of the design by 
Taft Architects, Houston, (John J . Casbarian, Danny Samuels 
and Robert H . Timme, partners-in-charge) was to "establish 
a sense of family structure that necessitated entering communal 
spaces prior to entering private areas," in the architect's words. 
This was accomplished by locating the bedrooms on the second 
level in three of the corners. The fourth houses the kitchen. Be
tween the four corners are open-air porches, with the two bath
rooms located next to the bedrooms on opposite ends of the 
north/ south porches. The entrance is marked by a sweeping 
staircase. The "pavilion" with its high ceiling is one open room 
serving as the combined living and dining area. Ground floor 
corners are used as garages and workrooms, and a 35 ,000-gallon 
cistern located below the main living pavilion provides the 
water supply. 

Color is used to enliven. On the exterior blue-green and cream 
colors adorn the shutters, panels and trim. Each room is painted 
with a different pair of complementary colors, and bands of 
floral patterns encircling the ceilings were hand-stenciled by 
the architect. 

There is no mechanical temperature conditioning or electricity. 
The open decks providing exposure in all directions plus the use 
of oversized casement windows allow for cross ventilation re
gardless of wind direction. Power for lights, food preparation, 

A sweeping staircase on the house's western side leads to the front 
porch and living area beyond (above, left ). Sunlight through 
wooden slats makes patterns on th e north side porch (left). 
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The pavilion houses the major 
living/ dining area, below. Its 
ceiling is outlined by a band of 
hand-stenciled fiowers, right. 
The master bedroom and pavil
ion open onto the front porch, 
facing page. 



A strong and colorlul composition. 
appliances and refrigeration is provided by kerosene. The porches 
are shaded by wood slats. 

"This house uses materials, forms and colors in a direct and 
bold manner, creating a strong composition of bright colored 
roofs against the mountain background," the jury commented. 
It praised the "simple details, well-proportioned rooms and 
subtle variety of interior paint colors. " 

The client, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Talbot, are maple sugar 
farmers from Vermont who now cultivate island crops and 
spend many months in the West Indies. Their new plantation 
(the original on this site was built in the mid-1700s) is on a 
10-acre site halfway up Nevis Peak on the small volcanic island 
that overlooks the Caribbean . General contractor was the Nora! 
Lescott Construction Co. Completed in 1981. 
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Traditional Saltbox Form 
Expanded, Elaborated 
The design of a summer and weekend residence for a family of 
five in East Hampton, N.Y., responds to both the architectural 
tradition of the area and to the client's specific programmatic 
requirements. 

Designed by Eisenman Robertson Architects, Jacquelin T. 
Robertson, FAIA, principal-in-charge, New York City, the house 
formally is a response to the general "manners of a historical 
summer residential colony," in the architect's words. The design 
borrows from the New England salt box, which itself has been 
modified over the years to become a more leisurely summer 
cottage with the addition of porches, inglenooks, sun decks, etc. 
Says Robertson, "The house is a conscious attempt to employ 
these images so as to fit into a popular, genteel and still valid 
visual and social environment. " The architect used materials, 
massing, scale of openings, trim color, roof silhouette and siting 
that relate to the surrounding buildings of similar style. 

The house's layout responds specifically to the client's require
ments that the children and guest quarters be separated from 
the adult area and that the public spaces be apart from the more 
private ones. Robertson achieves the former vertically; the lat
ter horizontally. 

On the ground floor there are two major "public" areas; the 
dining/ kitchen / television room opens onto a raised, wind shel
tered terrace with adjoining two-story entry hall. Off the hall are 
the children 's bunk rooms and guest suite. Their quarters have 
access to the parking service court through a bathroom, which 
is to minimize " tracking" through the house. 

The second floor houses a suite of interconnected rooms: the 
master bedroom and dressing room, a living room and inglenook 
that opens out to an enclosed porch. From the living room, 
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Trellis separates guest 
parking from family 
parking and service area 
(left). The small windows 
face north and northeast. 
Schematic shows second 
floor from above. 
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Variety and 'a pleasing intimacy.' 
bedroom and enclosed porch there are views of the dunes and 
ocean beyond. From the master bedroom, stairs lead to a small 
painting studio on the third floor that in turn overlooks the 
double-height living room. And for added privacy, the second 
floor has its own covered staircase off the front porch. 

For protection against the prevailing cold winter winds, the 
house turns its back to the north, with small windows on the 
north and northeast facades. The larger windows that face south 
are protected with overhangs to reduce glare and summer heat. 
West-facing windows are pulled back behind an outer wall to 
further control strong, west light. Floor-through ventilation pro
motes summer cooling. 

The exterior cladding and roof is of cedar shingles; the decks 
are of redwood, and interior walls and ceilings are sheetrock 
with painted pine trim and shelving. The floors are oak, except 
in the kitchen and entry areas where they are Mexican brick 
tile. Entry walls and terrace are of paving brick. Family parking 
and the service area are separated from the guest parking by a 
long rose-covered trellis. The service court is accessible through 
a coat and mudroom off the front hall. 

Of the house, the jury commented, "its silhouette makes a 
bold but harmonious impact in its expansive landscape, yet its 
variety of scale and texture creates a pleasing intricacy appro
priate in a summer house." 

Structural engineer: Robert Silman. Mechanical engineer: 
Martin Lewin. Electrical engineer : Carroll Cline. General con
tractor: M. Clarke Smith. Completed in 1979. D 
Among the second floor rooms: the inglenook as seen from the 
living room, top, and the living room, left. Facing page, the porch 
at the southwest corner overlooking the driveway. 
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Bunk beds in the children's rooms, 
below, are located on the first floor. 

Right, the two-story entry hall. 
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Second floor 

Ground floor 
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It's happened again. 
The project's complete. The client's 

happy. TI1e last bill's ready to go out. 
Then you tally up the time sheets 

and find you're going to have to eat 
50 hours of design time you hadn't 
budgeted for. 

If you'd only known earl y enough, 
you could have done something 
about it. And you would have known 
if you 'd had CFMS®2. 

CFMS 2 is a new, fully integTated , 
computer-based financial manage
ment service-one designed exclu
sively for architectural and engineer
ing firn1s. 

You send in raw data via mail or 
micro-computer. TI1ings like cash 
disbursements, receipts, and invoices . 

And in return, you get comprehen
sive, easy-to-understand reports, such 
as profit and loss statements, aged 
accounts receivable, and a full audit 
trail. Plus help with installation and 

conversion of your existing records. 
If all this sounds like an accoun

tant's dream, it 's also an inva luable 
management tool. Because CFMS 2 
gives project managers and princi
pals a senes o f project and time 
analysis reports , a profit planning 
monitor, and a report on overall 
offi ce earni ngs that simpl y aren' t 
avail able anywhere else. 

Created and admi nistered by 
Harper and Shuman of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts , in cooperation with 
PSAE, CFMS 2 represents the best 
current thinking on automated man
agement applications. It's endorsed 
by both AIA and NSPE. It requires 
no special hardware. And it 's excep
tionally cost-effective. 

Why not fill out the coupon at the 
right or call Leonard Bain (AIA) toll
free at (800) 424-5080 for more in
formation . He'll show you how 
CFMS 2 can help you manage more 

effectively. And plug profit drains 
before they get you mto hot water. 

r---------------------~v:\ 

: D Please send me a descriptive brochure 
I on CFMS2. 
I D Please have your representative cal l me. 
I 
I 
I 
I i\<m1e Title 
I 
1 Comrxmy 1\'wnbcr of employee\ 
I 
I ,\ dch"e,,,, 
I 
I 
1 

City Phone number 

State Zip 

i\ tm1bcr ol prnjc'Ct' per year Fi'Cll year 

CFMS®2 ~. 
:\lail to: PSAE Div. r\lr\/ SC 
17'.Fi Ne\\' York r\vc. ~'\\'. Wa~hing-ton DC 20006 
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'Outside Views' from page 209 

Richard Haas: 'Too little 
effort is being put 
where it is really needed.' 
Since I live and work in the New York 
City area, I am acutely aware of the mas
sive development and loft conversions in 
the crowded grid of mid and lower Man
hattan. Since I also commute from Yon
kers to lower Manhattan each day, I am 
equally aware of the vast decay and de
struction found in the outlying boroughs 
and inner suburbs. What I find in my 
travels throughout the states reaffirms the 
repetition of this urban paradox through
out the country. We also find the paradox 
of central business districts that are boom
towns by day and deserts at night. An
other guaranteed occurrence is the end
less commercial strip surrounding the in
ner city, where the search for a sense of 
urban life is like Ponce de Leon's search 
for the elusive fountain (if only they con
tained fountains of any sort.) 

It seems to be beside the point to dis
cuss the merits or demerits of building X 
or project Y by architect Z if what I see 
in general is a hopeless flaw in the larger 
urban structure. Too little effort is being 
put where it is truly needed, in more in
telligent physical and social planning of 
the city and neighborhood context. Can 
one extol the virtues of chance urban suc
cesses like Soho or West Hollywood in a 
basically laissez-faire or politician and de
veloper corrupted zone-planned Ameri
can city? We must weigh the few successes 
against the endless spread of canned bou
tiques on pedestrian malls; atriums full 
of bird cages; mile after mile of aqua
marine pools in tract neighborhoods and 
what is far worse-the grime of neigh
borhoods with no hope. 

What may be needed today are urban 
thinkers like Daniel Burnham, Colin Rowe 
or Jane Jacobs even more than sensitive 
architects like Louis Sullivan, Philip John
son and Michael Graves. 

Jane Blaff er Owen: 'All 
that glitters here is not 
architectural gold.' 
For the last 40 years, I have lived part of 
each year in houses built by Swabian Ger
man peasants. They brought to New Har
mony, Ind., in 1814 the architectural style 
and practices that had served their ances
tors for half a millennium or more. Our 
family home is in Houston-weather
beaten, New England architecture, and a 
venerable relic of a 1930 flood. In those 
days our sector of the Bayou overflowed 

and our land was a far outpost of the 
known Houston world. I mention this to 
establish my uncontemporary background 
But a cat, I presume, can look at a queen, 
her parure and her courtiers. Develop
ers, contractors and architects strive for 
advancement here as, perhaps, in no 
other city. Recent statistics indicate that 
Houston leads the nation in current 
construction. 

But all that glitters here is not architec
tural gold. Glass skins are tinted baby 
blue, spearmint green, silver, gold and 
occasionally, a discreet brown. Excepting 
for Philip Johnson's Pennzoil building, 
our few truly distinguished buildings are 

Richard Haas is a noted trompe /' oeil 
muralist. His work enlivens urban land
scapes in New York's Soho, Boston's 
Back Bay (The Boston Architectural 
Center) and elsewhere. He was an AIA 
medalist in 1978. Jane Blaffer Owen 
founded Historic New Harmony, Inc., to 
preserve historic buildings in New Har
mony, Ind., and to encourage good new 
architecture there. The group is the recip
ient of a 1982 AIA medal. 
Balthazar Korab 

of poured cement or stone-Ulrich Fran
zen's Alley Theater, I. M. Pei's Texas 
Commerce Bank, Obata's Neiman
Marcus. There are some excellent brick 
buildings at the University of Houston, 
and Ben Brewer's Capital National Bank 
-an aluminum building with a fluoro
carbon finish that gives pleasure to the 
eye and doesn't astonish. There are some 
fine small buildings and residences done 
by architects, such as Howard Barnstone 
and Preston Bolton, also architect for the 
C. G. Jung Education Center. 

As I write, some new colors are rising 
a few miles from the bastion of our 
woods, the dusty rose and tapered crayolas 
of Cesar Pelli's Four Leaf Towers. If an 
architect is asked to thrust human habita
tions 439 feet into the sky where hope
fully people shall be better protected from 
theft and murder than they were in their 
former and fast vanishing neighborhoods, 
he might as well put a cheerful face upon 
it. Since your editor has asked me to pro
ject trends, I believe the evidence around 
me points to the greater use of color. The 
downtown branch of the YWCA presents 

continued on page 2 57 

The multipurpose main room, focus of Evans Woollen's New Harmony Inn. 
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[UL #R6799-2-3, ICBO #3890, CALIFORNIA STATE FIRE MARSHALL 
LISTING #3261-357:1 NRB LISTING APPLIED FOR] 

Smart design and construction people 
around the world are discovering the simple, 
beautiful and low-cost solution to fire safety 
code requirements for elevator separation 
and compartmentation. 
U.B.C.-Sec. 1807(h)l; B.B.C.-Sec. 629.8; S.B.C.-506.6(a)l. 

THEY"RE NEVER THERE 
UNLESS YOU NEED THEM! 
Think of it, beautiful, fully approved, 
horizontal barriers that can fold into the wall 
(stacks to 2 V2" per linear foot!) completely out 
of the way and require no floor track! There 
is no interference with building traffic, 
usage, aesthetics, or air handling require
ments; yet the barriers are so effective that 
when the ftre side reaches more than 1700°, 
you can still put your hand on the other side! 

24-HOUR AUTOMATIC 
OPERATION ON FAIL-SAFE. 
BACK-UP DC POWER SUPPLY! 
The automatic operation provides easy 
access to even the most severely handicapped, 
yet can be manually overridden at all times. 

ELIMINATES PANIC ... 
... by using the barriers to create "SAFE 
AREAS" on each floor! 

SPANSUNLIMITEDWIDTHSAND 
HEIGHTS! 
The patented track and trolley system 
permits total flexibility, through special 
weight distribution, for fitting any size 
opening large or small. 

Contact Won-Door or your local Won-Door representative for all the exciting details! 

• vp 
WON-DOOR 

CORPORATION 
1865 s. 3480 w. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
1 (801) 973-7500 Cal l toll free 1 (800) 453-8494 
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TECNOLUf\/\EN 
Pap-Stehlampe 

This floor lamp was de
signed in 1923 by the 
Hungarian, Gyula Pap at 
the metal workshop of the 
Staatlichen Bauhaus in 
Weimar. The reproduction 
is faithful to the original, 
following Pap's specifica
tions, with permission of 
the Bauhaus Archives. 
Plate glass is connected 
by a nickel-plated tubular 

unit to a lacquered black 
iron baseplate. The bulb 
is semi-silvered-Pap cre
ated this lamp specifically 
for this type of bulb which 
had been invented at that 
time. Each lamp is num
bered consecutively and 
bears the Bauhaus and 
the Tecnolumen logos. 
63" high. 15:Y4" diameter. 
1-lOOW semi-silvered bulb. 

Imported and distributed exclusively by, 

305 East 63 Street, New York, New Yark 10021(212)751-0575 
Request CatalogJTwith historical description of the lamps: cost $2.00 

FUEL SAVINGS 
START AT THE TOP! 
CO-RAY-VAC® 
HEATING SYSTEM 
So energy efficient it cuts fuel 

usage up to 50% and more! 

Entire system hangs from 
ceiling. Burner generates 
heat here at about 
900°F 

which travels through this 
tubing and 1s radiated 
downward 

5. Tail pipe located after final 
burner is means to convert 
almost every BTU generated 
into usable heat 

6. Vacuum Pump on outside 
wall draws heated air through 
system and exhausts prod· 
ucts of combustion outside 
al temperatures of 100° to 
150° F. Combustion eff1c1ency 
1s 1n 90°0 range 

4. Add1t1onal heat 1s 
added by add1t1onal 
burners Number of 
burners 1s related to 
bu1ld1ng size and tem
perature requirements 

Pump and burner 
com binat1on 
replaces conven· 
t1onal furnace, 
boiler, chimney 

• Gas-fired system ideal retrofit for indus
trial and commercial buildings. 

•Warms people and objects at floor level 
with even, draftless heat. 

• Life-cycle cost analysis prepared to tell 
you costs, pay-back period and opera
tional costs. 

•Write for specific data on CO-RAY-VAC 
Heat in 
• Factories •Fire Stations 
•Schools •Warehouses 
•Aircraft Hangars • General use 

CO-RAY-VAC ... The original radiant 
infrared heating system proved in 
thousands of buildings since 1962. 

Roberts-Gordon 
Appliance Corporation 

Subsidiary of AJ. Industries. Inc 

44 Central Ave., Buffalo. NY. 14206 
Phone 716/892-8400 AIA-5 
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when architects throw a curve 
on thermally improved wall systems, 
they usually specify .. . 

AIA BUILDING OF THE YEAR 1982: Hartford Seminary, CT. Architect: Richard Meler & Partnoo. New Yark, NY. General 
CantTactor: Jewett Corp. Glastonbury, CT. Glass Contractor: APPCO Porceain, Pennsauken, NJ, 

2600 Series: Alumillne/Aldora. Lincoln. RI 

ALUMILINE/ALDORA 

Alumiline;Aldoras 
2600 Series 

Whether it's a serpentine or straight wall concept 
fora thermally improved wall system, Alumiline/ 
Aldora will custom engineer and fabricate the 
system to meet your thermal wall specifications 
and esthetic requirements. 
Exterior glazing concept for high performance 
walls. Either single or twin span mullions. 
Features: 2W' x 4%" with optional variances, 1/4'' 
and 1" glass or panels, secondary drainage, 
vertical mullions may be used horizontally, 
painted, Duranodic or stainless steel snap-on 
covers and standard finishes with mixed finish 
options. 
Send for literature and details. 

Circle 76 on information card 

11 WELLINGTON ROAD, LINCOLN, RI 02865 (401) 333-2906 
NATIONWIDE TOLL FREE WATS LINE 1-800-556-6340 
OFFICES: Lawrence, MA, Lincoln, RI , Pawtucket, RI , Pennsauken, NJ, Atlanta, GA, Miami , FL, Tampa, FL, Dallas, TX 



Owen from page 251 
an even wider range of color abstractions 
than do the Pelli towers . Though Michael 
Graves has not yet come to town , assuredly 
he will! 

But, happily, James Stirling has visited 
us and left a superb example of British 
understatement, wit and wisdom at Rice's 
school of architecture. He was commis
sioned by architects to add a wing to their 
existing architectural department, and he 
easily cleared the difficult hurdles of such 
an assignment. He could have out-raced 
his neighbors by a much wider margin . 

I heartily applaud the JouRNAL's mid
May 1981 cover choice. I am awed by 
Fay Jones' Thorncrown Chapel, as I have 
been by few contemporary churches. If 
there is, indeed, a shift away from Bauhaus 
bl ack, white and gray, then I rejoice that 
Fay Jones depends on seasonal changes 
of trees, the shifting of clouds and the 
presence of stone for his coloration. The 
skillful filtering of natural light at inter
sections of ceiling trusses is done with the 
sensitivity of a Louis Kahn, whose Fort 
Worth Kimbell Museum is the jewel with
out price of our Texas architectural crown. 

I devoured your photos and descrip
tions of this amazing structure, but did 
not read that it had a covered bridge for 
an ancestor. The family likeness, I feel, is 
there. If this church seeks to restore our 

lost unity with nature, I am afraid the 
Crystal Cathedral does not. I am an ad
mirer and friend of Bob Schuller and 
doubt that his broad vision was served by 
his architect. An association, possibly ir
revelant, springs to my mind. A decade or 
so ago, the Metropolitan Museum hosted 
an exhibit of the clothing of famous Hol
lywood stars. I could not possibly forget 
a dazzling silver sequin dress that once 
belonged to Marilyn Monroe. The great 
warmth and humanity and spiritual gran
deur of Bob Schuller easily fills the great 
spaces of his cathedral. I can't help but 
wonder about the future of these spaces 
when he is no longer there. Will the cathe
dral become a beautiful and eye-catching 
gown on a lifeless manikin? Perhaps not. 

If producing a family constitutes trend 
setting, I should mention that New Har
mony's contemporary buildings have 
birthed healthy offspring. Philip Johnson's 
public architecture was not conspicuously 
curvilinear until he was driven in a farm 
truck over the gentle hills and valleys of 
southern Indiana. Our topography intro
duced six interlocking circles into his 
canopy for the presiding lady of the Roof
less Church, The Lipchitz Madonna. 

Evans Woollen 's pristine New Harmony 
Inn quickly attracted visits from the Bene
dictine monks of St. Meinrad's Arch Ab
bey, and secured for him a handsome 

commission. A new library, extensive dor
mitories and an octagonal chapter house, 
all reminiscent of the warm yet well disci
plined architecture of Monte Cassini, will 
be dedicated soon. 

Richard Meier had hardly finished his 
Atheneum and his studio for pottery be
fore he was asked to design a school in 
Columbus, Ind. Interestingly, none of our 
New Harmony buildings depends on glass 
or color for their eclat. Their creators 
wrote their scores in close rapport with 
nature. Meier's western facade of the 
Atheneum follows the curve of the W a
bash and his open spaces frame particu
lar views of meadows and woods. John
son's two courtyards for the Roofless 
Church help define a continually changing 
panorama of sky, and his classic portico 
overlooks a cornfield. Although these par
ticular views are as American as our flag, 
particularly when the vertical rows of 
young corn are reaching upward, the Meier 
and Johnson buildings enjoy a dialogue in 
Greek when soft lights wash them at night 
and the fields are dark. Though Evans 
Woollen uses brick for his Entry House 
and the Tillich Refectory, he has not 
missed a single opportunity to integrate 
man and nature at ground level. 

Kevin Roche's Temple of Dendur Pa
vilion for the Metropolitan invites the 

continued on page 259 

"I have th best, 
most comprehensive, 
cost-efficient computer 
system I could find. 
And t _ akes me 

DATA BASICS COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE - PROJECT COST 
MANAGEMENT AT ALL 
LEVELS OF DETAIL . 

A project continues: models, 
surveyors, construction begins, and 
you still need flexible, consistent 
and efficient cost management. The 
Data Basics computer system offers 
just that, everything from onsite 
training/installation to advice/con
sultation to what the system is th ~re 
to perform: cost management ,at all 
levels of detail (not to mention word 
processing and on endless list of 
necessary amenities). Data Basics has 
a computer system just for you, 

Circle 77 on information card 

co ct Art Divell at 2161721-3400 
today. ta Basics, Inc. 
11000 Ceda ve. 

Cleveland, 
44106. 
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At last. A handsome general-purpose water 
cooler that also serves the handicapped. 
Now there's an innovative design in a new water cooler 
that looks great anyplace and still meets ANSI Stand
ards for both wheelchair confined and visually handi
capped users. The new Model BFC-7 comes in beautiful 
random cork vinyl finish plus a choice of colors to meet 
your most demanding design needs. It also has front and 
side push bar actuators for the handicapped and raised 
letters for the blind. What's more, it has Halsey Taylor's 
new wattsaving design inside so you also offer your 
clients lower life cycle costs. 

It's a waste of energy specifying anything but ... 

Circle 78 011 information card 

For the name/ location of your Halsey Taylor representa
tive call: 1-800-447-1980. In Illinois: 1-800-322-4410. 
See our catalog in Sweet's 15.7c/ Tay. 



Owen from page 257 
participation of Central Park, graciously, 
and I believe Edward Barnes' large atrium 
for the new IBM building will refresh 
all who enter. However, Norman Gaff
ney's modest farmhouse at Coatsville, 
Pa., (by Bohlin Powell Larkin Cywinski) 
justly merits its AIA honor award and my 
few thoughts on future trends. This is an 
affordable, unpretentious home, not a 
house, and an honest love match between 
old structure and new, between man and 
nature. It is chamber music, not a sym
phony. Unless my hopes for America have 
grossly obscured my vision, I foresee 
fewer, grandly orchestrated new houses, 
and more solar heated small ones, built 
either from scratch or in league with older 
houses and buildings. Cities shall, presu
mably, continue to grow vertically and to 
store its people in unyielding condomiums. 
Worsening and insoluble traffic condi
tions will continue to push young families 
into suburban or rural areas. I have many 
young Houston friends who have already 
moved to the Brenham area and done so 
with taste and courage. Many more will 
follow. Although I did not see chickens 
or a tethered cow outside Mr. Gaffney's 
home, there was space for them. His build
ing philosophy may point a way out for 
the young. I hope so, for they are on the 
firing line today. D 

Washburn from page 208 
form, is an example of a modern urban 
structure that lends distinctiveness as well 
as grace to the urban environment. The 
John Hancock building, in contrast to the 
higher Sears tower, immediately says 
"Chicago" to the arriving traveler who, 
in the 20th century, customarily comes 
by air and sees this landmark even above 
the clouds that often hang over Chicago. 
But the reason the John Hancock build
ing is unobjectionable whereas the 
Transamerica building is objectionable 
is that the Hancock building enhances 
Chicago's landscape identity as the city of 
energy, enterprise and power (even though 
no longer merely the "hogbutcher for the 
world ... stormy, husky, brawling city 
of the big shoulders," in Carl Sandburg's 
phrase). Chicago is a city that rises on a 
flat plain along the shore of a great lake. 
Chicago must create its verticality; San 
Francisco already has its own. 

The search for relief from the monotony 
of square boxes and glass towers is per
haps most noticeable on New York's 
Manhattan Island, another place of power 
and energy built on a flat rock surrounded 
on all sides by water and expressing its 
spirit even more than Chicago by the exu
berance of its upward growth. Where ear
lier the "less is more" boxes delighted 
and exalted by their very contrast with 
the Beaux-Arts formalism of their neigh-

continued on page 261 
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Expansionjoints -
are the weak link in your building. 
Polytite will give you permanent, watertight protection. 

The modern high rise building, whether of brick or building panels, 
involves vertical and horizontal joints. And they are the weak link 
in construction. Because unless those joints are watertight, it will 
mean long and costly modifications sometime in the future. Case in 
point - the photo above. 

You can prevent this damage with Polytite B as the secondary 
sealant behind backer rod and caulk. Polytite B sets up an impen
etrable barrier that gives unmatched protection for the life of the 
building .. . even in the severest weather extremes. 

Put your confidence in Polytite B. 
Write for full technical details (including information on the 

building shown). 
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Washburn from page 259 
bors, with the proliferation of the former 
and elimination of the latter, the urban 
dweller, the architect and the planner 
have gradually been overwhelmed by en
nui and anxiety. Is this the brave new 
world of the future? The liberating, unique 
suuctures of the postwar years have be
come faceless cogs in the coercive urban 
environment of the present. 

No wonder some of the very architects 
who designed our present urban environ
ment are seeking to humanize and his
toricize it: witness Philip Johnson's Chip
pendale-topped AT&T building. The die
hard supporters of the earlier architec
tural revolution cannot decide whether 
Johnson is playing a whimsical joke on 
us or on AT&T. In fact he is reflecting 
a trend to liberate ourselves from our
selves and the revolution we have created. 
The more probable avenue of escape will 
be through unusual vertical shapes (some
times justified by the technological im
peratives of solar power and other forms 
of energy collection) rather than by nos
talgic trips into the past, but there seems 
no question that the mindless repetition 
of the classic urban box (of which the 
Avenue of the Americas is the "bad" ex
ample) is now perceived as a bore and 
all architects will be searching for forms 
that liberate us from the monotony im
posed on us by the mass adoption of the 
box in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Perhaps the critical lesson that the ar
chitect must learn, and is in the process 
of learning, is that the contrast between 
nature and structure is no longer relevant. 
Nature is structure and structure is na
ture. Indeed, whether we are talking of 
man, rocks, trees, cement, ocean or stars, 
we are talking of a unity that began its 
path of differentiation with the "big bang" 
by which the universe came into being. 
We are all elements of the same basic 
material building blocks, of which carbon 
is the principal, whether we are the builder 
or the built. That unity is increasingly 
recognized: the subsequent differentiation 
is being perceived as a matter of form 
rather than of principle. The architect can 
either lead the way into shaping his mate
rials in conformity with this understand
ing, or he can be dragged kicking and 
screaming into a coerced acknowledgment 
by the political authorities under whom 
he must ultimately function. 

I believe architects are today what poets 
were in earlier generations: form givers 
and seers. Of course, there are good archi
tects and bad ones, just as there were 
good and bad poets. But the poet earlier 
and the architect today see further than 
their fellow citizens because they are in 
closer touch with the ultimate reality , 
whether spiritual or material. I, for one, 
am confident that the architect will lead, 
not follow, mankind. D 

Circle 87 on inform ation card 

Duratherm· 

One of America's newest and most in
novative window manufacturers has 
decisively impacted the architectural profes
sion with its unique triple glazed teak and 
mahogany product. 

Two of this years award winning buildings 
- The Wainwright State Office Complex by 
Mitchell/Giurgola in Association with 
Hastings and Chivetta, Architects and The 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences by 
Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood display 
Duratherms to great advantage. 

There's a good reason why. 
See Sweet's 8.16/DU. 

DURATHERM WINDOW CORPORATION 
No. Vassalboro, Maine 04962 • (207) 872-5558 
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Feild from page 209 
impact on their cities: Fresno, Calif. ; 
Norfolk, Va., and Baltimore. 

Civic centers spawn hotels. But the 
best designed hotels are not always near 
them. The Regency Hyatt in Atlanta was 
a unique statement. It had impact. But, 
in a town where hotels have been one of 
its major industries since the turn of the 
century, it is harder to have impact in 
Chicago. The Ritz-Carlton came to town 
and pulled it off. 

Center city revival has had uneven suc
cess in the past three decades. I don't 
think I would get much argument, how
ever, if I picked Ghiardelli Square in San 
Francisco, Faneuil Hall marketplace in 
Boston and Harborplace in Baltimore as 
super contributors to new urban vitality. 

Then, there is the contribution of cor
porate headquarters buildings to the urban 
environment, provided, of course, your 
city is lucky enough to have a rich cor
poration in its midst. New York, Chicago 
and Pittsburgh are overwhelmed with 
them. I'll leave them to others. How about 
these three? The IDS Building in Min
neapolis, the Levi Strauss headquarters 
in San Francisco (page 152) and the To
ledo Trust Company's headquarters build
ing in Toledo, Ohio's emerging Maumee 
riverfront development. 

What about the design quality of large 
scale commercial development that has 
emerged in some cities and has revitalized 
others? An older model would be the 
Golden Triangle in Pittsburgh. A newer 
model would be Houston. Even though 
I am bothered by its unexpectedly nega
tive impact on the older downtown area, 
one would have to pick Detroit's Ren-Cen 
for its Land of Oz qualities. 

For historic restoration, I suppose Char
leston, S.C., Savannah, Ga., and the Vieux 
Carre in New Orleans would be on every
one's list. But the Pabst Theater in Mil
waukee, the Pantages Theatre in Tacoma 
(in process) and Symphony Hall in Cin
cinnati might not. They ought to be. 

When it comes to airports, Bero Saari
nen's Dulles International is in a class by 
itself. You have to be a jogger or a long 
distance walker to cope with most Ameri
can airports. Most of them are expensive 
disasters. Not so Dulles. Tampa comes 
next and St. Louis is still a jewel. 

I'll conclude with three architectural 
special mentions that have had unusual 
impact on their urban environment: Saari
nen's St. Louis Gateway Arch, the Chi
cago Circle campus of the University of 
Illinois and the scattered highrise housing 
buildings for the elderly in Minneapolis. 

Obviously, I've left out a great many 
important, well designed urban buildings 
that others would probably and rightly 
claim have had more impact on their 
city's environment than my choices. No
body's perfect. D 
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WE PUT PAVER STONES ON 
A PEDESTAL 
For perfect drainage 
in any weather ~""'? 

> \(\ 
NEW! A far better way to lay paver s1ones ~ 
over water -proofed plazas, podiums, "''l 
arenas and other deck areas. Pave-El · ...... ~ 
paver pedestals. 
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Steclcraftdistributorsare 
valuable toots for the architect. 
You're the architect. On your 
shoulders rests the responsi
bility for the entire project. 
But when it comes to steel 
doors and frames, let your 
Steelcraft distributor lighten 
the load. He's an expert on 
steel doors. So use him like you 
would use any valuable tool. 
He knows the local fire and 
building codes as well as you. 

The 
Colorful 
Doors 

SEE US AT THE 
CSI SHOW, BOOTH # 705 

0 1981 
American Standard Inc. 

He has a total understanding 
of design, construction and 
installation requirements. 
And, perhaps most important
ly, he's dedicated to making 
your job easier. 

Along with his expertise, 
your Steelcraft man can 
provide you with some of the 
most comprehensive printed 

laot lie 
on 

llredoor 
and 

rame 

materials available on virtually 
every aspect of steel door 
technology. From facts on fire 
doors, to color charts, to specific 
architectural design manuals, 
he has the information you need 
to get the job done. 

For the name of your 
nearest Steelcraft® distributor, 
write 9017 Blue Ash Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. 

-·-
-
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Michigan Society. ACO Incorporated 
headquarters, Farmington Hills (above) ; 
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, 
Inc., Detroit. A curving skylight the width 
of the building extends from the roof of the 
office section to the midlevel mechanical 
area, bringing daylight into the open-
plan offices. The balance of the build-
ing is devoted to highly automated ware
house operations for this retail hardware 
chain. The building skin is white enam
eled metal panels, demountable to facili
tate expected growth of the company. The 
building was placed so that expansion 
would do minimal damage to the partially 
wooded site. 

Duluth Public Library, Duluth, Minn. 
(left). Gunnar Birkerts & Associates, 
Birmingham. Because it was desirable to 
house the library's main collection on a 
single floor (in photo) , and that floor 
would be larger than the proposed build
ing site, the architect extended the top 
floor over part of an adjacent plaza, which 
was also part of the design project. The 
two lower stories progressively diminish 
in size from the top, providing partial 
pedestrian shelter for the edge of the plaza 
and over much of the building's long, 
narrow site. The two lower floors contain 
the circulation desk, an adult browsing 
area, the children's collection, administra
tion areas and public meeting rooms . 
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Architects Society of Ohio. The River's 
Edge, Dayton (above) ; Lorenz & Williams 
Inc., Dayton. Where high levees once re
stricted pedestrian access to the Miami 
River, this urban river park provides con
crete terraces and ramps to help people 
negotiate the steep descent. Terraces are 
wide, offering places for people to gather, 
and they also serve as seating for up to 
1,000 people for the amphitheater/ stage 
below. Handrails are steel; the bridge is 
laminated wood. 
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Thwing Student Center, Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland (below). 
Don M. Hisaka & Associates, Cambridge, 
Mass. This tiered building with receding 
facade of reflective and transparent glass 
is a link between two buildings dating 
from the turn of the century. The new 
building contains a bookstore and an 
atrium that functions as the core of the 
three-building complex, which forms an 
expanded student union that is a new 
focal point of the campus. The old build-

ings were renovated to house student 
lounges and food service areas. Silhouetted 
in the photo is an archway from one of 
the adjoining buildings, serving as a sym
bolic gateway to the center. Pedestrian 
access is now from three sides of the 
complex, with service functions restricted 
to the fourth. Windows were reglazed with 
operable insulated units, with aircondi
tioning restricted to special use areas. This 
was felt to suffice during the September
May period of use. 
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Reflective glass can do 
beautiful things for a building . 
Make it sparkle, make it stately, 
make it blend . 

And when budgets are 
tight, PPG Solarcool reflective 
glass is the right glass to make 
your building's bottom line look 
better, too. 

What makes it economical 
isn't just lower initial cost. 

Single glazed Solarcool 
glass can be cut, tempered and 
fabricated right in your area . 
Which means you also save on 
delivery t ime. 

So look into PPG Solarcool 
glass for your next building. It's 
one smart, beautiful way to 
control costs. 

See Sweet's 8 .26a/Pp. 
Or write PPG Industries, Inc., 
Dept. Al -552, One Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

Plaza La Reina/ Los Angeles, CA 
Architect : Welton Becket Associates. 
Los Angeles, CA 

PPG : a Concern for the Future 

INDUSTRIES 
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USS Acrylic Sheet ... the ideal skylight 
and glazing material. 
USS Cast Acrylic Sheet is the perfect material for 
all types of skylight and glazing applications .. . 
even solar collector panels. USS Acrylic Sheet 
offers many advantages over ordinary glass and 
other glazing materials, the most striking of which 
is that clear acrylic sheet is actually clearer than 
glass. It transmits light nearly 5% better than 
standard glass. What's more, acrylic sheet weighs 
about half as mush as glass but has 1 Oto 17 ti mes 
greater impact resistance than glass of compar
able thickness. This means that acrylic sheet is 
not only easier to work with , but it's considerably 

TRADEMARK 

safer as well. And once it's installed, acrylic is 
virtually unaffected by the weather, even after 15 
or more years of exposure. 

So when plans call for skylights or glazing of 
any kind, think cast acrylic sheet instead of 
ordinary glass. It's clearly superior. If you would 
like to learn more about USS Acrylic Sheet 
products, contact Don Bowman, at USS 
Chemicals, Division of United States Steel , 
7350 Empire Drive, Florence, Kentucky 41042. 
Phone (606) 283-1501. 

THINK OF IT 
AS AN ACRYLIC 
SYMBOL TOO. 

USS Chemicals . Division of United States Steel . 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 
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Architects Society of Ohio. Bay Village 
Library, Bay Village (above); Dalton· 
Dalton· Newport, Cleveland. Sited on a 
corner lot bounded by a school and an 
open park, the community facility was de
signed to blend with a residential neigh
borhood of mostly traditional houses. The 
flattened brick arches over windows and 
doors are repeated inside the library over 
openings that line a central corridor sepa
rating the main stack areas from support 
functions. Mechanical equipment on a 
flat, central roof area is screened from all 
directions by half trusses on the roof. 

Municipal Swimming Pool and Tennis 
Facility, Mentor (left). Wandel & 
Schnell, Columbus. The structures shown 
are concession and bathhouse buildings 
clustered in the center of the site. They 
are wood-frame, slab-on-grade construc
tion with stained wood siding. Surround
ing them are 50 and 25 meter pools, a 
diving well and spray and wading areas; 
four tennis courts; a basketball court, and 
a landscaped parking area. Mature trees 
on the site were saved to edge the tennis 
and basketball courts. 
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Tennessee Society of Architects. Vacation 
house, Bersheba Springs (above); Seab A. 
Tuck III, Nashville. A drawbridge and a 
crow's nest are two features of this leisure
time house for a large family. Sited on a 
wooded slope, the house sits on a concrete 
pedestal. Vertical concrete forms are lined 
on axis from drawbridge entrance through 
the central kitchen to a rear deck. The 
cross-axis wings comprise living spaces 
on the first floor and bedrooms above. 
The house is sheathed in tongue and 
groove western red cedar. Interior features 

for the children include a brass firepole, 
secret ladders and a basketball goal inte
grated with the balcony rail in the two
story living room , called the Great Hall. 
Gulf States Region and Arkansas Chapter. 
Commissary, Little Rock Air Force Base, 
Ark. (below ); Cromwell Truemper Levy 
Parker & Woodsmall , Little Rock. Day
lighting was an important design determi
nant in this 91 ,200-square-foot military 
grocery store. The roof of the shopping 
area incorporates north-facing clerestor
ies, and lighting fixtures are controlled by 

..., . ...,. J I 
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photoelectric cells and dimmers to aug
ment the natural source. Calculations in
dicate an annual saving of 2,800 kilowatt 
hours from daylighting. Other conserva
tion systems include heat reclamation from 
refrigeration equipment, circulation of 
spillover cold air from freezer cases and 
earth berms. The building skin is silver
colored porcelain enamel insulated panels; 
the column-free automobile entrance 
canopy (in photo) is spanned by a 200-
foot-long Pratt truss, which is expressed 
by fenestration . 







The Journal's 
ARCIIlTECTURAL 
DRAWINGS 
CONTEST 

Eligible: Registered architects and intern architects in 
U.S and Canada. Deadline for receipt of entries: July 9. 

Drawings must have as their purpose to communicate 
information about the design of a building or complex, be 

it real , projected or hypothetical. They can be color or 
black and white in any medium. Please send slides, 

transparencies or prints no larger than 8x10 inches to 
AIA JOURNAL, 1735 New York Ave. N .W., Washington, 

D.C. 20006. Please do not send originals. Each 
submission should have your name, address and 

telephone number on it and should be accompanied by 
a brief description of the subject matter. For further 

information, contact Lynn Nesmith at (202) 626-7477. 
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Florida Association. Shelley house, Do
rado, Puerto Rico (above); Thomas S. 
Marvel, F AIA, of Torres • Beauchamp • 
Marvel y Asociados, Hato Rey, Puerto 
Rico. Located in a coconut palm grove 
next to the Atlantic Ocean, this house de
rives its form and feeling from two sources, 
says the architect: the "hacienda" living 
style of the turn of the century, and the 
Prairie School-influenced architect An
tonin Nechodoma, who practiced in the 
Caribbean during that period. The plan is 
cruciform, with all of the circulation and 
principal spaces off the foyer. The center 
of the house is a covered terrace, two 
stories high. Construction is exposed rein
forced concrete with horizontal accents 
of glazed tile. 

Bouterse house, Coconut Grove (right); 
Bouterse Perez & Fabregas, Miami. Used 
as a professional's retreat and for enter
taining, this house on a lot only 50 feet 
wide fronts the end of a short canal lead
ing to Biscayne Bay. The side walls, eight 
feet from adjoining two-story houses, are 
unpenetrated but have irregular profiles 
to avoid heavy massing. Inside, sight lines 
arc strongly directional toward a view of 
the canal. Walls are whi.te, and there is 
free use of stucco, as well as tile, glass 
block and white plaster. 
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You don't need wings on your wing tips. Or vitamins in 
the water cooler. What you do need is MASTERSPEC"2. 

Available in both an Arch/Struc/Civil edition and a Mech/ 
Elec edition, this extraordinarily adaptable system can cut 
your firm's specification time in half. 

It contains hundreds of sections of comprehensive infor
mation on everything from formwork to finish hardware. It 
makes decisions easier by naming products and manufacturers. 
And since it's updated quarterly, you're always current on the 
latest technology and standards. 

With MASTERSPEC 2, you reduce raw research and 
cut-and-paste confusion. You eliminate costly duplication and 
overlaps. You avoid problems with contractors' substitutions, 
improve your legal liability position, and protect your profes
sional reputation. 

Unlike other systems, MASTERSPEC 2 offers diskettes 
that are compatible with virtually every type of text automa
tion. And at just $4 75, the Arch/Struc/Civil Basic Version could 
pay for itself the very first time you use it. 

Why not fill out our coupon and subscribe today. Or 
call Leonard Bain (AIA) toll-free at 800/424-5080 for more 

. show you how to take caret••• 
job wi out burning the midnight oil. 

I Cut Specification time in half with MASTERSPEC" 
I 0 I want to subscribe to MASTERSPEC 2. En-
1 closed is a .:.heck for $475, payable to PSAE Div, 

I AINSC, to cover the Atch/StrudCivil Basic 
Version. I'm also interested in information on 

I 0 Short Language Version 0 Narrowscope 
Version 0 Diskenes. 

I 0 I'm interested but not ready to subscribe. Please 
I send me a brochure on MASTERSPEC 2. 

'~~~~~~~~~-=-~---,,,,,....,..-~~~~~~ 
_a_:::_ame Title 

I Firm Number of employees 

I Address Phone number 

I City State Zip 

~ MASTERSPEC 2 
i,!1ail to: PSAE Div, AINSC, 1735 New York Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20006 -------------------
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Florida South Region. Miami Biltmore 
Complex, Coral Gables (left); Ferendino/ 
Grafton/ Spillis/ Candela, Coral Gables. 
This former hotel and country club was 
restored and adapted for use as a city 
museum/ art center/ restaurant/pro golf 
shop with the help of two U.S. Depart
ment of Commerce grants. Doors, win
dows, capitals, columns, rafters, gutters 
and moldings of the Beaux-Arts/ Medi
terranean '20s building were replaced or 
repaired to specifications in the original 
working drawings (original architect: 
Schultz & Weaver). 
Baton Rouge Chapter. Baton Rouge Bank 
& Trust Co. branch bank, Baton Rouge, 
(below); Bobbie B. Crump Jr.; AIA, 
Baton Rouge. The client wanted a visu
ally prominent building, so the architect 
sited it back from the street and increased 
its apparent size by painting its used brick 
exterior white, extending a courtyard wall 
and increasing the roof area. The court
yard expands the apparent size of the 
lobby, as do the raised ceiling and sky
lights. Interior materials include slate and 
tile flooring; walls of painted used brick, 
cypress paneling, vinyl coverings and 
ceramic tile, and acoustical tile and 
painted gypsum board ceilings. 
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In quali~ variety and availabili~ 
Ford Glass now offers the broadest monolithic line of 
solar control glass available with extensive heat 
reduction/light transmission options and coating colors 
to accent any architectural style. 

Sunglas HP Reflective 
Our newest high-performance reflective glass can b lock 
803 of the sun's heat and can also reduce conductive 
heat loss up to 203 compared to normal glazing. Sunglas 
HP Reflective is available in both high/low reflectance, 
with a choice of three coatings, four glass substrates and 
four light transmission options for a wide spectrum of 
color/performance choices. Sunglas HP Reflective is 
available in monolithic, insulating glass, spandrel, heat 
strengthened, tempered and annealed glass. Sunglas HP 
Reflective is destined to become the high-performance 
leader in solar control glass. 

Sunglas Reflective 
Our popular medium-performance solar control glass, 
Sunglas Reflective, is available in either Green or Bronze 
substrate and can block 653 of the sun's heat. Sunglas 
Reflective Green also lets in over 40% more natural 
daylight than its closest competitor. Sunglas Reflective 
with the coating glazed to the outside appears neutral 
silver. Sunglas Reflective Green and Bronze can be glazec 
with the coating inward to achieve a subtle emerald 
green or earth tone effect. Sunglas Reflective can be fielc 
cut and fabricated. It's the best choice in medium

performance reflective glass. 



solar control glass. 
esidential Sunglas 
mglas is America's first residential solar control glass that 
oks clear and works so well. It blocks up to 24 3 of the 
m's heat while having a high daylight transmission that 
duces the need for artificial lighting. Sunglas also costs 
ss than grey or bronze glasses and reduces harmful 
tra-violet rays that can cause fading in carpets and 
·aperies. Sunglas is the one solar control glass for looks, 
uformance and price. 

Nobody outglasses the Sunglas Line of 
Solar Control Glass 
For quality, variety, selection, availability, price and the 
Ford Glass ten-year coating warranty, nobody outglasses 
Ford. 

For more information or a detailed brochure of Ford 
Glass solar control products, call : 1-800-521-6346. 
(In Michigan, call collect: 313-568-2300.) 
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Georgia Association. The Roswell Facil
ity, Roswell (above); Heery & Heery, 
Atlanta. This is a complex of buildings 
for assembly and distribution of Herman 
Miller office furnishings. Completed so 
far are three buildings comprising about 
one-third of a projected one million 
square feet of production and office space 
on a 135-acre site. The production build
ings are of steel joists and joist girders 
with skin of insulated metal panels faced 
with clear anodized aluminum on the ex
terior and white baked enamel on the 
interior. Said the jury: "Skillful handling 
of high-tech imagery with a sensitive 
attention to detail." 

Spaces and Illusions exhibit, High Mu
seum of Art, Atlanta (right); Heery & 
Heery, Atlanta. A maze of spatial effects 
incorporates 30 or so pre-existing art
works to create a gallery of illusions de
signed to subliminally educate children 
about the uses of space in the everyday 
environment. The works shown demon
strate how various artists have depicted 
space . A model of the sequence of rooms 
ends the exhibit. 
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The problem is almost 
everyvvhere you look. Quality 
being replaced by design 
and manufacturing short
cuts . Shabby workmanship. 
Sacrifices in favor of the 
quick sole. 

At McGuire, we've always 
refused to go the easy route. 
If you're in business just to 
unload a product, you 'll wind 
up unloading customers too. 

That's why we've mode a 
new commitment to a very 
simple concept: value. It 

goes farther than producing 
a good product. It means 
responsiveness to your needs 
ofter the sole, as well as before. 

Simply stated, it's not our 
aim to be the biggest maker 
of loading dock equipment 
and traffic doors . Just the best. 
Compare McGuire ... ond we'll 
prove it. The McGuire Co., Inc., 
1 Hudson Avenue, Hudson, NY 
12534. Tel : 518-828-7652. 
Hydraulic & Mechanical 
Levelers • Traffic & Strip Doors · 
Seals & Shelters a subsidiary ol ,,, Overhead Door Corporation 
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Blue Ridge Chapter. Handley Library 
alterations and additions, Winchester, Va. 
(above); Smithey & Boynton , Roanoke, 
Va. , and Russell Bailey & Associates, 
Orange, Va. The architects were asked to 
design an addition whose exterior "com
plements rather than repeats" the style of 
Barney & Chapman's abundantly orna
mented 1908 Beaux-Arts library. The 
facade restates the old building's voids 
rather than its forms. Alterations to the 

old structure, li sted on the National Reg
ister of Historic Places, include renovation 
of the basement auditorium, enlargement 
of its stage and provision of a new lobby, 
as well as restoration of the copper dome 
and its stained glass inner dome. 

Midway Church of Christ, Tazewell, 
Va. (below) ; J. Robert Ferguson, AJA, 
Abingdon, Va. The focal point of the 
church is a 45-foot-high tower that can 
be seen from several miles away in every 

AIA Component Awards 

direction. Its high windows admit chang
ing plays of light into the choir and bap
tistry below. For its hilltop site, the con
gregation wanted a strong building free of 
traditional trappings. Because of the 
group's modest means, the architect had 
to economize on materials and use space 
to maximum advantage. One measure 
was natural ventilation aided by operable 
clerestories, accessible from a walkway 
built into the roof trusses. 
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Northern Virginia Chapter. Christ the 
Redeemer Parish Center, Sterling, Va. 
(above); Lawrence Cook, AIA, & Asso
ciates, Falls Church, Va. The architect 
chose what he calls a "bold, geometric 
form that says 'church,'" so that the build
ing's purpose is clear to auto passengers 
on the nearby highway. The three major 
rooms are arranged axially so that when 
partitions are removed the space can hold 
up to 700 people. Clerestory windows 
admit natural light into this area, and sky
lights provide light to other interior spaces. 
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For energy conservation earth berms are 
placed against exterior walls, and the 
north wall is buried. 
Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Chapter. 
Frances and Armand Hammer Audito
rium, Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washing
ton, D.C. (below); Francis D. Lethbridge 
& Associates, Washington, D.C. The hemi
cycle at the north end of the 1897 build
ing was originally a two-story sculpture 
studio. Early in the 1900s the space was 
changed into a studio at the upper level 
and a small auditorium at the lower level. 

The auditorium has recently been re
modeled as an area for lectures, small 
seminars and concert or chamber music 
performances. The floor was rebuilt to 
provide full, stepped-down, semicircular 
seating. The stage was redesigned as a 
focal point of the seating. The cove light
ing from the edge of the ceiling was re
moved, the ceiling was painted dark blue 
and has multipurpose downlights and 
stage projectors. A classical triple door 
motif was introduced on the rear stage 
wall, and the foyer was remodeled. 
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THI 
HORIZONTALLY 

Methodist Hospital Facilities Center, Indianapolis , Indiana Architect: Schmidt , Garden & Erikson Contractor: Tousley-Bixler Construction Co . 

Design in a new direction with 
the horizontal look froDt Robertson 

There's a new option for design 
flexibility from Robertson: 
Formawall® flat metal wall 
panels have been redesigned for 
horizontal use - in addition to 
traditional vertical installation. 

Now you can design horizontally 
in lengths up to 30 feet - in 24" 
to 30" -high modules - in our 
standard 2" thickness. Use our 
foam core insulated Formawall 

1000 and select from long-life 
stucco-embossed finishes such 
as Vitralume® (a superb por
celainized finish at new competi
tive prices), Versacor®, Durasil ® 
or PVF2. Or utilize Formawall 2000 
with a honeycomb core and baked 
enamel finishes - and choose 
smooth or stucco-embossed. 

In either case, you'll take ad
vantage of this latest Robertson 
innovation: we've eliminated the 
customary weather-exposed 
sealants at all horizontal joints, 
so we can now provide a bolder, 
deeper shadow line. 

The horizontal look: another new 
concept in walls from Robertson, 
designed to make your building 
come to life. 

For further details on horizontal 
or vertical Formawall applications, 
call or write H H Robertson 
Company, Department J-5, 400 
Holiday Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 
15220. Phone (41 2) 928-7522. 
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Formawall 1 OOOH 
2 " Thick 

Foam Core Panel 
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Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Chapter. 
House addition and remodeling, Wash
ington, D.C. (above); Hartman-Cox, 
Washington, D.C. The architect's intent 
was to blend the new with the old, a two
story stone, wood and stucco house. On 
the first floor the kitchen was extended 
and a new family room, porch and deck 
were added. The exterior rim of the fam
ily room is enclosed by glass panels, whose 
outline is repeated on a trellis outside the 
kitchen. The deck overlooks the new swim
ming pool. A bedroom and deck were 
added to the second floor. 
Potomac Valley Chapter. R. E. Ward 
Building II, Rockville, Md. (left); Donald 
N. Coupard & Associates, Rockville. 
The client requested a high profile con
temporary building that would appeal to 
"local high-technology corporations." 
The architect's design response for this 
107 ,000-square-foot speculative office 
building is a sleek structure of metal wall 
panels, whose front facade is embellished 
with semicircular windows framing a long, 
setback window. The building is fronted 
with a red metal railing, which marks the 
transition from the garden area to the 
building's entrance. A three-story atrium 
serves as the entry. 
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Baltimore Chapter. Struever Brothers & 
Eccles, Inc., offices, Baltimore (above); 
Cho, Wilks & Burns, Baltimore. A ware
house in the Mount Vernon District was 
renovated into 2,000-square-foot office 
space. The new offices were "developed 
as a sequence of events," in the architect's 
words, with the "more refined and con
servative" renovation on the Charles Street 
entrance to the "warehouse area" in the 
rear with exposed structure and ductwork. 
Light entering through skylights and win
dows on the north and east facades meet 
most of the lighting needs. 

Beachwood Place, Cleveland (left); 
RTKL Associates, Baltimore. Since the 
225,000-square-foot retail center is lo
cated next to a highly affluent residential 
community, the developer wanted a mall 
that was "rich and elegant." A sloping site 
allowed for entrances on two levels. The 
upper level with its low profile is designed 
to respond to the adjacent houses. The 
other facade relates to neighboring mid
rise apartment buildings and a highway. 
The sloped standing-seam metal roof 
screens the mechanical equipment. Inside, 
a succession of two-story courtyards leads 
to the two department stores. Each court 
is designed with a "character" of its own, 
and has fountains, sculpture benches, 
tropical plants and antique clocks. 



WITH Al.UCOBOND®MATERIAL. 
YOU CAN SHOW AND TELL AND TELL AND TELL. 

When you design with ALUCOBOND® Also. there is little waste of mate-
material. the result is a building you'll rial or man-hours at the job site. 
be proud to show off and eager to talk Because ALUCOBOND material can be 
about. Because Consolidated Alumi- fabricated to the exact specifications 
num·s ALU CO BOND material has of your job. 
benefits worth repeating. 
MEETING EVEN MILE-HIGH 
EXPECTATIONS. 

When architect James Grant 
looked atALUCOBOND material. 
he was attracted by its remark
able versatility. And he got to 
know it inside and out by using 
the material on both the interior 
and exterior surfaces of his One 
Denver Place. 

Look at the results. In its 
basic form. ALUCOBOND mate
rial is amazingly flat and virtu
ally eliminates the oil-canning 
problems that have troubled 
architects and designers for so 
long. Yet it can wrap around 
curves in sinuously graceful lines 
and accommodate mitered 
corners handsomely. 

This marvelous paradox 
results from the ease with which 
ALU CO BOND material can be 
formed. The material ·s form-
abi I ity gave the architect of One 
Denver Place design freedom in 
conforming to the building's 
contours. 
FLEXIBLE. LIGHT. AND 
TIGHT WITH YOUR MONEY. 

ALUCOBOND material's light 
weight and application flexibility 
combine for economical con
struction. Because each of these 
characteristics helps to reduce 
the number of man-hours 
needed to fabricate. deliver and 
apply the composite. 

So significant is the light weight 
advantage of ALUCOBOND material 
that the builders of One Denver Place 
needed very little in the way of mate
rials handling equipment. and erected 
the shell at a rate of one floor per day. 

But most important of all. the sur
face of the material is aluminum and 
provides any building with the non
corrosive. cosmetic. and value advan
tages that make aluminum the first 
choice in building panels. 

NOW. SOME COLD HARD FACTS. 
ALUCOBOND material is made of 

two thin sheets of aluminum with a 
thermoplastic core that has an 
exceptional bond strength. It can 

withstand envi ronmental 
temperature changes of - 55 
degrees to + 17 5 degrees F 
Its performance on the tunnel 
test for flame spread. smoke 
density and fuel contribution 
was practically flawless and its 
strength to weight ratio is 
impressive. 

Best of al I. you don't have 
to sacrifice choice for quality. 
ALUCOBON D material comes 
in six standard painted colors 
and an unlimited spectrum of 
custom colors plus four hand
some anodized finishes. Thick
nesses of three. four and six 
millimeters are available in 
widths of four and five feet 
and lengths of up to twenty
eight feet. 

ALUCOBOND material has a 
list of benefits as long as the 
list of satisfied architects. con
tractors and bui lding owners 
who have used it. 

To find out more about this 
material. made exclusively by 
Consolidated Aluminum. or to 
get the name of your distribu
tor. call National Sales and Mar
keting Manager Carla Lane at 
(314) 851-2346. 

Then put AL UCO BOND 
material to work on your 
next project. And you'll have 
a great deal to show and 
tell too. 

CONSOLIDATED 
ALUMINUM 
® 

11960 Westline Industrial Drive 
St. Louis. Missouri 63141 

One Denver Place. Denver. Colorado. Architects: K. T. M. and Assoc1dtes. Denver. Colorado: Abugov ard Sunderland. C.lgary. C.nada. 01stnbutor/Fabncator: RPS Architectural Systems. Sun Valley. C.hfom1a. 
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BAPTIST HOSPITAL 
FIGHTS THE HIGH COST OF MEDICAL CARE 

WITH WALLS OF SGFT 
Structural Glazed Facing Tile 

was the obvious choice for this high
traffic corridor at Baptist Hospital, 
Memphis. In-the-waif cost is com
petitive with that of less durable 
building materials, as this chart 
reveals :• 

Standard Size Face Brick $6.50 

Concrete Block with Epoxy Coating Up to $6.39 

Block Wall with Thin Ceramic Tile $6.40-$7.52 

Stark Structural Glazed FacinQ Tile $6.50 

Stark Structural Glazed Cost Cutter Tile rM $5.60 

One reason for its initial 
economy is that SGFT provides 
both wall and finished face in one 
unit. It reduces on-site labor 

Circle 100 011 i11forma1io11 card 

because it is installed in one step 
by one trade. 

But in-the-wall cost is only the 
beginning of the story. SGFT's kiln
fired body with ceramic glazed face 
gives it permanent color, makes it 
impervious, fireproof and easy to 
ma intain, virtually elim inating 
major maintenance costs for years 
to come. 

And now SGFT is available in 
the 8" x 8" size shown here for more 
design flexibility . 

In hospitals, schools, manu
facturing or food processing plants 
-wherever both initial and life
cycle cost savings are a considera-

lion-consider SGFT. The savings 
go in when the walls go up. 

For immediate product infor
mation, see Sweet's section 4.4/ St, 
or for complete cost comparison 
data, call or write Stark Ceram ics, 
Inc., P. 0 . Box 8880, Canton , OH 
44711. Call toll free 1-800-321-0662. 
In Ohio, call collect (216) 488-1211 . 
·per square foot in-the-wall cost for a 4" wall. This in
formation is copyrighted by Robert Snow Means Co ., 
Inc. It is reprod uced from Building Construction Cost 
Data 1982,with permission. SGFT cost is for the 
functional color group, 8" x 16" units. Stark Cost 
Cutter Tile cost is our best estimate using a com
parable scale. 
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Philadelphia Chapter. Renovation of the 
Philadelphia Bourse (above); H2L2 Ar
chitects/ Planners and Evantash Associ
ates, Philadelphia. Constructed in 1893 
as the city's commodities exchange, the 
building suffered neglect from the 1930s 
to the late '70s. In the renovation the orig
inal three-story central space was opened 
up into a 10-story enclosed atrium. The 
perimeter walls of the atrium were re
placed with a curtain wall system so that 
the surrounding offices could view the 
main floor level. A mezzanine was intro
duced to provide additional commercial 
space, and parts of the main floor were 
opened for stairs leading down to restau
rants and additional shops in the base
ment. Wrought-iron and marble stairs 
were retained from the original building. 
Pennsylvania Society of Architects. Fire 
Station No. 15, Scranton (left); Leung 
Hemmler Camayd, Scranton. The fire sta
tion received a new facade crowned by a 
parapet that echoes the roof line of sur
rounding buildings and decorated with a 
stylized Palladian arch and overscaled em
blem. Interior renovation included the 
addition of a bathroom and mechanical 
room on the ground level and reversing 
the location of the lounge and dormitory 
on the second floor so that the sleeping 
area is now in the rear. A kitchen is con
nected to the lounge, and bathroom and 
locker facilities are adjacent to the sleep
ing area. 
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Roof for roo{ 
sheeting is today's 



synthetic rubber 
solid investment. 

Single-ply synthetic rubber membrane roofing is 
only about 1/32" to 1/16" thick But it packs all the long-term 
protective power and service life a heavy, labor-intensive 
conventional roof can deliver. 

Experienced crews readily seam sheets to keep out 
water- and to conform to structural configurations and 
properly prepared substrates. The sheets handle easily and 
can be installed in marginal weather. And the potential hazards 
of on-site hot molten material and application are eliminated. 

Compared with conventional roofs, tough synthetic 
rubber roofing systems stay flexible in extreme cold and don't 
tum soft or sticky in extreme heat Because they are rubber, 
they stretch and return to shape. In fact, synthetic rubber 
roofing systems have withstood the test of time and weather
ing for over 20 years. And they are easy and inexpensive 
to maintain. 

Call 800-441-7111 for personal attention from a 
Du Pont Elastomers Expert You'll get prompt answers to your 
questions, plus FREE literature about NORDEL:- EPDM, 
HYPALON* and Neoprene. Or write Du Pont Company, 
Room 37822A, Wilmington, DE 19898. 
• Reg. U.S . Pat. [,TM Off. 

Circle I OJ 0 11 in format ion card 
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New Jersey Society. Milford Reservation 
Solar Conservation Center, Milford, Pa. 
(above); Kelbaugh & Lee, Princeton. The 
building, which serves as an educational 
environmental center for school children 
and adults, has a dining hall, dormitory 
facilities for 110 people, two classrooms, 
a library, lobby and offices. It is designed 
to be a "model of natural heating and 
conservation," in the architect's words. 
Seventy-five percent of the space and 
water heating needs will be provided by 
trombe walls, water walls, direct gain and 
hot water preheating. Night vents and 
berming are incorporated to eliminate 
the need for summer airconditioning. The 
style of the 16,000-square-foot building, 
which is located on a 1,600-acre site on 
the northeastern edge of the Pocono 
Mountains, is meant to evoke images of 
the farm buildings in the area. 
New Jersey Society and New York State 
Association. Schmidt residence, East 
Hampton, N.Y. (right); Ronald H. 
Schmidt, New York City. In this weekend 
beach house the guest bedroom, study 
and bath and the carport occupy the first 
floor; the kitchen, two-story living/dining 
room and a deck the second, and the 
master bedroom suite with b::i_throom, 
dressing room and deck, the third. The 
client requested an "optimum view" of 
Long Island Sound to the east and privacy 
from the surrounding buildings and a 
road to the south and west. Therefore, the 
eastern facade consists mainly of large 
windows, while openings are minimized 
on the three other sides. 
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Elk Prestique 240 is making ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles obsolete! Prestique 240 offers the advantages of 
a true laminated fiberglass shingle, with a rich look which will appeal to the style conscious homeowner, but 
at an installed price that's competitive with ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles. Prestique 240 installs quicker than 
asphalt shingles; they come 3-to-a-bundle for easy handling, and theres no vertical aligrunent. Theres less 
waste with 240; the cut-off from the rake edge can start the next course. The random-cut, three-dimensional 
style that makes Prestique 240 handsome, also makes it ideal for reroofing. It goes on over existing roofs 
beautifully. In fact, the rougher the surface, the better Prestique 240 looks! An exciting new 
product which will increase your sales and profit margins. Add our 25 year 
limited warranty and Class'~" rating for fire resistance, and its obvious! _ • ..ntl 
Prestique 240 is the new standard in roofing! ~ l.l"'io«!f 
Ennis, Tuxas, (214) 875-9611 • Stephens, Arkansas, (501) 786-5484 "I oll A ol(tl 
'l\Jsraloosa, Alabama, (zo.5) 758-2752 • Tumpe, Arizona, (60Zl 831-7399 'fflAf ~Rlfl~;;• 

PRESTIQUE 240 AM'~L~~ 
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Design A Floor You Can Be Proud of 
Year ••• After Year ••• After Year. 

Design inspired 
by Oriental Rug. 
Designer inspired 
by Summitville 
Quarry Tile. 

Quarry tile floors don't have to be plain and simple. 
Summitville offers you enough variety in ceramic 
quarry tile to make every floor a genuine original! 

Summitville quarry tile comes in six colors -
traditional red, warm golden tones and cool, 
classic neutrals. And in 6" x 6" x V2" squares or six 
other shapes, each with a character of its own. Add 
to that your options - random flashing and textured 
or abrasive surface. You can't get that kind of design 
flexibility in any roll-out floor covering! 

But design flexibility is only one of the advantages 
you get with Summitville's quarry tile. It's extruded to 
provide uniform density, strength and rugged perfor-

mance in high traffic areas. 
It won't dent, fade, rot, peel, 
blister, warp, splinter or burn. 
And it never needs sealing or 
waxing. 

Moreover, genuine ceramic quarry 
tile has excellent heat retention and is ideal for floors in 
passive solar energy systems. Best of all, life cycle 
cost comparisons show tfiat ceramic quarry tile costs 
less and is easier to maintain than other floor covering 
materials. 

The next time your plans call for a quarry tile floor, 
design an original that will make a lasting impression. 

Take a closer look at 

SummitVille 
Summitville Tiles Inc. • Summitville, Ohio 43962 

Member: Tile Council of America/Construction Products Manufacturers Council . lnc./CTDA 
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New York State Association. Usdan Cen
ter for the Creative & Performing Arts, 
Wheatley Heights, N.Y. (above); Johan
sen & Bhavnani, New York City. Located 
on 250 acres, the summer center has ap
proximately 50 buildings, most of which 
are stylized wood sheds. Four new build
ings were added: a chorus shed, multi
purpose building and twin art buildings 
(one is shown above). For the design of 
these buildings the architect chose a "mini
malist" design that uses light-weight, in
dustrial materials and finishes to " achieve 
a perceptual weightlessness, a demate
rialization akin to that achieved by clas
sical ballet," in the architect's words. 
Corrugated glass fiber canopies cover 
work spaces. In the chorus shed concrete 
drainage pipes are placed upended as 
sound diffusing screen walls. 
Eastern New York Chapter. Argus Build
ing, Albany (left); Einhorn Y affee Pre
scott Krouner, Albany. The project in
volved the renovation of three adjacent, 
five-story masonry structures in the city's 
historic district. To create a central en
trance, the middle building was designed 
as a five-story sky lit atrium with the orig
ing 1867 heavy timber and cast-iron struc
tural frame left intact. A glass-enclosed 
elevator was added. Because the three 
buildings are not in horizontal alignment, 
the elevator stops at nine different levels. 
On the exterior the only major change was 
the addition of a recessed glass wall ad
jacent to the atrium. The narrow service 
alley was transformed into a brick-paved 
pedestrian walkway. 
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Eastern New York Chapter. Albany 
County Airport Terminal , Colonie, N.Y. 
(left); Einhorn Yaffee Prescott Krouner, 
Albany. One of the central features in this 
57,000-square-foot terminal is a 176-
foot-long sky lit "solar court," which is 
designed to provide 40 percent of the 
lighting requirements and 20 percent of 
the heating needs. (The architect esti
mates the new terminal will use 75 per
cent less energy than the existing adjacent 
terminal that has a similar amount of space 
and was built in 1960.) The skylight has 
louvers that are controlled by a minicom
puter. It is supported by a masonry wall 
that is designed to collect and distribute 
solar heat throughout the building. 
Rochester Chapter. Gate's residence, Ro
chester (below); Macon/ Chaintreuil & 
Associates, Rochester. A two-story car
riage house with horse stalls and open 
storage areas on the ground floor and 
caretakers quarters on the second was 
renovated into a residence. The first floor 
consists of entry, dining room and two
story living room. French doors on either 
side of the centrally located fireplace lead 
to the rear yard. On the second floor is a 
den, which overlooks the living room, 
bedrooms and baths. The east wing con
tains a large kitchen with raised hearth 
fireplace for dining. 



LAST SUMMER'S 
MOST UNEXPECTED MARRIA(jE 

IN THE SALEM COURTHOUSE. 
Natural Textures 
andEndura 
Rubber Studded Tile. 
The new Courthouse, Salem, Massachusetts. 
A fascinating mix of architectural materials: 
rough brick, polished wood, glass, trees, 
light. And, since last summer, Endura rubber 
studded floor tiles. Endura Chosen by 
architects Whitman & Howard, Inc., of 
Wellesley, Massachusetts to replace the 
existing ceramic floor. 

Endura's beautiful of course. But not at 
the cost of safety. Endura's studded profile 
helps prevent slipping-even when the floor 
is sloppy with Salem's winter slush. 

And Endura comes dean quickly, re
leasing courthouse grime, cigarette debris
everything but stained reputations-with a 
minimum of effort. So this Endura floor will 
keep on looking great through years of trials. 

Endura rubber studded floor tile. Avail
able in a full range of standard and custom 
colors. Priced to reflect American needs. The 
only 3 dimensional rubber tile made in 
America that's engineered to meet or exceed 
the specifications of any similar European 
product. Endura rubber studded floor tile 

comes with a 5 year 
limited warranty 
backed by Ameri
can Biltrite-since 
I 908, a leader in 
the development 
of molded rubber 
products. 

Find out more. Write for our free 
brochure or call the Sweets Buyline 
(800-447-1980; in Illinois, 800-332-4410). 

enduro 
Division of American Biltrite Inc. 
22 Willow Street/ Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150 
(6175 884-1700/ Telex No. 949408 
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Rochester Chapter. St. Joseph's Park, 
Rochester (left); Handler/ Grosso, Ro
chester. The program called for the dem
olition of a burned-out church and resto
ration of its landmark tower. However, 
the architect proposed saving as much 
of the church's "context" as possible, and 
in the process created an urban park. 
Three facades of the church remain and 
are structurally tied together with con
crete. In the park are elements of the old 
church: a stair that acts as a stage, three 
stone pedestals that bear plaques telling 
the church's history and a fountain built 
of stones taken from it. 
Connecticut Society of Architects. County 
Federal Savings and Loan Association 
branch office, Stamford (below) ; Robert 
Page & Associates, Guilford. A concrete 
block gas station was adapted for the 
bank's branch office, which contains six 
teller stations, a manager's office, staff 
room, bathrooms and storage space. A 
9x60-foot area was added in the rear. The 
street facade was extended by four feet , 
which allowed for the addition of classi
cal columns and decoration. The columns 
are repeated on a smaller scale to mark 
the entrance. 
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Connecticut Society. Falls Mill, Norwich 
(above); Stephen B. Jacobs & Associates, 
New York City. Situated on the bank of 
the Yantic River at the base of Yantic 
Falls, the mill's major buildings date from 
1883 and are now the focus of an historic 
district. Approximately 120,000 square 
feet were renovated into 120 rental apart
ments. In the renovation, the old elements 
-masonry walls, heavy timber framing, 
four-inch thick plank floors and the win
dow fenestration-were retained and the 
new elements were carefully interfaced 
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with the old. The original dyeworks was 
redesigned as a recreation and social 
center, and adjacent buildings became 
a series of three-level town houses. At the 
center of the mill, the former power house 
now serves as a museum and office 
building. 

Submarine Base Training Facility Addi
tion, Groton (below); Hartford Design 
Group, Hartford. The 12,500-square-foot 
annex houses a simulated undersea attack 
center and training classrooms for officers 
and crew of nuclear-powered Trident sub-

marines. The Navy requested a window
less shed that would adjoin the plain red 
brick block. Instead, the architect intro
duced glass blocks coated on the exterior 
with solar-reflective bronze metallic oxide 
but clear on the interior to admit daylight. 
The blocks are intermixed with bricks of 
the same size. The addition is located on 
a steep western slope and is structurally 
independent of the existing building. It is 
cantilevered over an earth-filled concrete 
podium, which is anchored into the hill
side with rock bolts. 



Laminated Architectural Glass. 
To give this California condo 

the silent treatment. 

California's Title 25 sets tough standards for 
sound control. A code that's especially challenging 
for buildings like the Wilshire Manning Condomi
nium in Westwood. 

This luxury residential project demanded a 
sound design approach to quiet the din of traffic on 
Wilshire Boulevard. That's why C-D Investment 
Company, the building's architect and contractor, 
specified laminated architectural glass. 

Laminated glass starts with two or more sheets 
of glass. Sandwiched in-between is a thin film of 
Saflex® polyvinyl butyral interlayer by Monsanto. 
This interlayer damps sound vibrations from one 
glass face to the other. In this way, it acts as an 
excellent noise barrier over the entire sound fre
quency range. 

The fact is, tests demonstrate that laminated 
glass muffles noise more effectively than either air
-spaced or monolithic glass. 

Laminated glass will further add to the comfort 

Monsanto 

All glazing fo r t his proj ect handled by Fene t rol Corporation of Carson, Californ ia. 

of the residents due to its solar benefits. The color 
of the glazing is achieved through a bronze-tinted 
Saflex interlayer which reduces glare by allowing 
only 28% of visible light to pass through. Because 
it also screens ultraviolet and infrared energy, the 
laminate will help ease air conditioning loads, to 
account for significant energy savings. 

And as always with laminated glass, safety is 
part of the beauty. The Saflex interlayer functions 
as a shock absorber, to dissipate impact shock and 
resist penetration. Even though the glass itself 
may break, the fragments adhere to the interlayer, 
minimizing the danger of glass fallout. 

Find out more about laminated glass and why it 
is used in so many of today's most advanced build
ing designs. For complete information and a list 
of suppliers, write: Monsanto Plastics & Resins 
Company, Dept. 804, 800 North Lindbergh Blvd., 
St. Louis, MO. 63167. 

SAFLEX 
'l""' ""'""'" Monsanto 

® Trademark of Monsanto Company it'> Monsanto Company 1982 MPR-2-307 
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Connecticut Society and New England 
Regional Council. Woodbury Place condo
miniums, Woodbury, Conn. (left); Atelier 
Associates, Cheshire, Conn. For this small 
planned community of 24 houses located 
in an historic district, the local historic 
commission requested that the design 
harmonize with the colonial atmosphere 
of the area. The architect, wishing to avoid 
"pseudo-colonial" copies, derived most 
of the residences' details directly from 
buildings within Woodbury, but also bor
rowed more stylized details from the New 
England vernacular. To create a "street 
feeling" each house has street side mail
boxes, front walks and maple trees lining 
the street. 
New England Regional Council. Marketing 
Corporation of America corporate head
quarters, Westport, Conn. (below); Bruce 
Campbell Graham Associates, Westport. 
A 1900 warehouse was renovated 
and an addition made to it. The renova
tion involved sandblasting the brick walls 
and exposing the building's heavy wood 
joists. The ground floor of the warehouse 
was made into an arcade with a view of 
the river. The three-story annex is con
nected to the original warehouse with an 
atrium that is designed to repeat the ar
caded motif of the main building. Red 
brick, laminated wood beam spandrels 
and exposed wood decking of the new 
building complement those of the old. 
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Fineline Ceilings 
look even better when seen 

from the bottom line. 

Fineline TM is the attractive, afford
able alternative to concealed grid 
systems or conventional grid. It 
goes up like grid but reveals only 
the slightest trace to interrupt the 
ceiling plane. It looks like a mono
lithic ceiling yet costs little more 
than an ordinary grid ceiling . 

Looks better. 
You can look at Fineline two ways. 

You can get the monolithic look of a 
concealed grid ceiling (plus com
plete accessibility to the plenum) at 
substantial budget savings. 

Or you can upgrade from ordi
nary grid for a surprisingly small 
amount. 

Looks best. 
Fineline is available in flat white 
or flat white with a black reveal. 
You can specify %" or 3/4'' acoust
ical ceiling boards and achieve 
a variety of looks. All corners 
are mitered to give a "tailored " 
appearance to the ceiling. And 
Fineline's slotted profile accom
modates hanging signs, track 
lighting and demountable walls 
without disfiguring the grid . 

Costs less installed. 
Steel Fineline in 2' x 2' or 
30" x 30" patterns installs the 
same as ordinary grid . It accepts 
readily available lighting and air 
handling fixtures so you can 
choose from a wide variety of 
prices and styles. You get the 
look you want for less. 

Prove it to yourself. 
Consider a// the alternatives 
before you specify your next ceil
ing . Your Donn representative can 
help you compare the installed 
cost of Fineline with any other ceil 
ing system you 're considering . 

He will conduct the cei ling cost 
comparison in your office. Call 
Sweet's BUYLINE number for our 
nearest sales office, or consult 
Sweet's File 9.2/Do. No matter 
how you look at it , Fineline looks 
good . But it looks best when you 
see it from the bottom line. 

--------------------------We'd like to know more. 
Have the Donn representa
tive call for an appointment 
to compare Fineline with 
other ceiling options. 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 
( 

PHONE 

ZIP 

Dept.AIA 

--------------------------· 

DONN CORPORATION 
1 000 Crocker Road 
Westlake, Ohio 44145 
(216) 871-1000 

735 Fourth Line Rd . 
Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6L 587 
(416) 845-3883 

Donn makes sense. 
Circle 108 on information card 

Finel ine '" is a trademark of Donn , Incorporated 
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New England Regional Council. The 
School House, Boston (right); Graham 
Gund Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 
Ten classrooms on two levels of a former 
school have been redesigned as one- or 
two-bedroom apartment units. Living 
rooms at the corners allow double ex
posure through the large schoolhouse 
windows. Former wardrobe, stairway and 
hall spaces are master bedroom suites. On 
the ground floor are five more units, three 
with outdoor terraces. And in the attic 
area are six units with recessed outdoor 
decks. The design was the winner of a 
competition held by the City of Boston. 

Acumeter Laboratories, Marlborough, 
Mass. (below); Architectural Resources 
Cambridge, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. A 
manufacturing company of specialized 
industrial equipment is housed in this 
55,000-square-foot building. The use of 
masonry, sloped roofs and chimney-shaped 
"monitors" is meant to reflect the archi
tectural characteristics of a New England 
mill. The building steps back on both sides 
and is earth-bermed to reduce its bulk and 
conserve energy. The long monitors on 
the north and south facades admit natural 
light into the interior. Down the length 
of the south facade is a central crane for 
distribution of raw materials. The middle 
monitors house the mechanical system. 
There are skylights on the sloped corru
gated steel roof on the north side. 
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A/A Component Awards 

New England Regional Council. Brain
tree Station Complex, Braintree, Mass. 
(above); Parson Brinkerhoff Quade & 
Douglas, Inc., Boston. The complex, which 
is now the southern terminus of the Massa
chusetts Bay Transportation Authority's 
rapid transit red line, serves trains and 
buses and has a 1,200-car garage. To 
blend in with the surrounding residential 
buildings, the architect designed a low 
profile structure by locating the station 
lobby beneath the platform and setting 
the first floor of the four-level garage 
eight feet below grade. The garage and 
station lobby are linked by an aerial walk
way and a pedestrian passage through the 
canopied busway. 
Maine Chapter. Samoset Resort Inn, 
Rockport (left); The Maine Group, Rock
port. Located on a 235-acre site on Penob
scot Bay, the resort has a 150-room hotel 
with dining rooms, bars, lounges, meet
ing rooms, shops and kitchen; a sports 
center with indoor tennis courts, swim
ming pool and pro golf shop, and banquet 
and convention space for up to 600 peo
ple. The bedrooms are housed in four
story wings of prestressed lift slab con
crete construction. The two-story lodge, 
reception and dining area is built mainly 
of heavy timber salvaged from the Grand 
Trunk grain elevator in Portland, Me. 
The sports center consists of three inter
connecting rigid metal frame buildings. 
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We'll even prepare a photographic 
composite, like the one at the left, 
showing how a photographic image 
can enhance a room's decor and can 
help you make the sale. 

Follow through. A confirmation of 
your order, the prices and the 
production timetable will be sent to 
you the day your order is accepted. 
This will provide an opportunity to 
verify complete understanding of your 
needs and expectations. There are no 
surprises! 

An experienced coordinator will be 
assigned to your order and can 
provide continuous updates as it 
proceeds through the lab to 
installation or shipping. 

Delivery, when and where you need 
it. Considering a difficult design 
challenge right now? Meisel would 
like to help. Call us and tell us your 
needs. If it is physically possible, your 
deadline will be met. 

Installation. We offer installation of 
long lasting photomurals and 3M 
SCANAMURALS, applied directly 
to the walls of your jobsite, by 
Meisel's own professionals. 

Custom photographs. We'll help you 
select from the thousands of original 
photographs in our library. They'll be 
produced and sized to your exact 
specifications, from a small framed 
image up to the full dimensions of 
any wall. 

Many of our photographs are in 
coordinated collections, making 
groupings easy to select for a single 
room or for your entire jobsite. 

A written guarantee, plus a 5-year 
limited warranty on all prints, murals 
and installations is yours with every 
order. Meisel has a 25-year reputation 
for customer satisfaction and we 
won't quit until you are pleased. 

Nationwide representation. Help is 
there when and where you need it 
with a network of talented 
representatives and showrooms 
throughout the nation. 

Call us today and explore with us 
how Meisel Photographic Design can 
meet your special needs. Call collect 
and ask for the General Manager, 
Photographic Design Division, at 
(214) 350-6681, or write for 
literature to: Meisel, P.O. Box 
222002, Dallas, TX 75222. 
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BOOKS 

The Year's Architectural (and Related) Titles 
The major books of importance to archi
tects and the profession published since 
last year's edition of this annual review 
are here summarized by JOURNAL Senior 
Editor Mary E. Osman.-Ed. 

If letters to the editor are any indication, 
certainly the most explosive book con
cerned with architecture to be published 
over the last year or so is Tom Wolfe's 
controversial bestseller From Bauhaus to 
Our House (Farrar, Strauss, Giroux). 
British critic Godfrey Barker in The Con
noisseur (Jan. '82) said that review of 
Wolfe's diatribe would be avoided by 
architectural magazines. "It will be dis
missed as inexpert and unscholarly, as a 
rude intrusion upon the privacy of the 
profession, and as offering no new depar
tures .... "Barker continued, saying that 
if architecture is "to ever escape its sub
servience since the 1930s to the Bauhaus
derived International Style, this is the sort 
of book to give a decisive elbow to 
American sensibility." 

But Barker was wrong. This magazine 
devoted its entire books section in Decem
ber 1981 (page 72) to a review, by 
George Nelson, FAIA, of Wolfe's work. 
"The book," said Nelson, "which is being 
passed off as a history of architecture, is 
deliberately mendacious and empty of 
content. The only reason for discussing it 
is not the book itself, but the general pol
lution it brings to the intellectual environ
ment." Letters to the editor poured in, 
the book (or its caustic review) evoking 
more letters than any other single topic in 
a year's time. Some architects praised 
Nelson for his forthright comments, but 
others took him to task, more or less. Said 
one letter writer: "Whether an architect 
agrees with Tom Wolfe's rhetoric is not so 
important as the fact that we architects 
are being placed on public view, warts 
and all." And another wrote that the book 
"was a kick in the groin richly deserved," 
and yet another asked, "Are we right to 
think that architects should be judged 
only by architects and not by the general 
public?" 

That general public had the opportunity 
to consider the work of some contempo-
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House in Westchester County by Robert 
A.M. Stern and John S. Hagmann, 1976. 

rary architects (all of whom do not design 
glass boxes) in the publication recently 
of such works as Robert A. M. Stern 
1965-1980: Towards a Modern Architec
ture after Modernism, edited by Peter 
Arnell (Rizzoli)); Seven Stones: A Por
trait of Arthur Erickson, Architect, by 
Edith Iglauer (University of Washington 
Press); Michael Graves 1966-1980, ed
ited by Karen Wheeler and Peter Arnell 
(Rizzoli); John Andrews: Architecture, 
a Performing Art, by Jennifer Taylor and 
John Andrews (Oxford University Press), 
and Paul Rudolph: Architectural Draw
ings, by Yukio Futugawa (Architectural 
Book Publishing Co.). 

And Frank Lloyd Wright never ceases 
to intrigue both the general public and 
architects. Recently published is a hand
some collection of photographs of 
Wright's work in the book Frank Lloyd 
Wright, by Thomas A. Heinz (St. Martin's 
Press). There are also Frank Lloyd 
Wright: Three Quarters of a Century of 
Drawings (Horizon Press); Paul R. and 
Jean S. Hanna's Frank Lloyd Wright's 
Hannq,House: The Clients' Report (MIT 

Press), called to the attention of our 
readers by Donald Canty (Nov. '81, page 
64); Writings on Wright: Selected Com
ment on Frank Lloyd Wright, edited by 
H. Allen Brooks (MIT Press)), and even 
a novel-The Architect, by Meyer Levin 
(Simon & Schuster). 

Our women readers, and perhaps some 
perceptive males, are bound to be pleased 
with recent offerings that extol women 
architects. There is Hearst Castle: San 
Simeon, by Thomas R. Aidala (Hudson 
Hills Press), a handsome book that gives 
proper credit to Julia Morgan, the archi
tect of this famous California landmark. 
Reviewer Sara Holmes Boutelle, author of 
a forthcoming book on Julia Morgan, said 
that this view of San Simeon "as a work 
of art and architectural museum makes 
earlier books about the place seem trivial 
in intent and in effect" (Feb. '82, page 
82). Boutelle also praised Virginia L. 
Grattan's Mary Coulter: Builder upon the 
Red Earth (Northland Press), saying that 
the book "brought to life a talented, 
quirky architect whose work [at the Grand 
Canyon especially] deserves recognition" 
(June '81, page 58). The Fair Women, 
by Jeanne M. Weimann (Academy) paid 
tribute to the 21-year-old architect of the 
Woman's Building at the World's Colum
bian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago. 
Sophia Hayden, first woman graduate in 
the four-year architecture course at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
won a competition for the building's de
sign, although she had never constructed 
a building (Oct. '81, page 84). Also soon 
to be reviewed in this magazine is Doris 
Cole's book entitled Eleanor Raymond, 
Architect (Art Alliance Press). More 
general is Dolores Hayden's The Grand 
Domestic Revolution: A History of Fem
inist Designs for American Homes, Neigh
borhoods and Cities (MIT Press). Paul 
Goldberger in the New York Times Book 
Review said that feminists would want to 
read this book, but "it is perhaps more 
important that planners and architects, 
feminist or not, read it. The issues are 
ones that architecture, that permanent 
mirror of our values, often chooses to 
ignore." continued on page 316 
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Books from page 314 
Regardless of all the hullabaloo caused 

by Tom Wolfe, mentioned earlier, who 
thinks that the mirrored values of the In
ternational Style reveal an intellectual en
slavement to Bauhaus immigrants, some 
may question whether his book is seminal. 
A book recently published in paperback 
by Princeton University Press that has 
stood the test of time is Henry Adams' 
Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres. "As 
fresh today as when it was first written," 
said our reviewer Frederick Gutheim, 
Hon. AIA. He called the book, first pub
lished in 1913, "a work of genius and a 
testament of faith" (March '82, page 107). 

Among other recent books that will 
surely endure will be the four volumes en-
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titled Le Corbusi er Sketchbooks (MIT 
Press). The first volume, reviewed here by 
AIA gold medalist Josep Lluis Sert, 
FAIA (Sept. '81, page 67), was justly 
termed a work "of primary importance to 
an understanding of Le Corbusier as a per
son." This view was echoed by Philip John
son, F AIA, who is quoted by the publisher 
as saying that the issuing of the sketch
books is "perhaps the most important doc
umentation to date of anything to do with 
the modern movement. " The first two vol
umes, now available, also qualify as being 
among the more beautiful books of recent 
times, for Le Corbusier was a consummate 
artist, and his sketches are handsomely 
and faithfully reproduced. 

One can detect continuing special in-
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terests by recently published books, such 
as those that make reassessments of archi
tects of another era, perhaps resulting, at 
least in part, from earlier concerns with 
postmodern ism. A major London exhibi
tion at the Hayward Gallery and several 
books on the work of Sir Edwin Lutyens 
( 1869-1944) concern an architect whose 
designs are now being praised anew for 
their "genuine monumentality. " Among 
the books are Roderick Gradidge's Edwin 
Lutyens, Architect Laureate (Allen & 
Un win) and Robert Grant Irving's Indian 
Summer: Lutyens, Baker and Imperial 
Delhi (Yale University Press). An un
signed review in The New Yorker maga
zine of April 19 called the latter book 
"first-rate architectural history," describ
ing how Lutyens and Herbert Baker 
fought "bloodless battles" over the plan
ning and construction of New Delhi. "The 
book's excellent illustrations show the 
resemblances between New Delhi and 
Washington," the reviewer said, " and the 
text explains that both derive from the 
same city planning concepts." 

Not only are personages being reas
sessed, but past architectural periods as 
well. Victorian architecture, for example, 
has been re-examined recently. There is 
the scholarly but most readable treatise 
on the great church builder William Bur
ges, ably treated by J. Mordaunt Crook 
in William Burges and the High Victorian 
Dream (University of Chicago Press) . 
One reviewer called Burges "an architec
tural Oscar Wilde," a man who hunted 
rats, lolled in Turkish baths, sought out 
ladies of the evening (and opium) and 
gave interviews with his parrot on his 
shoulder. Also, there is Victorian and 
Edwardian Town Halls, by Colin Cun
ningham (Routledge & Kegan Paul), a 
handsome book. Earlier publications en
titled Dream Houses: The Edwardian 
Ideal, by Roderick Gradidge (Braziller) 
and Utopian Craftsman: The Arts and 
Crafts Movement from the Cotswolds to 
Chicago, by Lionel Lambourne (Pere
grine Smith), were reviewed jointly in 
these pages by Reed Benhamou (Aug. '81, 
page 62), who said that neither author 
explains "why the Victorian period should 
be as rich in artistic exploration as it was 
in technical experimentation." Yet another 
recent Victorian treatise is John Ruskin's 
Stones of Venice in a new edition pre
sided over by Jan Morris (Little, Brown). 
Although beautifully presented, the book 
has been criticized for its omissions. God
frey Barker (The Connoisseur, Oct. '81) 
said that Morris's "idea of editing is to 
put the pencil at random through Ruskin's 
text, through sections, paragraphs and 
parts of sentences .. .. "Our own critic in 
a yet unpublished review expressed per
sonal disappointment in this "coffee table 
book," even though edited by a prominent 
writer. continued on page 319 



Shand, Morahan & Company has become 
synonymous with the finest professional 
liability insurance for architects and 
engineers available anywhere. 

For over a decade we have constantly 
perfected this coverage to keep it fully 
responsive to the latest needs and 
conditions of the industry. Today, our 
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Books from page 316 
Nor have publishers neglected Ameri

can architecture. The AIA JOURNAL'S 
Annual of American Architecture was 
published in hard cover for the second 
year. A truly impressive accumulation of 
information was offered in Historic Amer
ican Buildings, edited by apparently in
defatigable David G . DeLong (Garland), 
eventually to be in 100 volumes. Con
taining the Historic American Survey 
drawings, the volumes comprise, said 
Stanley Abercrombie, AIA (July '81, 
page 7 6), "the most thorough and the 
most reliable record of our architectural 
past." Another book, which Frederick 
Gutheim called "high-class architectural 
journalism" (Jan. '82, page 79), is Three 
Centuries of Notable American Archi
tects, by Joseph J . Thorndike Jr. (Ameri
can Heritage Publishing Co.) A three
volume set by G. E. Kidder-Smith, FAIA, 
in association with the Museum of Mod
ern Art in New York City, is entitled The 
Architecture of the United States (Anchor 
Press/ Doubleday). This work is a sophis
ticated and handsomely illustrated guide 
to notable buildings open to the public. 
American Architecture, 1607-1976, by 
Marcus Whiffen and Frederick Koeper 
(MIT Press)) was praised by our re
viewer Upton Dell for the effort of the 
authors to "include buildings other than 

the hackneyed examples that appear in 
nearly every survey of American archi
tecture," bu t he deplored its lack of a 
sense of history (Nov. '81, page 70). And 
if a little fudging on our time span by a 
few months is permi tted, one would surely 
refer to the impressively comprehensive 
and most readable Encyclopedia of Amer
ican Architecture, by W. Dudley H unt, 
FAIA (McGraw-H ill , 1980). 

R ecent books on building types do not 
vary considerably from those published 
in prior yea rs. They embrace the gam ut of 
architecture-from Paul Goldberger's 
The Skyscraper (Knopf) to American 
Stables: An Architectural Tour, by Julius 
Trousdale Sadler Jr. and Jacquelin D. J . 
Sadler (New York Graphic Society). Our 
reviewer Wolf von Eckardt, H on. AIA, 
doesn 't care much for skyscrapers, calling 
them "reckless destroyers of civilized 
urbanity" (M arch '82, page 102), but 
Goldberger's book is worth reading. T he 
book on stables, also liberally illustrated, 
contains "echoes of an era that is happily 
not completely bygone," as the publisher 
said. Among the many other books on 
build ing types are A merican Shelter: A n 
Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American 
Home, by Lester Walker (Viking); A mer
ican Picture Palaces: An A rchitecture of 
Fantasy, by David Naylor (Van Nostrand 
Reinhold ); Bookstore Planning and De-

® 
ENTARAMA 

sign, by Ken White (McGraw-Hill), and 
New Shops: 52 International Examples of 
Design and Construction, by Karl and 
Eva Mang (Architectural Book Publish
ing Co.). There are books for both archi
tect and layman. 

Anyone familiar with architectural 
books can often discern by their subject 
matter over a specified time the directions 
of movement in the profession. The books 
are a means of determining what is of dom
inant concern (or, at least, what publish
ers believe are the issues of priority) . New 
trends seem bard to discern in books pub
lished over the past year or so, perhaps 
because the architect's overriding con
cern in these days of an erratic economy 
is simply to make a living. This is not to 
say that publishers of books who tell the 
architect how to practice architecture 
have let him down, for such books appear 
as regularly as the sun comes up, but 
seem too all-encompassing to ascertain 
any directions of flow. Publishers of such 
practical treatises might take note, how
ever. When a practicing architect, who 
seems typical, was asked what profes
sional books published in the last year 
had been important to him, he replied, 
with a certain amount of emphasis, "They 
haven't been written yet." 

At any rate, several years ago, one 
continued on page 320 
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Books from page 319 
could discern in published books three 
themes. Books on solar energy flooded 
the market, and then came the more phil
osophical interest in postmodernism, both 
preceded and succeeded by books on 
adaptive use and rehabilitation . One sees 
in more recent books still strong reflec
tions of concern for energy conservation, 
new uses for old buildings and, as always, 
the historical aspects of architecture. 
Books on solar architecture still appear, 
with some of the more lasting older books 
now updated with new editions. New and 
innovative books on the subject are pub
lished also. An outstanding recent one is 
Ralph Knowles' Sun Rhythm Form (MIT 
Press) , in which he develops the concept 

of the "solar envelope," where sites and 
buildings are in harmony with the sun . 

Despite the arbitrary decision not to 
include in this recap mention of the hun
dreds of books that have been published 
recently dealing with the practice of archi
tecture, one cannot fail to call attention to 
the work that was the lead review in last 
year's mid-May issue (page 359). The re
view concerned the seventh edition of 
Architectural Graphic Standards, pre
pared by AIA under the direction of 
Robert T. Packard, AIA (Wiley). Harold 
D. Hauf, AJA, our reviewer, called the 
seventh edition a "splendid successor to 
the earlier editions that have served the 
design professions and the building in
dustry so effectively for nearly 50 years." 
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This book is clearly a must for any archi
tectural office, whether trends are dis
cerned or not. 

And, finally, we go back to the cynical 
architect mentioned earlier. He said no 
summary of books of an architectural 
nature could fail to include two tools that 
have made his life happier, saving him 
time, hence, money. They are not actually 
books, but are portfolios, with explanatory 
booklets and pictorial, two-sided "selec
tors" equipped with rotary dials to give 
the user thousands of pieces of research 
information on designing for the human 
body in a few minutes' time. Human scale 
4/ 5/ 6 and Humanscale 7 / 8/ 9, successors 
to Humanscale 1/ 2/ 3 (MIT Press), by 
Niels Diffrient, Alvin R. Tilley and David 
Harmon, are designed by Henry Dreyfuss 
Associates. 

The postman is at the door with even 
more books as this writer switches off the 
typewriter. Who knows? Some of them 
may be, in all likelihood, trend-setters, 
confidently pointing the direction of the 
future. D 

The following reviews begin another year 
of our regular coverage of books about 
architecture and related subjects.-Ed. 

Essays in Architectural Criticism: Modern 
Architecture and Historical Change. Alan 
Colquhoun. Preface by Kenneth Framp
ton. (MIT Press, $30.) 

This book is a collection of previously 
published articles that deal, for the most 
part, with esthetics and architectural 
theory. Written in a philosophic language 
that may be unfamiliar to many, the work 
could be described in one word: esoteric. 
Simply stated, Colquhoun's book suffers 
from a lack of comprehensibility as a re
sult of its insufficiently defined termin
ology. 

The most troublesome cause of such 
ambiguity is the failure on the part of both 
Colquhoun and Kenneth Frampton to 
distinguish modern architecture from the 
modern movement, terms which they use 
interchangeably. Modern architecture is 
rightfully a product of the Industrial Rev
olution, emerging in the 1890s and con
tinuing to this day, despite claims of the 
arrival of the postmodern era. It has been 
and continues to be a wildly complex and 
contradictory period. Set against the 
larger background of modern architec
ture, the modern movement is best limited 
to the artistic impetus of the Bauhaus and 
its leaders, generally known as the Inter
national Style, which today would have to 
be seen as essentially dissipated. Certain
ly, not all modern architects were/ are a 
part of the modern movement. 

Colquhoun correctly describes the 
modern movement as "a stylistic prefer

continued on page 322 
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Books from page 320 
ence, a particular taste, a set of meanings 
binding together a certain group of archi
tects at a certain time," neglecting to note 
which architects and at what time. At the 
same time, he makes such sweeping claims 
in the name of modern architecture that 
he implies a more unified era than history 
reveals it to be. 

The lack of distinction between mod
ern architecture and the modern move
ment exemplifies that fundamental prob
lem of terminology in the essays. Colqu
houn uses many terms and defines few of 
them. He does not explain the difference 
between a general semiotic system and a 
figural metalanguage, nor does he speci
fically define pluralism, except to say that 
it is not eclecticism, and the reader is left 
on his own to find a meaning for instru
mentalism, though someone has suggested 
decorating with clarinets. Nothing is 
gained by discussing eclecticism versus 
functionalism (terms not easy to define 
in themselves) under the new headings of 
synchronic versus diachronic relativism, 
unless the new terms can be shown to 
bring additional insight to standing prob
lems. Critics and historians are prone to 
invent terms that gain popular usage and 
yet are never sufficiently defined. Re
placing old terms with new ones only adds 
another layer of confusion. 

Colquhoun concentrates on the work 
of Le Corbusier and Michael Graves to 
the exclusion of others who should right
fully be covered under the broad title of 
this book. It seems odd that in 20 years 
of articles dealing with modern architec
ture and historical change that the name 
of Mies van der Rohe should be men
tioned but nine times, without any assess
ment of his substantial contributions. It 
also seems unlikely that historians will 
accept Colquhoun's three-page dismissal 
of Al var Aalto for failing to equate func
tionalism with rationalism and following 
Heraclitean rather than Platonic ideals, 
an essay that Colquhoun ends with the 
remark that "a consideration of the work 
of the greatest exponent of 'expressive 
function' in the modern movement inevi
tably leads us to question some of the 
basic tenets of the functionalism to which 
he was committed." An inquiry that Col
quhoun declines to lead. William H. 
Schallenberg, Washington, D.C. 

Structural Systems. Henry J. Cowan and 
Forrest Wilson. (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
$24.95 hardbound, $16.95 paperbound.) 

It has been estimated that in an ordi
nary building there are more than one 
quarter of a million possible choices re
garding the selection of materials and 
structure and the way they are assembled 
together. Out of the vast number, design
ers must select a mere handful as being 
the best for a particular building. This is 

no easy task, especially for students of 
architecture or engineering. It is for this 
reason that this book, coauthored by two 
well known veteran educators and writers 
in the field, serves an important need. 
Although several other books are avail
able on this subject, this version does con
tain some distinguishing features. 

Before these special features are de
scribed, however, the general contents of 
the 25 6 pages should be noted. In part 
one-under the heading of Principles
loads, forces, structural materials, safety 
factors and the technical problems of 
spanning distances are discussed. Part 
two, on Preliminary Structural Design, 
represents most of the book's contents. 
Here there are explanations of beams, 
slabs, tension members, compression 
members, trusses, portal frames, arches, 
multistory structures, long span structures 
of many types and foundations and dis
cussions of how structures are influenced 
by such factors as cost and energy. The 
book concludes with a useful list of refer
ences for further study and a glossary of 
technical terms used in structures. 
Throughout the volume, world descrip
tions, explanations and comparisons are 
intermixed with numerous line drawings 
and simple mathematical analysis-with 
the material so organized that the mathe
matics may be bypassed without loss of 
general understanding. 

Now, back to the book's distinguishing 
features. Even at a quick glance no one 
can fail to note the amusing drawings 
originating from the pen of Forrest Wilson, 
where stylized birds, rams, monkeys, cats, 
dogs, rabbits, elephants, hippopotami and 
even people cavort across the pages, de
picting various kinds of forces or struc
tures. In places, these caricatures seem a 
bit silly in literature intended for adults, 
but they do make the graphics memorable 
-and perhaps that is their real purpose. 

Of a more serious nature, a feature 
rarely found in books addressed to archi
tectural students is that of foundations. 
Although of critical importance in a build
ing, foundations are often ignored by au
thors and students alike, possibly mis
judging that out of sight is out of worth. 
Connections between structural compo
nents also often fall into this void, but 
Cowan and Wilson include this subject, 
rectifying the situation. Still a third con
cern, that of cost, generally downplayed 
in books intended for students, is not 
overlooked. Finally, to prepare students 
for the shock to come, dimension, force 
and stress units are presented in the metric 
language called SI, along with commonly 
used American units. Despite complaints 
about the SI system from many in the 
profession, young students facing the fu
ture must become knowledgeable in this 
international vocabulary. 

continued on page 328 
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"We couldn't 
decide on what to buy, 

so this is for you. 
For one of your little dreams, 

or part of a big dream." 

Breaking the deadlock. 
~~1 think an expensive piece ofje\\·eln is thl' only\\ a\ to 

go," said Bonnie '.\1 urray. There was a small outbreak 
of moans. 

"Look, we've !wen over this a million times and we 
can't agree on an) thing. I think we ought to quit arguing and 
bm her that United States Savings Bond," D01is Rapp said in a 
voice horde1ing on anger. 

It was the third nwetin_g of the "Gift for Hattie \\"alkcr 
Cornrnittel'." Hattie had been in charge of all the sccrl'tarit» 
and oHlce workers at the cmn1xmv for over ten vears. \Jmv 
she and her husband were moving to a small town to nm 
thl'ir own business. 

The night before the meeting, Bdh '.\liller had said to 
her next-door neighbor, "Hattie is really amazing. T('n \l'ars 
on a job like that and e\e1-v01w still lows her. \\"c\·e collected 
on'r 8500 for her going-mrny gift. $.500. i1nagine! Course \\r'll 
11ecer l)(' able to clecidt' what to hm \\·ith it. 

And it was hehinning to look as though Beth \\as right. 
The cmnmittee had considered 42 separate sug_gestions and 
was hopelessly deadlocked. 

Grace Brown, a close fiieml of Hattie, rose to speak."] 
agree with Doris. With that S.5(XJ \H' can give her a $l(X)0 Bond 
and she can do whatPv<'r she wants with it. Sa\·p it. or spl'nd it 
on a watch or. .. or. .. " 

"Or a Hawaiian vacation," shouted Ann Tavlor. "Or 
some fancy luggage," piped up Beth i\liller. · 

In a second, evpnune was shouting out alte111ativt' uses 
for the Bond. · 

Dmis Rapp held up her hands for silence. ''Hey, hey. 

t'Vl'ryhodv ... we all agree at lust ... it's a ll.S. Savings Bond." 
Applause drowned out the rest. 

Thl' lunch was held at La S01ta. It took m·er the entire 
restanrant and it still was crowded. 

Grace presented Hattie with a hmny card and 
everyone laughed. The11 sht' handed her the SHXXJ Hond and 
said. "\\"e couldn't decide on 1clwt to hm, so this i.s f(ir \011. 

For onl' ohuur little clrl'ams or part ofa hig dream." 
Hattie took the Bond and looked at it with relil'f "Last 

Wl'l'k I found a sheet of paper someonl' ll'ft on ti}(' copier," .she 
said. "It\\ as a list of42 difkwnt gift suggestions. Evl'rything 
from a Hawaiian \·acation to fancy l11ggage. I didn't 11rnler.sta11d 
\\'hat it was at the time. :\o\\', all I can say is I'm so g/ud von 
decided on the Bond." 

As the crowd chl'ercd, she kissed Grace 011 the clwck 
and smiled a hig smile. Then she sat dow11 and burst into tears. 

U.S. Savings Bonds make a perfect gift. They fit everyone. 
They're indestructible. And they cost only half the face ualUR. 

~~ S'J' .... 
~~~~ 

Tak~-~ e--...;; 
. StOCK ~Gs \\o 

in America. 
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Books from page 322 
This reviewer, a professor of structure 

for many years, perhaps can do no better 
in expressing his opinion of this book 
than by noting his own action of ordering 
this text for his students in introductory 
structures and making it required reading. 
William Zuk, Professor of Architecture, 
Director of Architectural Technology, 
School of Architecture, University of 
Virginia. 

The Avant-Garde in Print. Edited by Ar
thur A. Cohen and Elaine Lustig Cohen. 
Text by Arthur A. Cohen. (AGP Mat
thews, Inc., each portfolio $30, complete 
set $200.) 

The avant-garde movements of the early 
20th century virtually transformed graphic 
design from a fairly fussy and timid art 
form into a defiant and often propagandis
tic one. As Arthur A. Cohen, essayist, 
critic and theologian, writes, "Virtually 
all of the master designers of the avant
garde believed that design was in the van
guard of the future-a utopian future in 
which their art was the instrument of clari
fication and persuasion." 

The first five in this series of portfolios, 
each 11 %x121h inches, documents the 
graphic art of futurism, Lissitsky, Dada, 
the Bauhaus and Russian constructivism. 
Each portfolio contains 10 prints, many 

are reproduced in original size, all are on 
a specially manufactured heavyweight 
paper. Accompanying each group of re
productions are a six-page catalog, a brief 
essay and detailed captions to identify and 
describe each image plus its development 
and place it in historical context. The first 
set of portfolios is printed in an edition of 
2,300; 200 collectors sets are also avail
able ( $200), boxed, numbered and signed 
by the editors. George Sadek, director for 
design and typography at The Cooper Un
ion, has written about The Avant-Garde 
in Print, "Its publication is a timely and 
much needed reminder of the achieve
ments, and, especially, the hopes of the 
pioneers of the modern movement. The 
scholarship and perceptive eyes of the 
editors are self-evident." 

A Guide to Professional Architectural and 
Industrial Scale Model Building. Graham 
Day Pattinson. (Prentice-Hall, $36.95.) 

Although this book is intended primar
ily as a comprehensive guide for the per
son who practices as independent contrac
tor in architectural and industrial scale 
model building, it will be useful also for 
the architect for its practical information 
about model making. It covers an array 
of considerations in model building: chro
matics, texture, lighting, scale, interiors, 
landscaping, accessories. It also deals with 

subjects of particular interest to the model 
maker: materials and supplies, tools, time 
estimates, contracts, advertising, client re
lations. There are many helpful hints, such 
as the use of aerial photography back
grounds, tree construction, water contain
ment, columnar and arched structures. 

Studies in Art, Architecture and Design: 
Victorian and After. Nikolaus Pevsner. 
(Princeton University Press, $15.) 

This is the first paperback edition of 
Pevsner's collected essays on Victorian 
and 20th century themes, published in 
1968. Although "much has happened to 
both attitudes and architecture" in the 
intervening years, says the publisher, no 
attempt has been made to change the 
essays because "they are now valued as 
pioneering works in their own right." 

The essays, originally published as arti
cles in various scholarly journals, are 
divided into two parts: those concerned 
with Victorian art and architecture and 
those dealing with the 20th century. 
Among the studies in the book's first sec
tion are discussions of Mackmurdo, Voy
sey, Mackintosh and Walton. Essays in 
the second section concern, among other 
matters, an article on "The Return of 
Historicism" and Pevsner's address at the 
opening of Yale's school of art and archi
tecture in 1963. D 
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The American Institute of Architects introduces an 
Unusual Addition to Its Line of Practice Aids-

Preventive 
Medicine for 
Headaches 
The traumatic headaches owners get from unin
sured adversity can be very contagious The 
architect of a project struck by uninsured fire, or 
casualty, or unbonded contractor default may 
suffer embarrassment, economic loss, and count
less hours spent in the notably unpleasant task 
of sorting out the mess. 

Having recognized that sufficient construction 
bonding and insurance are in your own best inter
est as well as your client's, however, you still have 
a major problem Insurance and bonding is a com
plicated business, full of technical concepts and 
esoteric terminology, What aid can an architect 
possibly give to an owner struggling through the 
informational maze of bonds and insurance? 

AJA Has the Help You Need. The definitive Second 
Edition of Construction Bonds and Insurance 
Guide, by Bernard B. Rothschild, FAIA, explains 
all the who's, what's. when·s, where's and why's of 

construction-related bonds and insurance, as re
quired by AIA Document A201, General Condi
tions of the Contract for Construction. It provides 
invaluable guidance to-and mutual understand
ing of respective responsibilities among-owners, 
insurance advisors. and architects. 

The Guide won't make you an insurance expert 
Indeed. it stresses the importance of an owner's 
seeking the counsel of a qualified insurance pro
fessional. What it will do is define your proper role, 
as an architect, in relation to construction bonds 
and insurance, and give you a solid working knowl
edge of protective requirements and options. 

Its handy looseleaf format allows you to augment 
the descriptive information provided with addition
al notes and documents from your own practice. 

A Revolutionary Combination of Proven 
Ingredients. For the first time anywhere, the Guide 
brings together: 

*Explanations of how construction bonds and 
insurance requirements are met, with special 
reference to widely used AIA Documents. 

*A comprehensive glossary providing clear and 
concise definitions of relevant insurance 
industry terms. 

*Samples of the many forms actually used by 
companies insuring construction projects. 

The Guide explains how to start a project off on 
the right track by initiating the Owner's Instruc
tions for Bonds and Insurance (AIA Document 
G610), and how these matters are dealt with in the 

General Conditions of the Contract for Construc
tion (A201 J and other AIA Documents. 

The discussion of construction bonds covers bid 
or proposal bonds, performance bonds, labor and 
material payment bonds, completion bonds, and 
maintenance bonds. 

The Guide's treatment of insurance details work
ers' compensation insurance, employer's liability 
insurance, the numerous specific elements of 
general liability insurance. and various endorse
ments to property insurance 

Included throughout these discussions are expla
nations of how levels of coverage are determined 
and paperwork is performed, hints about special 
areas of vulnerability the architect should be 
aware of, and notes about the considerations that 
apply to the architect involved in design-build 
project delivery of construction management 

In short. timely consultation of Construction 
Bonds and Insurance Guide will save everyone 
involved in a project from a whole range of 
paralyzing headaches. 

Recommended Dosage: At Least One Copy Per 
Office. Having made the Guide available to your 
clients and their insurance advisors. you may find 
that the volume is constantly on loan. Why not 
buy an extra copy for office use only? 

Order your copies now from Pub I ication Sales. 
The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New 
York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006, sup
plying the following information: firm name, cor
rect mailing address, name of person to receive 
order, and AIA chapter affiliation, if applicable 

Indicate number of copies you wish to order, 
and include payment with order (DC. 

residents add 5% sales tax) Make check 
payable to AIA. Refer to catalog #2M163 
-Construction Bonds and Insurance 

Guide. $18 each to AIA member, 
$22. 50 each to non-member. 
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A better way to stain wood. 
A better way to save~ 

Archi1ect Wendell Lovett. FA!A. Seattle. Washington 

Construction costs can be kept to a minimum with the help of Olympic Machine 
Staining: no weather delays, no painting scaffolds, no bare wood exposed by shrinkage. 

Best of all , Olympic Machine Staining does a better job that lasts longer. More 
stain protection gets into the wood because it is applied uniformly on a horizontal _ 
surface, then forced deep into the fibers by rollers and brushes. o• -v•• P1iC 

And it dries to a beautiful uniform finish. Choose any L71.,I 
Olympic Oil Stain, semi-transparent or solid color. See your MACH I N®E 
Olympic Machine Staining Dealer or write Olympic, Dept. MS, 
2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004. STAINING 

Circle 131 on i11formatio11 card 
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